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PREFACE

This issue of the Bulletin begins with the German Historical 
Institute’s 32nd annual lecture, delivered last November by the 
distinguished historian Paul Nolte (Freie Universität Berlin). In his 
lecture, titled “A Diff erent Sort of Neoliberalism? Making Sense 
of German History Since the 1970s,” Nolte grapples with the ques-
tion of how to characterize the current era — the decades since the 
1970s — in German history. Seeking to move beyond characteriza-
tions of the era as “post”-something, Nolte argues that German his-
tory since the late 1970s has been characterized by a German variant 
of neoliberalism. This German variant, he argues, diff ered from 
the better-known British and American versions associated with 
Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher in three crucial ways. First, 
German neoliberalism is “soft ”: its modifi cations of the German 
welfare state and economy have been made incrementally. Second, 
it is “governmental”: far from pushing for complete deregulation, 
German neoliberalism has drawn on state regulation to implement 
its agenda. Finally, German neoliberalism is “ecological,” that is, 
committed to environmental protection and sustainability. Nolte 
closes by pondering the thought-provoking question of whether 
recent advances in individual rights — especially for women and 
minorities — have been connected to the advance of neoliberalism 
or taken place in spite of it. 

Our second feature article, “Berlin’s Grand Hotels and the Crisis of 
German Democracy,” presents the research of the winner of the 2018 
Fritz Stern Dissertation Prize, which is awarded annually by the 
Friends of the German Historical Institute for the best dissertation 
in German history completed at a North American university. In this 
article, Adam Bisno, who wrote his prize-winning dissertation at 
Johns Hopkins University, takes an innovative approach to the his-
tory of Berlin’s luxury hotels during the Weimar Republic. Instead 
of writing a cultural history of Berlin’s grand hotels as glamorous 
places where high-society guests gathered, Bisno examines the 
business history of these establishments — and uses business 
history as a method for addressing questions of political history. 
Drawing on board meeting minutes, annual reports, and other 
business records, Bisno demonstrates that even though Berlin’s 
luxury hotels were controlled by men who thought of themselves 
as liberals, the luxury hospitality industry quickly got in the habit 
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of blaming its economic problems on the Weimar Republic, turning 
against the Republic long before the Great Depression.

A diff erent aspect of the Weimar Republic forms the subject of our 
third article, “Images of the Collective: Shapes, Types, and Bodies in 
Interwar Germany.” In this article, GHI postdoctoral visiting fellow 
Simon Unger seeks to understand the appeal of Nazi propaganda 
calling for a new German Volksgemeinschaft  by demonstrating that 
interwar intellectuals from the right and the left  shared a focus on 
collective typologies as a means of defi ning the individual via the 
collective. Moving from Weimar photography to psychological and 
psychiatric debates, Unger shows how both democrats and anti-
Republicans, including the Nazis, shared an obsession with biologi-
cal and psychological human “types.” Nazism, he argues, should 
be understood as “one possible pathway resulting from Weimar’s 
images of the collective.”

The last two feature articles present GHI research in the fi elds 
of global and transatlantic history. GHI research fellow Sören 
Urbansky’s article “A Chinese Plague” examines anti-Chinese dis-
courses in a comparative and transnational study of Vladivostok, 
San Francisco, and Singapore in order to compare discriminatory 
strategies in these three locations of the Chinese diaspora. Arguing 
that the late nineteenth century witnessed the emergence of the 
“yellow peril” as a global discourse, Urbansky shows how in each 
of these cities debates over health, hygiene, and housing revealed 
widespread suspicions that the local Chinese communities were 
riddled with undetected infectious diseases. Instead of addressing 
the social factors that caused overcrowding and a lack of hygiene, 
the host societies attributed fi lth and squalor to Chinese national 
character.

Claudia Roesch’s article “Love without Fear” analyzes the role that 
diff erent knowledge networks played in family planning initiatives 
targeting immigrant families in the postwar era. Drawing on the 
history of knowledge as a heuristic device, Roesch’s compara-
tive study of the West German and American cases analyzes the 
roles of four diff erent knowledge networks in providing immigrant 
women’s access to reproductive knowledge. Because paternalistic 
attitudes, language barriers, and structural racism made it diffi  cult 
for immigrant women to access formal medical knowledge networks 
in their host countries, most immigrant women relied primarily on 
semi-formal networks comprised of family planners and women’s 
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rights groups as well as informal networks consisting of family and 
friends. With the rise of satellite television and more aff ordable 
international travel, immigrant women also increasingly drew on 
formal knowledge networks in their home countries.

The conference reports in this issue refl ect the Institute’s current 
focus on the history of migration, Jewish history, and digital history. 
Recent conferences on the history of migration included the 2018 
Bucerius Young Scholars Forum, which was devoted to “Histories 
of Migration — Transatlantic and Global Perspectives,” the GHI’s 
2018 GSA panel series on “The Nexus of Migration, Youth, and 
Knowledge,” as well as conferences on “Exile and Emigration in an 
Age of War and Revolutions, 1750-1830” and on “Knowledge and 
Society in Times of Upheaval.” In addition, we report on the con-
cluding conference of a major collaborative research project, “Agents 
of Cultural Change: Jewish and Other Responses to Modernity, 
1750–1900,” and on the GHI’s most recent digital history conference, 
on the topic “Reconstructing Historical Networks Digitally: New 
Approaches, Opportunities and Epistemological Implications of 
Social Network Analysis.” Please turn to our news section for recent 
GHI news. For up-to-date information on upcoming events, pub-
lications, fellowships, and calls for papers, please also consult our 
website — http://www.ghi-dc.org — as well as our Facebook page. 

Simone Lässig (Director) and Richard F. Wetzell (Editor)
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A DIFFERENT SORT OF NEOLIBERALISM? 
MAKING SENSE OF GERMAN HISTORY SINCE THE 1970S
32ND ANNUAL LECTURE OF THE GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON DC, 
NOVEMBER 8, 2018

Paul Nolte
FREIE UNIVERSITÄT BERLIN

I. German Zeitgeschichte, the 1970s Strukturbruch, and 
the neoliberal conundrum

Oh, the times we’re living in! In our current situation of deep crisis, 
who might not, from time to time, wish to join in the laments that 
we are hearing on both sides of the Atlantic. Historians, however, 
have been trained to be wary of such generalized jeremiads. Indeed, 
they recognize the pattern behind such diagnoses. Since classical 
antiquity, it has been a constant trope in the self-fashioning of soci-
eties that the times are out of joint. Indeed, there is hardly a period 
in the past, certainly since the late eighteenth century, that was not 
experienced as a time of transformation and crisis by those living 
through it, or that has been interpreted as a time of crisis and struc-
tural change by later historians.

So, what times are we living in? The question becomes more com-
plicated as well as more precise when it is turned from a rhetorical 
into an analytical one, and if it is applied not simply to the present 
moment but to the last three or four decades. We know many things 
that have “happened” since the 1970s or 1980s, and that we can be 
rather certain will appear in the history books of the later twenty-
fi rst century: the fall of the Berlin wall and the collapse of the Soviet 
communist empire; the decline of the industrial economies that had 
emerged in the nineteenth century; the digital revolution and even, 
to be sure, the election of Donald Trump as President of the United 
States in 2016. But what does it all add up to? What label will be 
attached to the history of the late twentieth and early twenty-fi rst 
centuries? As of now, it seems, there are many things in the box, but 
the box does not yet carry a name. Or, to refer to the Greek fable of 
the hedgehog and the fox, which was translated into modern intel-
lectual history by Isaiah Berlin: Is the fi eld of contemporary history 
still in the “fox mode,” knowing “many diff erent things,” and unable 
to switch into the hedgehog’s capacity of knowing and defi ning the 
one big thing?1

1   Isaiah Berlin, The Hedge-
hog and the Fox: An Essay 
on Tolstoy’s View of History 
(London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1953). — The 
author wishes to thank the 
German Historical Insti-
tute Washington for the 
invitation to deliver the 
32nd Annual Lecture, 
especially its director, 
Simone Lässig. References 
have mostly been limited 
to the most relevant or ex-
emplary literature, with an 
emphasis on the most re-
cently published work.
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This problem may be deemed irrelevant in two diff erent ways. On the 
one hand, some might say: Here comes yet another one of those his-
torians from Germany who, true to the hedgehog character, is more 
interested in grand synthesis than in original research. However, 
regardless of national patterns in the culture of scholarship, which 
unquestionably still exist, the search is on for a grand narrative and 
overarching theme of the recent era, and moreover, it has a bearing 
upon American history as well. Another response might be to say this 
eff ort is premature. To recognize the shape of a historical era, would it 
not have to be over, so that it can be described from a truly historical 
vantage point as a concluded past? Again, this is a valid objection. 
And yet, historians know very well that many “era labels” that have 
proved to be persistent categories originated with contemporaries — 
the age of enlightenment being perhaps the best-known example. For 
that reason alone, it is worthwhile to survey the terminology applied 
to the history of the past decades because, as the record shows: It 
may stay with us, and in the history books, for a long time.

Then again, our era does not quite appear to be a new age of enlight-
enment. It may even be its opposite. The last four decades are oft en 
framed as an age of decline and deformation. They do not even carry 
their own distinct name. Despite the fact that we are talking about a 
period of almost half a century, this time-span does not exist in its own 
right; it is a period of “post-something,” with its Archimedean point 
lying outside of itself, in the supposedly better times that are long be-
hind us. In the vibrant German discourse on Zeitgeschichte, on making 
sense of the recent past, the assumption of a fundamental caesura in 
the 1970s has almost advanced to the status of a new orthodoxy.2 The 
end of the three-decade-long period of postwar boom, expansion, and 
cultural optimism is symbolically marked by the fi rst oil crisis of 1973. 
But more than that came to an end: in political economy (and economic 
and fi scal policies) the era of Keynesianism that had originated in the 
interwar period, not least in the American New Deal, gave way to the 
new doctrines and policies of Chicago-style monetarism and neoliber-
alism. German historians such as Ulrich Herbert have argued that the 
1970s even marked the end of an age of “high” or “classical” modernity 
that had spanned almost a century, beginning with the emergence of 
industrialized, highly urbanized, and increasingly technology-bound 
societies in the Western world in the late nineteenth century, such as 
in the Wilhelmine Kaiserreich.3 Or, it could be said that the glorious 
times of the “Modell Deutschland,” established from the ruins of the 
Nazi Empire, were over.4

2   Especially so with the enor-
mously infl uential short book 
by Anselm Doering 
Manteuff el / Lutz Raphael, 
Nach dem Boom: Perspektiven 
auf die Zeitgeschichte seit 1970 
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 2008). See also: 
Konrad H. Jarausch (ed.), 
Das Ende der Zuversicht? Die 
siebziger Jahre als Geschichte 
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 2008); Morten 
Reitmayer / Thomas 
Schlemmer (eds.), Die Anfänge 
der Gegenwart: Umbrüche in 
Westeuropa nach dem Boom 
(Munich: Oldenbourg, 2014); 
in a global perspective: Niall 
Ferguson et al. (eds.), The 
Shock of the Global: The 1970s 
in Perspective (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 2010). 

3   Especially so in Herbert’s 
magisterial synthesis of 20th-
century Germany: Ulrich 
Herbert, Geschichte Deutsch-
lands im 20. Jahrhundert 
(Munich: C.H. Beck, 2014); 
see also Herbert, “Europe in 
High Modernity: Refl ections on 
a Theory of the 20th Century”, 
Journal of Modern European 
History 5 (2007): 5-20. The 
notion of “classical moder-
nity” and its historiographical 
infl uence is still much indebt-
ed to Detlev J.K. Peukert, Die 
Weimarer Republik: Krisen-
jahre der klassischen Moderne 
(Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1987).

4   See Thomas Hertfelder and 
Andreas Rödder, eds., Modell 
Deutschland: Erfolgsgeschichte 
oder Illusion? (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
2007).
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How, then, can we make sense of this recent past of “post-classicism” 
or “post-modernity,” to use the grand concept from cultural theory 
that has exerted a deep impact on historical writing about the recent 
past? Beyond those relational categories of “post-something,” other 
concepts that may suggest a synthetic understanding of the times 
since the 1970s are in wide usage, with “globalization” and “neolib-
eralism” arguably being the two most important; and of course, they 
are in many ways interconnected, both empirically and conceptually.5 
Neoliberalism, however, may be the concept that is better suited to 
provide a key to a variety of problems in the inner mechanics of West-
ern societies. This includes not only their economics and politics, but 
also their cultural modes of operation in a wider sense. In particular, 
I will argue that the neoliberal transformation of Western societies 
emerged in diff erent varieties across North America and Europe, 
despite shared origins and common denominators.

To make this argument, this essay will sketch the particular Ger-
man brand of neoliberalism that emerged in the 1980s, in marked 
diff erence to those Anglo-Saxon varieties most oft en identifi ed with 
American President Ronald Reagan and British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher. In contrast to widespread understandings of the 
term both in academia and among the wider public, the German ver-
sion of neoliberalism may be described by three attributes: as “soft ,” 
“governmental,” and “ecological” (or, “sustainable”). It is a “soft er” 
version that is historically more path-dependent, and is diff erent from 
the radicalism of other varieties — a radicalism that originally both 
proponents and critics saw as one of neoliberalism’s central char-
acteristics. Secondly, German neoliberalism cannot be understood 
as an attempt at strengthening liberalized and deregulated markets 
at the expense of state power und public regulation. Instead, it has 
taken the shape of state regulation in widely diff erent policy fi elds, 
and it may even be characterized as establishing a primacy of political 
governance. German history as well as the history of the European 
Union in the neoliberal era did not follow a trajectory of “Entmündi-
gung des Staates” (placing the state under guardianship), as Anselm 
Doering-Manteuff el has suggested6 — quite the contrary. Finally, 
German neoliberalism has developed since the 1980s together with 
the rise of the ecological movement and the Green party, and while 
their co-occurrence might be accidental, the two have most certainly 
co-evolved in many ways, with the ecological groups feeding ideas 
of sustainability into the German idea of neoliberalism. This is a 
fundamental aspect of German Zeitgeschichte that still needs to be 

5   For a recent synthesis of 
European history in which 
globalization takes cen-
ter stage, see Andreas 
Wirsching, Der Preis der 
Freiheit: Geschichte Europas 
in unserer Zeit (Munich: 
C.H. Beck, 2012); 
Wirsching, Demokratie 
und Globalisierung: Europa 
seit 1989 (Munich: C.H. 
Beck, 2015).

6   Anselm Doering-
Manteuff el, Die Entmün-
digung des Staates und die 
Krise der Demokratie: 
Entwicklungslinien von 
1980 bis zur Gegenwart 
(Stuttgart: Stift ung Bunde-
spräsident Theodor-
Heuss-Haus, 2013). See 
also idem, “Die deutsche 
Geschichte in den Zeitbö-
gen des 20. Jahrhunderts,” 
Vierteljahrsheft e für Zeit-
geschichte 62 (2014): 321-
348; idem, “Deutschlands 
20. Jahrhundert im Wandel 
zeithistorischer Narrative,” 
Historische Zeitschrift  306 
(2018): 97-120. For criti-
cal discussions of Doering-
Manteuff el’s narrative and 
periodization, see Peter 
Hoeres, “Gefangen in der 
analytisch-normativen 
Westernisierung der Zeit-
geschichte: Eine Kritik am 
Konzept der Zeitbögen,” 
Vierteljahrsheft e für Zeit-
geschichte 63 (2015): 427-
436; Ariane Leendertz, 
“Zeitbögen, Neoliberal-
ismus und das Ende des 
Westens, oder: Wie kann 
man die deutsche 
Geschichte des 20. 
Jahrhunderts schreiben?” 
Vierteljahrsheft e für 
Zeitgeschichte 65 (2017): 
191-217.
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better understood in the United States, especially in the context of the 
persistent critique of fi scal austerity in Germany that is propounded 
by American Left ists and Conservatives alike.

Viewing the history of the past four decades through the lens of neo-
liberalism may therefore be helpful in order to make sense of that still 
strangely “unmarked space” in contemporary history. In addition, it 
might also lead toward a better understanding of the complicated, 
and seemingly paradoxical, trajectories on which the United States 
on the one hand, and Germany — and in many ways, the European 
Union — on the other hand have embarked since around 1980. A 
brief look at American historiography and historical Zeitdiagnose 
(perspectives on the present) off ers striking parallels to the German 
literature. Some attempts at synthesis are written primarily in the 
“fox mode,” such as Sean Wilentz’s Age of Reagan, 1974-2008, which 
eschews large analytical concepts.7 The arguably most infl uential, and 
most sophisticated, history of the recent decades, Daniel T. Rodgers’s 
Age of Fracture, promotes a similar narrative. Although focusing on 
trends in intellectual history, it conveys the same overall image of 
disintegration as much of the German scholarship does: the image of 
a previous whole that has been gradually shattering into pieces since 
the 1970s.8 Writing in the same vein, George Packer’s The Unwinding 
relates that story of disintegration and decline in a gripping journal-
istic manner, but he also shift s attention from the spheres of high 
culture and scholarship to the very fabric of society and to everyday 
experiences of crisis. In the paperback edition, Packer’s book carries 
a new subtitle that makes the historical narrative to which his study 
subscribes unmistakably clear: Thirty Years of American Decline.9

And yet, the diff erences oft en make transatlantic historians wonder, 
less perhaps diff erences in historiography than in the very obvious 
divergences in the course of history itself.10 Since the 1980s, America 
has remained a society profoundly shaped by the military, while Eu-
rope, and Germany in particular, has demilitarized and has become 
culturally pacifi st. During the same time, America’s religious culture 
has grown stronger, especially with the rise of evangelical Christi-
anity, while Europe has become the most secular region on Earth. 
American political culture, and the programs and milieus of the two 
major parties, have lost their middle ground and become polarized 
to an extreme. In Germany, meanwhile, the polarization of the 1970s 
has given way to a new centrism in political culture, with the major 
political parties, including the CDU, the SPD, and the Greens, having 
all moved to the middle. One can easily continue this enumeration: 

7   Sean Wilentz, The Age of 
Reagan: A History, 1974-2008 
(New York: Harper Collins, 
2008).

8   Daniel T. Rodgers, Age of 
Fracture (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 
2011).

9   George Packer, The Unwin-
ding: An Inner History of the 
New America (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux 
2013); paperback ed. 2014: 
The Unwinding: Thirty Years 
of American Decline. See also: 
J.D. Vance, Hillbilly Elegy: A 
Memoir of a Family and 
Culture in Crisis (New York: 
Harper Collins, 2016).

10  For a deeper discussion of 
this trajectory of divergence, 
see Paul Nolte, “Transatlantic 
Ambivalences: Germany and 
the United States Since the 
1980s”, in: Nolte, Transatlan-
tische Ambivalenzen: Studien 
zur Sozial- und Ideengeschichte 
des 18. bis 20. Jahrhunderts 
(Munich: De Gruyter Olden-
bourg, 2014), 369-388.
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Despite its massive loss in traditional industries such as textiles or 
consumer electronics, Germany has, to a large extent, remained an 
industrial and production society, especially when compared to the 
triumph of the American service economy.11 It remains to be seen 
whether the current American president will be able to reverse that 
shift . Finally, the unleashing of markets in the United States fi nds its 
parallels in certain German and European attempts at privatization, 
such as in the airline industry or in telecommunications. It contrasts, 
however, with a strong German state that has never lost its grip on 
society and has, on the contrary, in many respects become more, not 
less, of a regulatory state, especially since the 1990s. Again, therefore, 
the search is on for the neoliberal syndrome and its varieties on both 
sides of the Atlantic Ocean.

II. Beyond the political economy: deregulation and order — a 
Foucauldian view

What, then, is neoliberalism? Before specifi c empirical varieties can 
be addressed, the diff erent layers of the term must be distinguished. 
In its most basic sense, the term refers to the anti-Keynesian type 
of market economics that is particularly connected with Friedrich 
August Hayek and Milton Friedman, and which rose to prominence 
during the 1970s, fi rst in academic circles, and shortly thereaft er in 
politics.12 Its characteristics are supply-side economics instead of 
an economics of (consumer) demand; a focus on individuals and 
their behavior in economy and society, rather than on groups and 
collectives; and above all: the prioritization of free markets over 
state intervention and governmental regulation, as the best means 
of achieving wealth and freedom. In that sense, neoliberalism as a 
new economic doctrine has heavily infl uenced conservative politics 
in the United States and the United Kingdom under Ronald Reagan 
and Margaret Thatcher.13 But it has also shaped wider views of society 
and the “philosophy” of politics in these countries — just think of 
Thatcher’s famous statement that “there is no such thing as society.” 
In the historical literature, it is common to refer to neoliberalism in 
this particular context and with those conceptions in mind. With 
regard to Germany, then, the standard scholarly judgment is that 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and his Christian-Liberal coalition formed 
in 1982 fl irted with neoliberal ideas for several years in the 1980s 
and implemented parts of its agenda — through attempts at fi s-
cal consolidation or the now-notorious beginnings of commercial 
television.14 Yet the Kohl administration eventually avoided a more 

11  For an early assessment, 
see David Soskice, 
“Globalisierung und insti-
tutionelle Divergenz: Die 
USA und Deutschland 
im Vergleich, Geschichte 
und Gesellschaft  vol. 25 
(1999): 201-225; also 
see Peter Hall and David 
Soskice, eds., Varieties 
of Capitalism: The Institu-
tional Foundations of 
Comparative Advantage 
(Oxford: Oxford 
University Press 2001).

12  From an extensive litera-
ture, see Daniel Stedman 
Jones, Masters of the 
Universe: Hayek, Friedman, 
and the Birth of Neoliberal 
Politics (Princeton: 
Princeton University 
Press, 2012).

13  For a now classic account, 
see Paul Pierson, Dis-
mantling the Welfare 
State? Reagan, Thatcher, 
and the Politics of 
Retrenchment (New York: 
Cambridge University 
Press, 1994).

14  For a characteristic 
narrative and judgement 
along those lines, see 
Edgar Wolfrum’s infl uen-
tial synthesis Die geglückte 
Demokratie: Geschichte 
der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland von ihren 
Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart 
(Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 
2006), 354-364; also: 
Andreas Wirsching, Ab-
schied vom Provisorium: 
Geschichte der Bundesre-
publik Deutschland 1982-
1990 (Stuttgart: DVA, 
2006), 334-360; other 
standard accounts may 
be added.
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radical pursuit of the neoliberal agenda in favor of continuity: there 
was no German “dismantling” of the welfare state, and likewise, fi s-
cal consolidation quickly faded away in the rush to public spending 
aft er reunifi cation in 1990.

In a wider, or rather, in a historically deeper sense, research in recent 
years has increasingly explored the intellectual origins of neoliberal 
economics and has drawn attention to the concerns of economists, 
sociologists, and philosophers long before the 1970s. From this per-
spective, the neoliberal impulse emerged as a response to the rise 
of the Keynesian paradigm in the 1930s and 1940s and acquired a 
much clearer profi le in the grand political struggles of those times, 
confronting the American New Deal, Nazi Germany and the totalitar-
ian challenge, and the economics of World War II. The founding of 
the Mont Pèlerin Society in 1947 is now oft en cited as a milestone, 
not least because it also contributed to the formation of international 
networks of neoliberal thinkers and propagandists. In his most recent 
book, historian Quinn Slobodian traces the roots of neoliberalism 
even further back, to the 1920s, that is, to the demise of empires aft er 
World War I and the search for order in a seemingly disorderly, and 
increasingly mass democratic, world.15 In this pursuit, according to 
Slobodian, early neoliberals were anything but free-market radicals 
who despised regulation. Rather, they sought to impose order on 
nations by means of international organizations and global institu-
tions and thus bequeathed a legacy of “order through governance” to 
later generations of neoliberals — a concept that toward the end of 
the twentieth century, one might argue, was taken up in continental 
Europe much more than in the Anglo-Saxon world.

At the same time, the notion of neoliberalism has been expanded 
far beyond the realm of political economy by left ist critics of the 
conservative and anti-Keynesian turn of the 1980s. In the discourse 
of the social sciences, in political and cultural theory — but less so 
in history — it increasingly became a labelling of the era, beyond its 
original restriction to the governments of Reagan and Thatcher. From 
the neo-Marxist perspective in particular, neoliberalism became the 
one systemic concept that described the current phase of capitalism. 
With regard to historical actors rather than the logic of systems, crit-
ics on the left  associated it politically with the “neoliberal project,” a 
deliberate, even strategic eff ort to roll back the progressive achieve-
ments of the postwar decades. According to this view, the goal of the 
neoliberals was to break up the postwar consensus of strong welfare 
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states and regulatory politics and, eventually, to control and even 
disempower the democratic people and re-establish elite control. 
This narrative has turned “neoliberalism” from a self-description 
or an analytical concept into a normative category with rather nega-
tive connotations. German historian Andreas Rödder has described 
this as the “pejorative infection” of the term in his Short History of 
the Present. Rejecting such associations, he insists on the narrower 
defi nition of neoliberalism as “market-oriented political economy.”16

Indeed, the question why the emerging grand narratives about the 
last four decades are cast as narratives of decline warrants a lecture 
of its own. Let us assume it is too simple to say: “Because, unfortu-
nately, it was so!” It is too simple in terms of methodology because 
historians know too much about narratives of crisis and decline, their 
persistence against all indicators as well as the conjunctures with 
which they come and go. A story of decline is also too simple and 
one-dimensional empirically since evidence to the contrary, indicat-
ing progress and rise, abounds — especially from a left ist or liberal 
viewpoint that emphasizes the position of women in the family, 
workplace, and politics, or the rights of minorities. More than in the 
United States, the economic boom and expansion of the welfare state 
of the postwar decades in Western Europe — and especially in the 
Federal Republic — went along with the continuation of patterns of 
patriarchy, with the persistence of authoritarian mentalities and prac-
tices, and with the precarious legacy of “classic” forms of inequality 
and poverty that we should be careful not to overlook or, even less, 
to romanticize. In politics, the decades of presumable economic and 
social decline since 1973-74 are framed as decades of a retreat of de-
mocracy in the “post-democracy” narrative infl uentially suggested by 
Colin Crouch.17 And yet, this period also witnessed the emergence of 
new styles of participatory and “movement” democracy in established 
democracies, while the “third wave” of twentieth-century democra-
tization liberated parts of Southern Europe in the mid-1970s, then 
East Central Europe in the revolutions of 1989.18

The point is not to replace the story of decline with one of progress, 
but to hint at the complexities of the era and at the striking fact that 
it is oft en Left ists who overlook the huge advances on their own ter-
ritory. Then again, the left ist switch from optimism to pessimism, 
from narratives of progress to narratives of decline, is itself a major 
cultural and intellectual hallmark of the era. Those complexities 
and apparent paradoxes are woven into the fabric of neoliberalism. 
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Indeed, it would be unwise to jettison this concept. Rather, it is 
worthwhile trying to cure it of “the pejorative infection” and to real-
ize its broad explanatory power as an analytical category. In a very 
general sense, then, neoliberalism refers to a massive push of indi-
vidualization that struck Western societies beginning in the 1970s 
and to a fundamental reworking of ideas and institutions of order 
that emphasized competition in the market. This trend was associ-
ated, moreover, with political regimes that sought to establish and 
control cultures of the market and of the autonomous individual. In 
practice, there was much fl exibility and national variation — aft er 
all, it is neoliberalism we are talking about — that allowed for the 
continuation of historical path-dependencies. The German case of 
non-radical and state-regulated neoliberalism is a prime example.

This understanding of neoliberalism is inspired by the history and 
theory of “governmentality” that the French philosopher and histo-
rian of ideas Michel Foucault put forward, at the dawn of the neolib-
eral era, in his lectures on the “Birth of Biopolitics.”19 Incidentally, 
Foucault gave his last lecture in his Collège de France course on this 
topic on April 4, 1979, exactly a month before Margaret Thatcher 
moved into 10 Downing Street, and his prime reference point for the 
emergence of neoliberalism was not Milton Friedman, but the Ger-
man tradition of Ordoliberalismus between the 1930s and the 1950s. 
In this way Foucault, the grand theorist of the prison and modern 
discipline, opened the door to a historical interpretation of neoliber-
alism that goes beyond the simplistic notion of market radicalism. 
Such an interpretation would encompass the ambivalent progress 
in individualization as well as patterns of governance, regulation, 
and control (of individuals as well as societies at large) that do not 
contradict but oft en dovetail with the paradigm of the market. Neo-
liberalism, thus understood, is not solely a project in disintegration 
and fracture, volatility, and social “unwinding.” It is also an attempt 
at control and integration and a pattern of social engineering,20 even 
an attempt to shape historical time. Neoliberalism seeks to plan the 
future along the idea of an optimization of societies in history, as well 
as of individuals in their life-course.

III. The welfare state, academic regimes, and green austerity: 
German neoliberalism as soft, governmental, and ecological

How, then, did Germany turn “neoliberal”? The broader under-
standing of neoliberal societies and cultures suggested in this paper 
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certainly goes beyond political eff orts directed at privatization and 
deregulation, strengthening market mechanisms and principles 
of competitive individualism. Yet politics did play a central role in 
implementing a new pattern of political economy and the welfare 
state and recalibrating the institutional order of state and society in 
Germany. A brief look at three policy fi elds that can be considered 
typical of the German variety of transformation since the early 1980s 
may be helpful. They may be seen as typical not only in the themes 
addressed, but also in the ways in which they have been pursued, in 
their policy approaches, and in the types of solutions they presented.

As in most other Western countries, limiting the welfare state was 
a key impulse in the emergence of neoliberal politics in Germany. 
With the economic recession that had started aft er the fi rst oil crisis 
of 1973-74 and deepened in the wake of the second oil crisis of 1979, 
not least with a massive surge in unemployment, it became clear 
to many, even on the center-left , especially the pragmatic wing of 
the German SPD associated with Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, that 
the era of massive expansion in social security measures and wel-
fare expenditures was over. Welfare and budget issues had already 
loomed large in the fall of Schmidt’s predecessor Willy Brandt in 
1974, and they took center stage in the crisis and eventual breakup 
of the SPD-FDP coalition in the fall of 1982. In September 1982 FDP 
politician Otto Graf Lambsdorff , Federal Minister of Economics since 
1977 and dubbed the “market count” for his emphatically liberal 
convictions, presented a paper to Chancellor Schmidt that became 
the notorious “letter of divorce” for the center-left  government. Un-
der the conservative-liberal coalition led by Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
(which included Lambsdorff  in the same offi  ce for two more years), 
West Germany seemed to follow the sea change of its major Western 
allies, the United States and the United Kingdom (not, however, 
Mitterrand’s socialist France).

And judging by the general direction not only of government policy, 
but also of culture and Zeitgeist, it certainly did. The fi rst years of the 
Kohl government in particular saw a broad spectrum of deregulation 
measures and the privatization of state-owned enterprises, as well 
as eff orts at fi scal consolidation, especially by curbing social welfare 
expenditures.21 The attack on the postwar Keynesian order soon 
proved to be rather limited, however. Despite some signifi cant quar-
rels between the Kohl government and the trade unions, the Federal 
Republic’s brand of Sozialpartnerschaft  (social partnership) remained 
intact. The same was true of the Sozialstaat, the German variant of the 
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welfare state, both in its major principles (many of which dated back 
to the social insurance programs of the Bismarck era) and in volume 
and extent. Many of the important CDU and CSU policy makers in 
the realm of social policy in the 1980s and 1990s, notably long-time 
minister for social aff airs Norbert Blüm, emerged as fi erce opponents 
of more radical cutbacks and of neoliberal measures in the spirit of 
Thatcher and Reagan.22

The more signifi cant reorganization of the German welfare state came 
only in the 2000s, and it came under the left ist auspices of Gerhard 
Schröder’s Red-Green coalition. The so-called Hartz legislation (aft er 
Peter Hartz, a VW manager and infl uential advisor to the chancellor) 
brought about a major reorganization of unemployment benefi ts and 
welfare subsidies for the poor, essentially merging the two in a new 
system of welfare benefi ts colloquially called Hartz IV. While the ma-
terial losses for the long-term unemployed were substantial, changes 
in the patterns of discourse on welfare, state, and society proved to 
be at least as important. The argumentative core of neoliberalism in 
social policies moved from the fi scal to the cultural arena, that is, 
from the need to balance budgets to the mobilization of individuals 
who were supposed to take more responsibility for their own lives, 
materially and beyond.23

What can be learned from this fi rst example of neoliberal policies in 
the Federal Republic, both before and aft er reunifi cation? Neoliberal 
discourse and politics did not remain limited to the “high noon” of 
Western neoliberal conservatism in the 1980s, but pervaded an era 
of several decades, well into the twenty-fi rst century. Varieties of 
the neoliberal agenda were pushed not only by right-leaning, but 
also by left -leaning governments, especially since the 1990s, when 
Bill Clinton and Tony Blair turned out to be role models and allies 
for Schröder, much more so, in fact, than Reagan and Thatcher had 
been for Kohl. Over time, the regulation of society and the “respon-
sibilization” (Responsibilisierung) of individuals replaced the primacy 
of economics in the welfare agenda. Overall, however, continuity 
remained a hallmark of the German trajectory, and small, gentle steps 
were more common than radical measures.

Education and universities are a second policy fi eld that deserves 
particular attention when trying to understand the German variety 
of neoliberalism. Since the nineteenth century, Germany had proudly 
described itself as the Land der Dichter und Denker (land of poets and 
thinkers) and without a doubt, by the eve of the First World War, it 
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had established one of the most successful systems of primary and 
secondary education as well as some of the world’s leading universi-
ties and research institutions. Nazi rule left  the German academia 
severely weakened, and by the 1990s the crisis of the German univer-
sities had become so notorious that the sharp-tongued SPD theorist 
Peter Glotz called them “rotten at their core” (im Kern verrottet).24 In 
line with market discourse, Germany’s problems in education and 
research were diagnosed as a problem of international competitive-
ness, which contributed to the competitive disadvantages of Standort 
Deutschland (Germany as a location for doing business) — as if the 
country as a whole was to be judged by its attractiveness as a place to 
do business. The publication of the OECD’s fi rst comparative student 
assessment study in 2001 caused the Federal Republic’s now famous 
“PISA shock.”

Significantly, the political reaction to problems in schools and 
universities was not designed to unleash market forces in order to 
generate more competition and private initiative in educational in-
stitutions. While non-public secondary schools became increasingly 
attractive in the 1990s, especially in East Germany, and, starting in 
the late 1990s, smaller private universities were being founded at an 
astonishing rate,25 the state never lost control or quickly regained 
the initiative. In the case of the universities, in the 2000s the state 
established a new system of competition sponsored and funded by 
the government. In keeping with the tradition established under the 
Kaiserreich and the Weimar Republic, the Federal Republic’s con-
stitution of 1949, the Grundgesetz, made culture and education the 
prerogative of the states (Länder). Half a century later, the neoliberal 
response to crisis was not to increase competition between the states 
(or possibly, additional private actors), but rather, to strengthen the 
powers of the national government and to enforce additional regimes 
of regulation in education and academia. Since 2005, the “Excellence 
Initiative” (Exzellenzinitiative) has signifi cantly transformed German 
universities by distributing billions of tax euros in additional funding 
through a competitive system largely master-minded by the federal 
government. One little-noted eff ect of this measure has been that 
private universities, which were too small to eff ectively compete in 
this game, were pushed to the margins before they could even begin 
to pose a serious challenge to the established public institutions.

Even though the Excellence Initiative, as has oft en been noted, inau-
gurated a new political economy, a system of “academic capitalism” 
in German universities, it did not open them up, as a traditional 
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understanding of neoliberalism would lead one to expect, to the 
private sector and the mechanisms of a market economy proper.26 
Instead, this variety of neoliberalism emphasized the creation of hier-
archies in what had been a highly egalitarian system (hierarchies both 
within and among universities), the formation of new elites, and the 
exertion of government control, including through para-governmental 
institutions such as the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft  (DFG, 
the German equivalent of the National Science Foundation and the 
National Endowment for the Humanities). Again, as in the fi eld of 
social welfare policy, this entailed a new regulation of individual 
behavior, in this case, the regulation of the preferences of professors 
and researchers according to monetarized standards of scholarly suc-
cess and reputation.27 German neoliberalism may come in a “soft ” 
variety, but it has nonetheless been shaped by a new determination 
on the part of the centralized state to exert control by new modes of 
governance and “governmentality.”

Finally, there is a third example to consider that touches less on a 
specifi c policy fi eld than on an approach or attitude that has been 
manifest in German political, social, and cultural life during the past 
four decades. One of the most striking peculiarities of Germany since 
the early 1980s is the political strength of the environmental move-
ment and the singular success of the Green Party. Why this German 
Sonderweg (special path) in the recent history of political parties? 
This question would have to be explored in greater depth elsewhere; 
suffi  ce it to say that the country’s Nazi past is very likely among the 
reasons for it. Not enough thought has been given to the parallel as-
cendency of neoliberalism, the memory boom and the Germans’ new 
confrontation with the Nazi past, and the ecological crisis, including 
the paradigm of sustainability since the 1980s.28

In the so-called Realo, or pragmatic, wing of the Green Party, the 
notions of sustainability and responsibility vis-à-vis “the future” 
and the coming generations increasingly began to include politi-
cal economy and fi scal policies. Running counter to the persistent 
Keynesian attitude on the traditional German Left  (as in the party Die 
Linke), Green politicians since the 1990s have emerged as staunch ad-
vocates of fi scal austerity.29 They argued that defi cit spending means 
burdening future generations with our debts, while depriving them 
of the opportunity of living off  unearned public money as we have. 
In line with European Union budget guidelines and debt limits, in 
2009 Germany amended article 103 of the Grundgesetz to mandate 
balanced government budgets. This measure enjoyed wide support 
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across the political spectrum: aside from more radical or traditional 
left ists, everyone from conservatives and liberals to Greens and mod-
erate Social Democrats embraced the goal of balanced budgets. The 
controversy over the pros and cons of public debt and spending con-
tinues to divide American and European (and in particular, German) 
economists, politicians, and publics. It is still not fully understood 
in the United States that German strict fi scal restraint and Angst over 
debt is not purely an economic matter but is part of a larger cultural 
pattern shaped by the notion of sustainability.

Hence, it would be wrong to associate neoliberalism, at least in 
its German and other continental European varieties, with short-
termism. To be sure, market behavior may put a premium on short-
term decisions, on the contingency of results, and the responsibility 
of actors in the present to make the best of their lives and circum-
stances. But insofar as neoliberalism includes patterns of governmen-
tal control and regulation with the objective of making responsible 
lives possible, it has developed a fi rm horizon that takes the future 
into account, and not in terms of years but of decades. Leading a 
free and responsible life in this scenario demands a consideration of 
the costs of our lifestyles measured in terms of their impact on both 
the environment and future generations. The regulatory approach 
of neoliberalism, in conjunction with the reigning environmental 
paradigm, has revived the idea of long-term planning for the future, 
which had been all but abandoned with the collapse of modernist 
and progressive optimism in the 1970s. Moreover, the consideration 
of environmental impacts has pushed neoliberal monetarization to 
new levels in the minute calculations of each and every aspect of 
one’s life, including bodily and metabolic processes, as in the idea 
of the individual’s “ecological footprint.”

IV. The moment of 1989, neoliberal Europe, and German 
path-dependency

Far beyond economic theory and market-oriented policies, neoliberal-
ism in its social and psychological facets has deeply penetrated the web 
of modern societies and has developed into a “moral economy”30 in the 
everyday regulation, and self-regulation, of individual behavior. In this 
broader sense, the cultural pattern of neoliberalism extends beyond 
its national varieties. At the same time, the diff erent forms that neo-
liberal regimes have taken in the late twentieth and early twenty-fi rst 
centuries are closely linked to the historical trajectories of individual 
nations, states, or other systems of governance such as, in particular, 
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the European Union. In recent German history, the breakdown of the 
state-socialist GDR and the political economy of reunifi cation rein-
forced the dynamics of neoliberalization exactly at the moment when 
it seemed to have lost its original early-1980s momentum.

The challenge of economic and social reconstruction in East Germany 
gave neoliberalism a second life: economically, with the clear primacy 
of the logic of the market and the privatization of industries as well 
as socially, by summoning East Germans to conduct their lives in 
accordance with a new post-collective self-responsibility. Indeed, 
it may be argued that the transformation of East Germany and East 
Central Europe aft er communism elevated the neoliberal agenda to 
a new level, beyond its classical economic and fi scal concerns. The 
West applied its new order to the East, and from there it came back 
with a vengeance in the late 1990s, when West Germans started to 
discover that they, too, needed to go one step further. Federal Presi-
dent Roman Herzog captured this moment in April 1997 in his Berlin 
speech now famous as the “Ruck-Rede”: With the immediate job 
of economic reconstruction completed in the former GDR, Herzog 
declared, it was time the country as a whole and each individual 
understood that German economic institutions and German ways 
of thinking had to become more fl exible if Germany were to remain 
competitive in a global future.

On a wider European level, the establishment of a new order of de-
mocracy and market liberalism in post-communist nations such as 
Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic coincided with a new phase 
and type of neoliberal governance in the European Union.31 To be 
sure, European integration since the 1950s had always centrally been 
about abolishing tariff s, national protective legislation, and other lim-
its to free markets. At the turn of the century, however, EU governance 
increasingly merged the free market agenda with regulatory eff orts 
that, in the name of fostering equal access to markets and ensuring 
fair competition, established a neoliberal market technocracy: a 
type of governmental neoliberalism that closely corresponded to the 
measures engaged in Germany under Gerhard Schröder. It seemed 
no longer suffi  cient to give private actors leeway on the market and 
certainly not by way of reining in the state and bureaucracy.32

Rather, political governance entered the arena with the intention of 
mobilizing actors for markets, even — again, much as in the German 
case — for pseudo-markets as in the competition for the European 
Commission’s research grants. The Lisbon strategy in 2000 likewise 
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abandoned the classical liberal idea that the preferences of individual 
market actors, be they entrepreneurs or consumers, would decide 
Europe’s position in the globalized world of the twenty-fi rst century. 
Instead, the European Union would have to emerge as “the most 
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world 
capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs 
and greater social cohesion” by 2010. In a transatlantic perspective, 
the European turn to governmental neoliberalism contributed to the 
divergence of European and U.S. models of politics and society. Given 
American skepticism toward this kind of regulation, it added up to a 
rift  that was already widening with the growing homogenization of 
European societies and economies.

What, then, do we make of the neoliberal era that began in the 1970s? 
What do we make of the four decades that have seen neoliberalism 
repeatedly change shape like an amoeba and continuously adapt to 
new circumstances and new spaces? From the historian’s point of 
view, it is a huge advantage that the notion of neoliberalism provides 
a broad roof under which politics and economy, society and culture 
of the past forty years may be understood, for the Western world 
as a whole, including North America and Europe, as well as for the 
European Union or the recent history of individual nations such as 
Germany, with their own and sometimes quite distinct neoliberal va-
rieties. For Germany in particular, the understanding of neoliberalism 
suggested here emphasizes continuity and path-dependency across 
the “structural break” (Strukturbruch) of the 1970s that has emerged 
so prominently in recent historiography of the era.

The German variety of “soft ” and “governmental” neoliberalism may 
then be seen as a re-interpretation, under changed circumstances, 
of the German ideas of Ordoliberalismus and Soziale Marktwirtschaft  
(social market economy) that were developed in the 1930s and 1940s, 
and institutionalized in the early years of the Federal Republic. Since 
recent research may have exaggerated the caesura of the 1970s, the 
framework of neoliberalism not only provides an understanding of 
the recent era beyond the widespread usage of “post-words,” but 
also points to an understanding of historical origins and continu-
ities. Neoliberalism, then, is not some alien project that represented 
a betrayal of original and trustworthy traditions and institutions, be 
it in Germany or elsewhere. The central motifs of governance and 
control, planning and sustainability even make it worth considering 
the possibility that the age of high modernity did not end with the 
disruptions of the 1970s and might indeed not be over yet.
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V. Between liberal rights and populism: The ambivalent legacy 
of neoliberalism

This brief sketch has probably raised more questions than it has 
answered. Among those questions are issues that are not only, or 
not even primarily, of interest to professional historians but to all 
citizens of the neoliberal age. One of them concerns the relation-
ship between a neoliberal political economy and the advances of 
liberal rights in Western societies. Have the rights of women and 
minorities been achieved despite the neoliberal agenda and against 
its conservative mindset? Or have the two been friends rather than 
foes? In other words, is there a nexus between neoliberalism and 
the progressive liberalization of society? And if so, perhaps more so 
in the Euro-German varieties of neoliberalism than in the United 
States? Aft er all, individuals have been set free from restraints, for 
better or worse, and neoliberal political economy has eroded tradi-
tional and patriarchal notions of inequality by mobilizing women for 
the workforce. Have citizens of the Western world been set free, or 
have they instead been incarcerated in the invisible coercion to self-
optimize? These are some of the issues raised in the Left ist critique 
of “progressive neoliberalism” by American political theorist Nancy 
Fraser and others.33

Another question of obvious importance concerns the political conse-
quences of the neoliberal era.34 The rise of populism and the current 
crisis of democracy are oft en linked to neoliberal regimes. In the 
classical understanding of that term, the shift  from public to private, 
from state to market has produced democracies that seek to con-
form to markets rather than to the will of the people. In the broader 
sense of neoliberal regimes in culture and society, new patterns of 
technocratic governance have exerted the same eff ect and alienated 
democratic constituencies for a second time. For Colin Crouch, the 
origins of “post-democracy” are to be found, not accidentally, in the 
great shift  of the 1970s, with the transition from boom to recession, 
and from Keynesian to neoliberal political economies. Then again, 
there is a danger of romanticizing society and democracy during the 
trente glorieuses; we should not forget the hierarchy and patriarchy 
of Western societies before the 1970s and the conventional forms of 
participation before the rise of the “strong democracy” fostered by 
movements and minorities.35 Or maybe neoliberalism contributed to 
the possibility of highly individualized modes of politics that most of 
us cherish, but that oft en are rejected by voters who, paradoxically, 
long for Colin Crouch’s good old times before the great rupture of the 

33  Nancy Fraser, “Vom Regen 
des progressive Neoliberalis-
mus in die Traufe des reak-
tionären Populismus”, in: 
Heinrich Geiselberger, ed., 
Die große Regression: Eine 
internationale Debatte über 
die geistige Situation der Zeit 
(Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2017), 
77-91.

34  This is oft en framed in a nar-
rative of a secret neoliberal 
strategy, sometimes border-
ing conspiracy theories, espe-
cially in the perspective of the 
American academic Left . See 
Wendy Brown, Undoing the 
Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth 
Revolution (Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT Press, 2015); German 
trans.: Die schleichende Revo-
lution: Wie der Neoliberalis-
mus die Demokratie zerstört 
(Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2018); 
Nancy MacLean, Democracy 
in Chains: The Deep History of 
the Radical Right’s Stealth Plan 
for America (London: Scribe, 
2017). On the other hand, 
as a network of translations 
demonstrates, this has very 
much become a transatlantic 
discourse itself.

35  Benjamin R. Barber, Strong 
Democracy: Participatory 
Politics for a New Age (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 
1984, 20th anniversary ed. 
2003). The persistence of tra-
ditional patterns in society 
and political culture in (West) 
German history aft er 1945, 
not just from the Nazi era, 
but even back to the 
Wilhelmine Kaiserreich, 
emerged as a powerful narra-
tive in German Zeitgeschichte 
from the 1990s. See Ulrich 
Herbert (ed.), Wandlungspro-
zesse in Westdeutschland. 
Belastung, Integration, 
Liberalisierung 1945-1980 
(Göttingen: Wallstein, 2002).
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1970s? We should also note that the “will of the people,” allegedly 
subdued by neoliberal regimes, oft en appears as a populist déja-vu 
of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s “volonté générale,” and hence, as Jan-
Werner Müller, among others, has forcefully argued, as anti-pluralist 
and, ultimately, anti-democratic itself.36

Finally, there is the perennial question of transatlantic bonds and 
divisions. Are we under the same rule of neoliberalism and enjoy-
ing its chances for liberation together? Or has neoliberalism in its 
highly specifi c trajectories and varieties contributed to the great 
transatlantic divergence that very clearly is not simply a result of 
the last presidential elections in America? While Daniel Rodgers’s 
Age of Fracture has set a tone for the debate in the United States, in 
Germany just recently a brief essay by Thomas Bauer has received 
widespread attention: Die Vereindeutigung der Welt: Über den Verlust 
an Mehrdeutigkeit und Vielfalt (roughly translated: Making the World 
Unambiguous: On the Loss of Ambiguity and Plurality).37 What do 
we make of this? Maybe the contradictory diagnoses correlate with 
a signifi cant divergence between America and Germany: neoliberal-
ism as fracture versus neoliberalism as hyper-integration. And yet, 
this would still amount to diff erent accents in a broader, overarching 
pattern of recent transatlantic history. Neoliberalism is about am-
biguity and unambiguity, about freedom and control, about release 
and capture at the same time. We should not accept a diagnosis of 
our times, or a historical narrative of the past four decades, that is 
simpler than that.

Paul Nolte is Professor of Modern and Contemporary History at the Freie 
Universität Berlin. His publications include Die Ordnung der deutschen Gesellschaft  
(Munich, 2000), Was ist Demokratie? (Munich, 2012), Transatlantische Ambivalenzen 
(Munich, 2014) and Lebens Werk: Thomas Nipperdeys Deutsche Geschichte — Biographie 
eines Buches (Munich, 2018). He is also the Director of the Freie Universität’s 
Dahlem Humanities Center and Chief Editor of the quarterly journal Geschichte 
und Gesellschaft : Zeitschrift  für Historische Sozialwissenschaft .

36  Jan-Werner Müller, Was 
ist Populismus? Ein Essay 
(Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2016); 
English trans: What is 
Populism? (London: 
Penguin, 2017).

37  Thomas Bauer, Die Verein-
deutigung der Welt: Über 
den Verlust an Mehrdeutig-
keit und Vielfalt (Stuttgart: 
Reclam, 2018).
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BERLIN’S GRAND HOTELS AND THE CRISIS OF 
GERMAN DEMOCRACY

Adam Bisno
U.S. NAVAL HISTORY AND HERITAGE COMMAND 
FRITZ STERN DISSERTATION PRIZE WINNER

On September 15, 1932, the manager of Berlin’s Kaiserhof Hotel 
informed its owners of what they doubtless already knew: “that 
Hitler has been in residence in the Kaiserhof for some time, that the 
Stahlhelm have commandeered the house for use as a headquarters, 
that too much of the clientele has been lost … that the whole Jewish 
clientele has stayed away” (see Figure 1). Profi ts, and the Kaiserhof 
itself, had to be “won back” and soon.

Before taking the Chancellery, Hitler had no formal headquarters in 
the capital. When he came to town to campaign, he fi rst opted for the 
Hotel Sanssouci, a middling concession near Potsdamer Platz. But in 
February 1931, his electoral successes mounting, Hitler transferred 
to the Kaiserhof, the windows of his chosen corner suite within 
view of the Chancellery, the goal.1 By the fall of 1932, the board of the 
Kaiserhof’s parent company would need to decide whom to favor: 
Hitler and his henchmen or the establishment’s Jewish clientele.

At the September 15 meeting, the board postponed discussion to the 
meeting’s end, when, fi nally, William Meinhardt, one of Germany’s 
foremost industrialists and chairman of the board of the Hotelbetriebs-
Aktiengesellschaft , the Kaiserhof’s parent company, off ered his solution: 

As a hotel company, we must remain neutral on matters of 
religion and politics [Konfession und Politik ausschalten]. Our 
houses must remain open to all. Surely the situation, as it 
has developed, is no fun for any of the interested parties, 
but we, the directors, cannot do anything about it.2 

Next spoke Wilhelm Kleemann, a managing director of Dresdner 
Bank, member of the board of the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft , 
and head of the Jewish Community of Berlin.3 “I know for certain,” he 
said, “that Jewish guests no longer stay at the Kaiserhof and no longer 
visit the restaurant, either.” Meinhardt then conceded: “I know how 
hard it is for the house’s restaurant director to exercise the requisite 
tact in face of these diffi  cult questions.”4 

1   On Hitler at the Kaiserhof, 
see Thomas Friedrich, 
Hitler’s Berlin: Abused City, 
trans. Stewart Spencer 
(New Haven, 2012), 28 
and 216.

2   Meeting minutes of the 
board of directors of the 
Hotelbetriebs-Aktienge-
sellschaft  for September 
15, 1932, in Landesarchiv 
Berlin (hereaft er: LAB), A 
Rep. 225–01, Nr. 39.

3   Christoph Kreutzmüller, 
“An den Bruchlinien der 
Volkswirtschaft : Jüdische 
Gewerbebetriebe in Berlin, 
1918 bis 1933,” in Was 
war deutsches Judentum, 
1870–1933, ed. Christina 
von Braun (Oldenbourg, 
2015), 245.

4   Meeting minutes of the 
board of directors of the 
Hotelbetriebs-Aktienge-
sellschaft  for September 
15, 1932, in LAB, A Rep. 
225–01, Nr. 39.
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The minutes end 
there. The decision, 
in the end, was not 
to decide, and that 
meant the de facto 
expulsion of Jews 
from the Kaiserhof, 
the abdication of all 
civil and fi duciary re-
sponsibility, and pre-
emptive capitulation 
to the radical right. 
Most remarkable 
about this discus-
sion, as the minutes 

refl ect it: Meinhardt was Jewish, and so were most of the board 
members in attendance. This was an argument among Jews about 
what to do with Hitler. 

These men were also industrialists, fi nanciers, and liberals — 
National Liberals before World War I and then members of the Weimar 
coalition parties aft erward. Meinhardt (see Figure 2), a member of 
the German Democratic Party, had been born to Jewish parents in 
Schwedt, a small city on the Oder River, in 1872.5 In 1914, he became 
managing director of one of the world’s great manufacturers of 
metal fi laments for incandescent bulbs, a concern he transformed, 
in 1919, into the new conglomerate OSRAM, which dominated the 
German market in light bulbs. As chairman of OSRAM’s board and 
architect of the legal maneuvers that allowed this monopoly to form 
and fl ourish, Meinhardt became a “recognized authority on the 
subject of the electrical industry,” according to a study published 
in Britain in 1935.6 Yet it was in his capacity as chairman of the 
board of the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft  and not as leader of 
OSRAM, a much larger concern, that Meinhardt fi rst came face-to-
face with the Nazi menace. Meinhardt’s interlocutor at the Septem-
ber 15 meeting, Kleemann, was himself one of Germany’s most 

5   Brigitte Heidenhain, Ju-
den in Schwedt: Ihr Leben 
in der Stadt von 1672 bis 
1942 und ihr Friedhof 
(Potsdam, 2010), 153.

6   Hermann Levy, 
Industrial Germany: 

A Study of Its Monopoly 
Organizations and 
Their Control by the 
State (Cambridge, 1935), 
77. Meinhardt’s numerous 
speeches and essays 
had been published 

together in an edited 
volume called 
Kartellfragen (Berlin, 
1929) and Entwicklung 
und Aufb au der 
Glühlampenindustrie 
(Berlin, 1932).

Figure 1. Reception of the 
NSDAP at Hotel Kaiserhof 
aft er the Reichstag elec-
tions of July 1932. From left  
to right: Curt von Ulrich, 
Edmund Heines, Heinrich 
Himmler, Ritter von Epp, 
Ernst Röhm, und Graf Wolf 
Heinrich von Helldorf. 
Source: Bundesarchiv, Bild 
146-2000-005-23. Repro-
duced by permission.
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prominent fi nanciers. Other board mem-
bers present included Eugen Landau, a dip-
lomat and member of the boards of the 
Schultheiß-Patzenhof brewing concern and 
two banks, and Walter Sobernheim, Lan-
dau’s stepson, also a diplomat, and director 
of Schultheiß-Patzenhof.7 Sobernheim, 
Landau, Kleemann, and Meinhardt were 
industrial and fi nancial elites fi rst, hoteliers 
second, with liberal-democratic affi  liations 
and tendencies.8 

The term “liberal” here connotes three 
political orientations at once. The fi rst is 
party-political and places these hoteliers as 
businessmen in the National Liberal tradi-
tion; still intent on lowering taxes, freeing 
trade, and defanging labor unions, they had 
also come around to a more democratic lib-
eralism by the 1920s. The second sees the 
hoteliers as proponents of a liberal urbanism 
characteristic of European bourgeoisies and the German bourgeoisie 
in particular, recognizable in manifold forays into civic altruism.9 The 
third groups these actors with their British counterparts, who used 
regulation, infrastructure, and technologies of surveillance to maintain 

7   Non-Jews present were 
Hans Lohnert, an offi  cial 
of the corporation, and 
Fritz Aschinger, owner of 
one of Germany’s larg-
est gastronomy concerns. 
Also in attendance were 
three managing directors, 
one of them Jewish, and 
two employee representa-
tives. Meeting minutes of 
the board of directors of 
the Hotelbetriebs-
Aktiengesellschaft  for Sep-
tember 15, 1932, in LAB, 
A Rep. 225–01, Nr. 39.

8   See Arndt Kremer, Deut-
sche Juden–Deutsche 
Sprache: Jüdische und 
judenfeindliche Sprachkon-
zepte und -konfl ikte 
(Berlin, 2007), 164.

9   See Hartmut von Strand-
mann, “The Liberal Power 
Monopoly in the Cities 
of Imperial Germany,” 
in Elections, Mass Poli-
tics, and Social Change 
in Modern Germany, ed. 
Larry Jones and James 
Retallack (Cambridge, 
1993), 344; Brian Ladd, 
Urban Planning and Ci-
vic Order in Germany, 
1860–1914 (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1990), 139; Fried-
rich Lenger, “Bürgertum, 
Stadt, und Gemeinde 
zwischen Frühneuzeit 
und Moderne,” Neue Poli-
tische Literatur 40 (1995): 
14; Despina Stratiga-
kos, A Women’s Berlin: 
Building the Modern City 
(Minneapolis, 2008); Syl-

via Schraut, “Burghers 
and other Townspeople: 
Social Inequality, Civic 
Welfare and Municipal 
Tasks during Nineteenth-
Century Urbanism,” in 
Towards an Urban Nation: 
Germany since 1780, ed. 
Friedrich Lenger (Oxford, 
2002), 164; and Lothar 
Gall’s discussion of bour-
geois support for mu-
nicipal projects in Walther 
Rathenau: Porträt einer 
Epoche (Munich, 2009). 
See also Yair Mintzker, 
The Defortifi cation of the 
German City, 1689–1866 
(New York, 2012); An-
drew Lees, Cities, Sin, and 
Social Reform in Imperi-
al Germany (Ann Arbor, 
2002) and “Between »

Figure 2. William 
Meinhardt, chairman 
of the board of the 
Hotelbetriebs-
Aktiengesellschaft , the 
Kaiserhof’s parent com-
pany, photo from 1931. 
Source: Bundesarchiv, 
Bild 183-2007-0307-506. 
Reproduced by permission. 

» Anxiety and Admiration: 
Views of British Cities in 
Germany, 1835–1914,” 
Urban History 36 (2009); 
Claus Bernet, “The ‘Ho-
brecht Plan’ (1862) and 
Berlin’s Urban Structure,” 
Urban History 31 (2004): 
419; Andrew Lees and 
Lynn Hollen Lees, Cities 
and the Making of Modern 
Europe, 1750–1914 (Cam-
bridge, 2007), 131; Jan 
Palmowski, Urban Libera-
lism in Imperial Germany: 
Frankfurt am Main, 1866–
1914 (Oxford, 1999), 36 
and 254.
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a balance between freedom and order in the modern metropolis.10 In 
my dissertation, I suggest that none of these three liberalisms sur-
vived the Weimar period, because the economic chaos of 1918–1923 
generated an incorrigible pessimism among industrialists, which, in 
turn, created the conditions whereby a number of conservative elites 
could, at the advent of the next crisis (1929), sabotage the economy 
and dismantle liberal republican institutions from within—and with 
little fear of the protestations of commercial interests.

In trying to understand the abdication of German liberalism from 
the vantage of Berlin’s grand hotels, I align myself with historians 
of Germany who argue that the institutions — both formal and 
informal — of Weimar culture, society, and politics evaporated before 
the wind had even yet changed direction, round about 1930–31, when, 
as one of Peter Jelavich’s sources has it, a kind of “fear psychosis” 
seized the very people one would expect to resist the forces arrayed 
against the Republic.11 Under these conditions, the board members 
of Berlin’s hotel corporations chose, to the detriment of their busi-
ness, to let Hitler stay. The fi nal job of this article is to connect the 
experience and understanding of interwar dislocations to this process 
of decision-making. What was the logic that made giving up on the 
Republic seem like the best or only option? 

The writings and reports of the board and the managerial cadre are 
rich with explicitly political content. On the basis of these sources, 
I off er a qualifi cation to the consensus among historians of Weimar 
Germany that the Republic, if not doomed from the start, was done 
in by the Great Depression. Instead, I suggest, the economic chaos of 
1918–1923 discredited the Republic to the extent that a representative 
sample of industrial and fi nancial elites — in this case, the hoteliers 
of Berlin — made arguments in the public sphere that moved them 
ever closer to the language and perspectives of the anti-republican 
right. These hoteliers’ pessimism regarding the Republic reached a 
fever pitch in late 1923 — a pitch that was sustained down to Hitler’s 
transfer from the Kaiserhof to the Chancellery on January 30, 1933. 
With a high degree of precision and clear sense of causality, this his-
tory connects concrete, quotidian diffi  culties to the rightward drift  in 
German politics before 1933. 

These diffi  culties are usually hard to pin down. Struggles issue and 
recede in the text below, just as they do in my dissertation and in the 
sources, just as they did for the hoteliers. In the prewar period, hote-
liers were most concerned with maintaining hierarchy and managing 

10  See Chris Otter, “Mak-
ing Liberalism Durable: 
Vision and Civility in the 
Late Victorian City,” Social 
History 27 (2002): 1. 
Governmentality, by 
Foucault’s formulation, 
did not always have to 
be liberal in modality, as 
Reuben Rose-Redwood, 
Anton Tantner, and others 
have shown in a special 
section of Urban History 
39 (2012): “Introduction: 
Governmentality, House 
Numbering, and the Spa-
tial History of the Mod-
ern City.” See also Patrick 
Joyce, The Rule of Freedom: 
Liberalism and the Modern 
City (London, 2003), 3ff  
and 121.

11  Peter Jelavich, Berlin Alex-
anderplatz: Radio, Film, 
and the Death of Weimar 
Culture (Berkeley, 2006), 
xii and 116. For the Reichs-
tag, Thomas Mergel ob-
serves a similar eff ect of 
Nazi intimidation tactics 
when aft er the electoral 
victories of the NSDAP 
in 1930, that party’s del-
egates adopted a language 
of moral absolutes and a 
strategy of outright dis-
ruption that undid parlia-
mentary democracy even 
before the advent of the 
presidential dictatorship, 
in Parlamentarische Kultur 
in der Weimarer Republik: 
Politische Kommunikati-
on, symbolische Politik und 
Öff entlichkeit im Reichstag 
(Düsseldorf, 2002).
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guests’ experiences. At other intervals, such as 1918–1922, labor 
relations took pride of place. For 1924–1928, it would be taxes. Each of 
these areas of grievance helped shape hoteliers’ conception of the po-
litical between 1918 and 1933 — of what the state should do to stabilize 
the social and economic order. And as Eric Weitz has noted about the 
nature of political discourse in Weimar Germany, these conceptions 
quickly turned into indictments of the Republic itself.12 Over the course 
of the 1920s, it became uncommon for hoteliers to criticize the policies 
of the state without also heaping scorn on the Republic. 

My research joins a growing body of scholarship in business history 
that uses the traditional sources of the fi eld to answer questions in 
political and cultural history.13 What do ways of running a business 
tell us about shift ing relationships of power? Where do we see signs 
of political and cultural discontinuity and change? Most helpful in this 
respect has been Jeff rey Fear’s book on the Thyssen concern, which 
assesses the processes, patterns, and confl icts that shaped a corporate 
leadership’s strategies of growth, organization, and control. Fear reads 
meeting minutes and public statements against the grain for clues 
about the extent of authoritarian leanings among the managers of the 
Vereinigte Stahlwerke, much in the same way that I use similar sources 
for Berlin’s hotel corporations in roughly the same period. Fear’s actors 
evinced the same tendency toward blaming, against all evidence, most 
of their diffi  culties aft er 1918 on workers and taxes. This move excused 
managers from their key responsibility: to helm a large, complex 
enterprise through the choppy waters of an increasingly competitive 
and global economy. It also served to obfuscate these men’s avoid-
able mistakes, especially with respect to disadvantageous borrowing, 
misguided plans for long-term growth, and sometimes poor account-
ing.14 It is perhaps unsurprising that Berlin’s hoteliers spoke Thyssen’s 
language. Many were industrialists fi rst and hoteliers second. Yet my 

12  Eric Weitz, Weimar Ger-
many: Promise and Tragedy 
(Princeton, 2007), 403.

13  This approach owes a 
great deal to the work of 
sociologists in the fi eld 
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Michel Crozier and Eber-
hard Friedberg, L’acteur et 
le système (Paris, 1977). 
For German examples, 
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athan Wiesen, and Jona-
than Zatlin, eds., Selling 
Modernity: Advertising in 
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ny (Durham, N.C., 2007), 
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Repp’s essay in the same 
volume, on anti-Semitism 
in Berlin’s publishing in-
dustry: “Marketing, Mo-
dernity, and ‘the German 
People’s Soul’: Advertis-
ing and its Enemies in 
Late Imperial Germany, 
1896–1914,” 27–51. See 
also Heinrich Hartmann, 
Organisation und Geschäft : 
Unternehmensorganisa-
tion in Frankreich und 

Deutschland, 1890–1914 
(Göttingen, 2010). For 
a British example of the 
new business-cultural 
history, see Timothy Al-
born, Regulated Lives: 
Life Insurance and British 
Society, 1800–1914 (To-
ronto, 2009). For France, 
see Robert Proctor, 
“Constructing the Retail 
Monument: The Parisian 
Department Store and Its 
Property, 1855–1914,” 
Urban History 33 (2006): 
393.

14  Jeff rey Fear, Organizing 
Control: August Thyssen 
and the Construction of 
German Corporate Ma-
nagement (Cambridge, 
Mass., 2005), 591.
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study not only confi rms Fear’s fi ndings but shows the great extent to 
which the anti-government ire of Germany’s industrialists infected the 
service industries as well. It was endemic.

Although September 15, 1932, is this history’s vanishing point, the ad-
vent of the Third Reich is only a small part of the picture.15 In  recovering 
and assessing the twists and turns that produced such a decision as 
whether to let Hitler stay at the Kaiserhof, my dissertation reaches as 
far back as 1875, the year that the Kaiserhof opened as Berlin’s fi rst grand 
hotel. I reconstruct the hierarchies and practices that shaped the busi-
ness until the outbreak of World War I, the end of an age of relative 
equipoise among groups of people — owners, managers, workers, and 
guests, many from outside Germany — who would soon come into 
spectacular confl ict. The war and its aft ermath exposed class and cul-
tural cleavages that managers had had more success concealing during 
the old regime. Now, the grand hotel was a crucible of social, economic, 
and political dislocation, the subject of the last two chapters of my dis-
sertation and the context in which Meinhardt and the board had to come 
to a decision on what to do about Hitler and his henchmen. I argue that 
long-term weaknesses in the business model, which depended on the 
exploitation of thousands of workers both downstairs and upstairs, on 
the peaceful accommodation of foreigners who could easily turn into 
belligerents, as well as on the perception of social, economic, and 
political crisis aft er 1918, created the conditions for a particularly 
harrowing postwar experience. With class animosities and political 
violence out in the open, hoteliers saw no way to reestablish the 
relative equipoise of prewar hotel society.16 

This article will focus on Berlin’s luxury hospitality industry aft er World 
War I, which had worked to whittle away the niceties of grand hotel life 
and with them the cultural practices of the prewar social scene. The 
peace — followed by revolutionary violence, class animosities, and, 
especially, hyperinfl ation — led hoteliers to compromise their liberal 
commitments in time for the era of relative stability, 1924–1928. Even 
in those years, the changing language of hoteliers’ annual reports, trade 
publications, internal memos, correspondence with the authorities, 
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and communications 
with the public bore 
a semantic affi  nity to 
the anti-republican-
ism of the right. Ho-
teliers’ incorrigible 
pessimism with re-
spect to the economy 
and the polity, in turn, 
produced a willing-
ness to countenance 
the destruction of the 
Republic. Then, as 
prominent hoteliers 
had to contend with 
the Great Depression, pessimism turned to fatalism, and liberal solu-
tions to the industry’s and the nation’s problems appeared to be unavail-
able, even to committed liberals such as Meinhardt, who chose not to 
complicate Hitler’s rise to power, instead allowing him to remain at the 
Kaiserhof, a stone’s throw from the Chancellery.

I.

 In early 1919, the Kaiserhof descended into a nightmare of vandalism 
and atrocity. Having summarily and suddenly commandeered the 
building, Freikorps commanders gave as many as 1200 soldiers the 
run of the house, now a central node in the war against the Spar-
takists.17 The men fl ooded parts of the building and damaged virtu-
ally all of the fl ooring, most of the walls, and many of the ceilings. 
They broke windows, wrecked textiles and furniture, clogged toilets, 
bidets, and baths, and swung from chandeliers in the public rooms. 
They smashed china and glasses, pocketed all the silverware, broke 
up tables, ate everything in the kitchens, and quaff ed or absconded 
with thousands of bottles of wine. They hauled in prisoners, whom 
they mistreated, tortured, and in some cases murdered. When the 
Freikorps pulled out a month later, they took with them much of the 
rest of the Kaiserhof’s property.18 The ground fl oor needed months 
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Figure 3. Hotel Kaiserhof, 
at Wilhelmplatz in Berlin, 
photo from 1928. Photo by 
Herbert Hoff mann. Source: 
Bundesarchiv, Bild 146-
1993-059-07. Reproduced 
by permission. 
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to reopen and still 
longer to be returned 
to its former shine.19 

Meanwhile in west-
ern Berlin, the Eden 
Hotel fell under the 
control of the Army 
High Command for 
use as the Berlin 
headquarters for the 
government’s forces. 
From there, army 
leaders coordinated 
battles throughout 
the city. When Rosa 
Luxemburg  was 

beaten nearly to death in its lobby, the Eden became not only the 
site of political violence but also the site of the fi rst antifeminist, 
anti-Semitic attack in a grand hotel in Berlin.20 The building itself 
both housed and facilitated this development: the existence of back 
hallways, great rooms, and multiple entrances of varying publicity 
helped the murders of Luxemburg and Liebknecht unfold in diff erent 
ways — Liebknecht’s murder having been discreet and less violent 
— while guest rooms served as perfect holding cells for the evening’s 
victims (see Figure 4). A decade later, the Eden’s advertising materials 
claimed that the hotel fi rst opened in 1922, a full three years aft er the 
murders.21 Grisly scenes of revolutionary violence were public rela-
tions liabilities, of course: they laid bare the vulnerability of hotels 
to the vicissitudes of German history—a vulnerability all too familiar 
to hotel guests during World War I and aft er. That period had to be 
forgotten if hoteliers meant to turn profi ts in the 1920s. 

However, visions of the future were grim. At a January 30, 1919, meet-
ing of the directors of the Kaiserhof’s parent company, one of the 
city’s three principal hotel corporations, a board member stated the 
obvious: in addition to the dangers of going out and traveling amid 
incipient civil war and widespread street fi ghting, Germans’ declin-
ing incomes made it “impossible” to keep up the “luxury services of 
former times.” Wilhelm Rüthnik, the Kaiserhof’s general manager, 
off ered a solution: to initiate an “alteration of the business,” a ca-
pacious idea that included the dissolution of the accommodation 
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Figure 4. The murderers 
of Karl Liebknecht and 
Rosa Luxemburg celebrate 
their crime in the Eden Ho-
tel on 15 January 1919. In 
the middle, at the table: 
Otto Emil Runge. Photo 
by Franz Gerlach. Source: 
Bundesarchiv (SAPMO), 
Bild Y 1-330-1485-76. Re-
produced by permission. 
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concession entirely. Aft er some discussion, the directors opted for 
smaller steps toward other sources of revenue, in this case a fi ve 
o’clock tea dance. “With amusements like these,” they reasoned, 
“we might again fi nd at least a modicum of profi tability.”22 Nothing 
could be done yet, however, until the waitstaff  returned. The city’s 
waiters were on strike.23

II.

In the midst of the 1918/19 revolution, leaders of the Verband der 
Gastwirtsgehilfen (Union of Hospitality and Gastronomy Workers) 
called for all of the city’s waiters to walk out. Union leaders demanded 
the abolition of the practice of tipping as well as the institution of 
a weekly wage of 90 to 130 Reichsmark (RM), the immediate imple-
mentation of an eight-hour workday, and a prohibition on fi ring 
a waiter without the express approval of the Verband. Reports of 
unruly crowds at restaurants across the city fi lled the papers. (The 
fashionable Café Keck fell to a mob that destroyed all of its furni-
ture and porcelain.) The Adlon’s restaurant was one of the few to 
remain open during the strike. That fact brought 1500 waiters and 
their sympathizers to a demonstration at the hotel. As the dining 
room fi lled with protesters, patrons fl ed. Das Hotel, the weekly 
trade publication for hoteliers in the German-speaking world, in its 
reports showed little sympathy for the waiters, who were supposed 
to have “thrashed” a delegate to the Entente Commission and to 
have “violently attacked” a member of the Adlon family. For their 
part, the Adlon’s own waiters refused to take part in the strike. Of 
course, what the paper missed was the sense that these waiters, in 
agreeing to help keep the Adlon restaurant open, were also acting 
as strikebreakers.24 

In increasing numbers, hoteliers responded to “this terror” by trying 
to move together against the strikers. The chairman of the Verein 
Berliner Hotelbesitzer (Association of Berlin Hotel Owners) told a 
reporter for Das Hotel that he believed it was the “duty” of all hoteliers 
to come together “in solidarity.”25 Negotiators working on behalf of 
the hoteliers urged owners to close for the duration of the strike in 
order to put pressure on all workers, not just the ones on strike.26 
The strategy failed.27 Hoteliers’ balance sheets could not sustain the 
closures. On January 10 and 11, the Verein Berliner Hotelbesitzer 
moved to notify hotel employees, by means of large placards, of the 
Verein’s decision to abolish tipping for waiters and kitchen staff , 
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raise wages to make up the diff erence, and shift  almost everyone to 
an eight-hour day. To cover the expense, restaurant prices would go 
up 20 percent.28 The rise in wages ushered in what Das Hotel called 
“a new era for the German hotel industry.”29 

It was also a new era for labor relations, not one defi ned by consensus 
and compromise but by spectacular confl ict.30 Trouble came again, 
in May 1919, when, in response to demands from the Verband der 
Gastwirtsgehilfen, the Verein Berliner Hotelbesitzer off ered a 20 
percent raise for servants and maids. The Verband declined the off er 
and prepared to call a strike in the event that the hoteliers refused 
to increase wages an additional 15 to 20 percent.31 Confl ict between 
employers and workers also ensnared white-collar employees. 
The Hotelangestelltenverbände (Combined Associations of Hotel 
Employees), the umbrella organization for various associations of 
clerks, accountants, salesmen, procurers, and management staff , 
made its position clear on the pages of the Deutsche Gastwirtezeitung, 
a trade publication aimed at the Mittelständler (owners of small 
and mid-sized businesses) in the gastronomy industries: the 
Hotelangestelltenverbände wanted nothing to do with what they 
and their employers called the “terror” tactics of hotel workers. The 
best thing to do was to have all white-collar employees join their 
own unions, which would use “Christian” principles to counter the 
godless bolshevism of the workers.32 

And now, by the middle of 1919, in the hotels and elsewhere, the 
preconditions for the collapse of Weimar society had formed already. 
There was a propertied class — the hoteliers — who established close 
associations among each other in order to control the price of labor. 
These associations would turn into cartels and other illiberal forma-
tions as one corporation, Aschinger’s Aktien-Gesellschaft , came to 
own almost all of Berlin’s grand hotels by the late 1920s. There was 
also a working class, the leaders of which continued their assault on 
cartel capitalism. And fi nally, there was the petty bourgeoisie, the 
white-collar workers, who adopted radical language and a radical 
tone that took issue not with the machinations of their betters but 
with the eff orts of their inferiors. Fearful of downward social mobil-
ity and unsure of how to respond to the political culture of the new 
republic, these white-collar workers of the lower middle class turned 
increasingly to the splinter parties of the right.33

For hoteliers, the reins began to unravel in their hands. Their annual 
reports aft er 1918 became increasingly dismal for three possible reasons: 
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fi rst, business really was as diffi  cult as the reports contended; second, 
board members wanted shareholders to know that it was on account 
of such a diffi  cult business environment that dividends would not 
come in, not on account of mismanagement; and third, the board 
had every reason to present to the state an account of conditions 
that might inspire offi  cials to lighten the tax burdens of hotels and 
related businesses.

On July 12, 1920, Heinrich Kreuzer, chairman of the Hoteltreuhand-
genossenschaft  (Hotel Trust Cooperative) of Düsseldorf, in his address 
to the fi rst annual meeting of the Verband der Hotelbesitzervereine 
Deutschlands (Association of Hoteliers’ Societies of Germany), pulled 
together the strands of hoteliers’ nascent anti-republicanism. Kreuzer 
called to his audience’s attention a litany of disasters and blunders 
that had compromised the hotel industry from before the war to the 
present. 

The people, who have no understanding [of the problem], 
as well as the government and the communes, who sit by in 
silence as one fi ne hotel aft er the other is stripped of its 
identity — are all guilty. It is they who will be held respon-
sible if in the foreseeable future the German hospitality and 
travel industries collapse and thus forfeit every competitive 
advantage to foreign countries, which never could have 
happened in the old days.34 

Hoteliers’ belief in the indispensability of the hotel industry to Ger-
man culture, society, and politics was rooted in recent experience. 
Aft er all, the hotels had accommodated and continued to accom-
modate delegates to the Entente Commission meetings, where the 
details of reparations were hammered out. National and international 
business likewise depended on the capacity of Berlin’s grand hotels 
to house investors, salesmen, and money carriers. But there was 
little to support the belief that responsibility for the hotel industry’s 
woes lay primarily with the Weimar state and left -leaning municipal 
governments. These accusations took cues from the legend of the 
“stab in the back” (Dolchstosslegende), then making rounds among 
right-radicals, conservatives, and other Germans — namely, that 
proponents of the illegitimate Republic had undermined the army and 
lost Germany the war. Thereaft er, Jewish, socialist, and eff eminate 
republicans had besmirched the German name by signing the “war 
guilt clause,” disgraced Germany’s traditions by dismantling the 
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military, dismembered the nation by ceding territory, and crippled 
the national economy by agreeing to pay reparations in cash, gold, 
and kind. And now, Kreuzer charged, the republicans had trained 
their sights on the grand hotels of Berlin. In 1920, Kreuzer’s was an 
extreme position for a hotelier to take. But by the end of the hyper-
infl ationary period in 1923, it was commonplace.

Between 1918 and 1923, bitter recriminations became a common 
occurrence in hoteliers’ comments, annual reports, and contributions 
to Das Hotel. In his opinion piece for that publication, Harry Nitsch, 
an expert in advertising in the hotel industry, singled out the French 
for special opprobrium.35 To him, the advice to rely on “our people’s 
inner strength and effi  ciency [Tüchtigkeit],” to fi nd “Germany’s star,” 
to submit to the “healing power of Reason,” was not only useless but 
also un-German—indeed, prototypically French. This deluded wor-
ship of reason and the belief in the nation’s capacity to overcome all 
challenges captured the spirit of the French Revolution in the days 
“of Robespierre and Danton.”36 Neither romantic nationalism nor the 
Enlightenment state could get the Germans, and their hotel industry, 
out of the hole.37 Deliverance instead depended on a change of heart 
among the authors of Germany’s misfortune in Paris and London, 
according to Nitsch. Such assignments of guilt tended to extend to 
the Weimar coalition parties, too, especially the SPD, which alleg-
edly had sabotaged the German economy by abetting the Entente’s 
program of extortion.38 

In their political statements, hoteliers began to lean to the right, 
however much they tried to cling to economic liberalism. Their 
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politics between 1919 and 1923 developed into a synthesis of 
anti-republicanism and prewar National Liberalism — liberal in 
terms of a general antipathy to Social Democracy and organized 
labor. The sense of emergency never quite dissipated aft er the days 
“of grave danger,” when communist revolution and the fi rst wait-
ers’ strike prompted hoteliers to “stick together” and defeat “these 
radicals” and their “terroristic principles.”39 “The world war may 
have ended,” read an opinion piece of August 1919, “but the war 
of Germany with itself has yet to fi nd its end.”40 And many men of 
the hotel industry made it clear whose side they were on. A lawyer 
writing for Das Hotel in January 1921 referred to the economy under 
state control as the “sword of Damocles … hanging over the head of 
every hotelier and restaurateur” in Germany.41 Or, if not a sword to 
the head, then the managed economy was the shackle around the 
ankle, heavy and “unbearably” tight.42 Neither abstract economic 
forces nor the concrete mistakes of the old regime were to blame. 
Rather, the Republic and its illiberal economic policies bore the 
sole responsibility. This logic extended to foreign relations: the 
rejection of the Treaty of Versailles, and subsequent ancillary 
agreements, became an increasingly popular position among 
hoteliers. And these were disadvantageous agreements for which 
hoteliers blamed the Republic alone. Here, liberalism entered 
the conversation, for revision would usher in an era of free trade, 
and only through free trade — that is, the self-correcting capacity 
of the free market — could infl ation be halted.43 Ye t, theirs was 
a compromised liberalism that expressed itself in the revisionist 
terms of the anti-republican right. 

III.

Infl ation became unmanageable in March 1922, when hotel bookkeep-
ers started to register it by the day. “Extraordinary increases in opera-
tion costs” fi rst occurred as a result of the fast rising expenditures on 
labor, laundry, and coal in the winter of 1921/22.44 By September 30, 
runaway gas prices were causing bills for cooked meals to mount.45 As 
machinery and furniture wore out aft er almost a decade of underin-
vestment, the money was not there to repair them.46 When, later that 
year, the Entente Commission declared Germany to be in default on its 
reparations payments, the French occupied the Ruhr, and the govern-
ment printed money in order to counter the eff ects of its policy of pas-
sive resistance, a concatenation of events that caused the Reichsmark 
to collapse, bringing down with it Berlin’s hospitality industry.47
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Prices now achieved new heights of esotericism. Offi  cial price lists 
could not be reprinted fast enough. From February 1, 1923, on, the 
corporate directors of Aschinger’s Aktien-Gesellschaft  added to 
the frenzy by changing the menus without any advance warning.48 
Overnight, prices for coal would rise 160 percent; soap, 200 percent; 
and laundry, 350 percent.49 In mid-March, taxes followed suit, now 
climbing “not only from month to month but from week to week—no, 
day to day, even.” Profi ts withered and then disappeared.50

In April, upward pressure on wages and salaries exploded. Managers 
threw money at staff  and workers with abandon.51 On April 14, 1923, 
the chairman of the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft , on behalf of the 
Berlin Chamber of Commerce, sent waiter Franz Haas the customary 
notice of congratulations on 25 years of service to the Central-Hotel. 
The “certifi cate of honor” came with no less than 50,000 RM in cash, 
which would lose most of their value a few hours later.52 In fact, in 
four days, 50,000 RM would not have bought 5 napkins, now costing 
12,000 RM apiece.53 Yet employers needed some way to compensate 
white-collar workers like the chief buyer for the Hotelbetriebs-
Aktiengesellschaft , for example, whose job it was to source and pay 
for everything the hotel needed. The board agreed to give him a bonus 
equaling 60 percent of his April wages. But how much money would 
that be, exactly? By the board’s own estimate: 23 million RM.54 Other 
employees had to be let go; there was not enough cash on hand to 
pay them. The cost of leasing telegraphs, for example, had consumed 
the wages of the Fürstenhof telegraph girl, so the corporate offi  ce 
ordered that her post be eliminated.55 Meanwhile, their compensation 
dwindling by the hour, the Fürstenhof’s musicians had been going 
from table to table asking guests for money. Disciplined just short 
of being fi red, the musicians had their hours reduced and were told 
that they would be dismissed without compensation should they 
ever go “begging” again.56 

The board of the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft took drastic 
measures to keep the situation under control, yet their cost-cutting 
schemes never kept pace with the crisis. In May, out of desperation, 
came the unanimous decision to sell all foreign currency and apply 
the entirety of the proceeds to the purchase of textiles, as well as 
goods and wine.57 To loot its own treasury was, for the Hotelbetriebs-
Aktiengesellschaft  and the Berliner Hotel-Gesellschaft , already a 
foregone conclusion. Since the onset of hyperinfl ation, the strategy 
had been to “settle up every day,” including with guests, and then 
put every bit of the proceeds toward “constantly fi lling up our stores.” 
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Hoarding was now so commonplace that one hotel corporation re-
ferred to the practice without euphemisms in its annual report.58 It 
became impossible to keep account of inventories as the stores fi lled 
and emptied many times over the course of a month. In fact, when 
Price Waterhouse came to audit Aschinger’s Aktien-Gesellschaft  a 
few years later, they found that the “schedules relating to the Invento-
ries of Merchandise on Hand at January 1, 1924 have been mislaid.”59

For calculating dividends, the board invented several modes of trans-
lation among the values of a prewar mark, a present-day mark, a 1918 
mark, the value of gold, and the exchange rate of RM to American 
dollars.60 On November 15, 1923, when the government fi nally made 
this kind of accounting offi  cial by introducing the gold-backed Ren-
tenmark, hotel bookkeepers now had a currency they could match to 
the notional sums with which they had been working since summer, 
and the period of hyperinfl ation came to a close. Yet the period of 
relative stability, 1924–1928, did not mollify members of the board. 
To the contrary, aft er the experience of hyperinfl ation, they intensi-
fi ed their invective against the Republic, which they appear never to 
have forgiven, even as business recovered and profi tability returned. 
Theirs was an incorrigible pessimism seeded by the experiences of 
1918–1923 but given new urgency by hyperinfl ation and lent an anti-
republican edge that persisted until Weimar’s last moments. 

With stabilization and the transition to a more conciliatory approach 
to labor, hoteliers focused even more of their energies on taxes.61 As of 
1924, their businesses were taxed in various ways. Sales tax entailed 
an accommodation tax, a ten-percent state tax (Reichssteuer), a tax 
on wine, a surtax on sparkling wine, and a tax on profi ts. The state 
also collected on bonds, mortgages, ground rent, and land use. And 
fi nally, there was the tax on commerce in the state of Prussia.62 In 
the midst of hyperinfl ation, tax rates had indeed reached astronomi-
cal proportions. The accommodation tax for foreigners in early 1923 
reached 80 percent (40 percent for Germans). These liabilities pushed 
hoteliers’ and restaurateurs’ tax contributions up to about 50 percent 
of all revenue. These taxes on commercial hospitality, the board ar-
gued, would surely sink “the whole of our national economy.” At the 
people’s expense, then, the hotel industry suff ered—and worse than 
any other industry, “not one” of which was “saddled with so many 
and such heavy taxes,” as the hoteliers saw it.63 Such complaints 
spilled easily into demonization of the Republic, the “Tax-Hydra” 
that reached farther and wider by the day.64
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A second set of complaints, also contending that the Republic was 
singling out the hotel industry for extra punishment, revolved around 
the institution of the Preisprüfungsstelle beim Magistrat Berlin (Price 
Auditing Authority of the Magistrate of Berlin). In July 1924, the Verein 
der Berliner Hotels und verwandter Betriebe (Association of Berlin 
Hotels and Related Businesses) wrote to the Magistrate to protest the 
Preisprüfungsstelle’s recent decision to fi x room prices at their pre-
war levels.65 This move, according to the hoteliers, failed to account 
for the tax rate and cost of living having gone up 40 to 60 percent 
since July 1914.66 Moreover, the “incessant pestering of our members 
by your offi  cials’ pointless inquiries” was taking up valuable time and 
energy.67 On the very same day, the Verein Berliner Hotels also wrote 
to the Statistisches Amt der Stadt Berlin (Offi  ce of Statistics for the 
City of Berlin) in order to tattle on the Preisprüfungsstelle. The latter’s 
questionnaires exhibited fl aws in procedure of which the city’s stat-
isticians should be aware. As if to goad the statisticians, the hoteliers 
suggested that the Preisprüfungsstelle had “neither the competency 
nor the prerogative” to conduct its own surveys, since surveys should 
be the exclusive purview of the Statistisches Amt.68 These ex changes 
among the Verein der Berliner Hotels, the Preisprüfungsstelle, and 
Statistisches Amt point to hoteliers’ two-pronged strategy when 
dealing with state and municipal regulations. First, complain to the 
relevant authority about the unfairness and deleterious eff ects of 
the policy in question; second, contact a rival authority that might 
intercede on one’s behalf. Increasingly, hoteliers, hotel corporations, 
and hotel industry combinations tried where possible to complicate, 
confuse, and frustrate the state’s eff orts to extract revenue from the 
hospitality trades. As instances of evasion and protest mounted in 
1924–1928, they converged with illiberal, increasingly anti-republican 
currents in hoteliers’ assessments and actions.

IV.

The annual reports of the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft , approved 
if not co-authored by Meinhardt, refl ected a pattern of pessimism 
and a lack of confi dence in the governments of Germany, Prussia, 
and Berlin, even as economic and political conditions improved 
aft er 1923.69 Meinhardt’s reports were, in fact, more consistently 
pessimistic than those of Berlin’s other two large hotel corporations, 
the Berliner Hotel-Gesellschaft  and Aschinger’s Aktien-Gesellschaft . 
Finally, and surprisingly, the annual reports of the Hotelbetriebs-
Aktiengesellschaft  managed to conceal the fact of the corporation’s 
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relatively good health in the period between 1924 and 1928. By 
the end of the decade, the reports no longer served the purpose of 
informing shareholders and the public of the fi nancial state of the 
corporation; rather, these documents’ principal function became to 
convey complaints and demands to the authorities—to lobby, not to 
testify. (This was a curious move considering the fact that the audi-
ence for these annual reports was primarily corporate shareholders 
and investors.) The politicization of the annual reports, which were 
overwhelmingly pessimistic, left  little space for the acknowledgement 
of what was actually going well in these years of relative stability and 
prosperity.

The dismal tone of the annual reports for 1924–1928, in fact good 
times for Berlin’s hotels, changed little from the reports of 1918–1923, 
a period of almost unmitigated disaster for the hotel industry. Points 
of information that could have generated optimism about the near 
future of a German economy now blessed with a stable currency were 
nonetheless tempered by dark prognoses based on what hoteliers saw 
as the “poor general condition of the German economy.”70 German 
guests could no longer aff ord to patronize luxury hotels in the midst 
of “Germany’s impoverishment,” they lamented. Moreover, foreign-
ers were staying away, the argument went, largely on account of 
advertisements abroad that cast a visit to Germany in a negative light. 
Board members were quick to blame Germany’s local governments 
for the bad press: foreign visitors to Germany knew not to expect 
“some of the entertainments” to which they might be accustomed “on 
account of offi  cials’ wrongheaded decrees—for example, the ban on 
dancing in hotels,” which proved to be short-lived. That municipali-
ties in other European countries were more permissive meant that 
foreigners were more likely to choose one of those places over Berlin 
as a vacation destination. But the offi  cial stance against fun was not 
the only force to blunt Germany’s competitive edge. There was also 
the “tremendous [ungeheuer] pressure applied by taxes,” which made 
it “all but impossible for the German hospitality industry to compete 
with destinations abroad.” The policies of the state and the municipal 
governments, more than any other geopolitical or economic forces, 
were sinking the industry, the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft ’s 
1925 report suggested, and without some reversal and soon, the 
industry would succumb.71 

Yet the German economy, as well as the profi ts and the prospects of 
Berlin’s hotel industry, were actually improving. The board simply 
downplayed improvements by tempering any suggestion of optimism 
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with dark aspersions on the local and national governments: “The 
results of this most recent fi scal year (1926/1927) more or less met 
those of the previous fi scal year (1925/1926), despite … the higher 
expenditure on taxes.”72 The phrasing was slippery. A higher expen-
diture on taxes actually refl ected, in this context, greater revenue, 
not a higher rate of taxation, but Meinhardt and his directors were 
comfortable leaving this fact buried in the summary of accounts that 
followed the report’s introductory essay. They were using the annual 
report as an opportunity to campaign against the present tax regime. 

Instead of acknowledging their good fortunes, the reports attacked 
national, state, and local governments anew, this time for the failure 
to spur tourism. The city of Berlin had, the report conceded, made 
great eff orts to increase traffi  c to the capital. “Large-scale events 
and the creation of new attractions” were supposed to have “revived 
tourism in Berlin.” The hotel industry, too, had done its bit, Mein-
hardt and the others contended, but all such eff orts foundered on 
the rocks of local, state, and national tax policies. Success could only 
have been possible with a “reprieve” from taxes, which were still too 
high to allow any business, but particularly a hotel, to turn a profi t 
and thus contribute to the national economy.73 Again, the annual 
report became a place for railing against tax policy and, by extension, 
making claims that were political in the sense of suggesting how the 
state should and should not collect and distribute resources for the 
purpose of improving national and local economic conditions. The 
suggestions were classically liberal: this and the other business re-
ports of the later 1920s never missed an opportunity to make the case 
that lowering or even eliminating corporate taxes, however crucial the 
proceeds were to the social and economic goals of the government, 
would ultimately revive the German economy and, in turn, stabilize 
German social relations and politics. And yet, again, these were liber-
als who found themselves using falsehoods in order to downplay the 
successes, however limited, of Germany’s fi rst republic.

Meinhardt’s and the managing directors’ pessimism in the annual 
reports came close to misrepresenting the state of aff airs for the 
Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft  between 1924 and 1929. An inde-
pendent study of the corporation, published in Der deutsche Volkswirt 
in November 1929, did indeed confi rm some of the annual reports’ 
negative points — the decrease in German hotel guests and the fail-
ure of government programs to boost tourism, for example. But the 
study also established grounds for optimism, especially with respect 
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to the gastronomy concessions. Moreover, overall revenues from 1925 
to 1928 had increased dramatically: 4.5 percent from 1925/1926 to 
1926/1927, 55.6 percent from that fi scal year to 1927/1928, and then 
a further 29.8 percent up to the summer of 1929.74 These fi gures had 
been present in the directors’ respective annual reports but buried 
under introductions that did all they could to divert attention from 
the good news below.

In fact, the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft  as a whole, in light of 
the performance of all its branches, was doing quite well by 1928. Its 
principal source of revenue being rents from retailers and not room 
fees or restaurant bills, the corporation reaped a whirlwind of cash 
as soon as the German economy stabilized in 1924. In 1928/1929, 
the corporation pulled in 1.1 million RM in rents. Yet this particularly 
profi table side of the hotel business — the renting of shop space on 
ground fl oors — like other positive points, escaped mention in the 
annual reports. The only announcement about the new profi tability, 
and an oblique announcement at best, was the rise in dividends for 
the fi scal year 1928/1929, the fi rst such increase since the war, from 
seven to nine percent. If this development inspired optimism, how-
ever, it did so tacitly. Meinhardt and the board spent the rest of the 
1920s downplaying the various ways in which business had improved 
since the tumults of 1918–1923.

A look at the business reports of other hotel corporations reveals an 
industry-wide tendency to downplay the positive. The tone of the 
Berliner Hotel-Gesellschaft ’s annual reports, for example, tended 
to be mixed, to give several examples of improvement only to dash 
readers’ hopes with dramatic pronouncements of decline. The busi-
ness reports of Aschinger’s Aktien-Gesellschaft  were likewise mixed, 
if more extreme in the swings between optimism and pessimism. 
There were the same complaints about “suff ering” under the burden 
of taxes both from the state (Staat) and the municipality (Kommune) 
and the same complaints about the failure of the authorities to do 
enough to increase tourism.75 The fi rst half of 1926, the managing di-
rectors reported, had indeed been bad, but then conditions improved 
to the extent that an “encouraging picture” had emerged by the end 
of the year. The optimism persisted well into 1927, when the man-
aging directors draft ed a particularly rosy report for the year 1926.76 
Yet 1928 dispelled this confi dence. In that year, the government’s 
foreign policy came into Aschinger’s crosshairs. “The monstrous 
burden of the Dawes Plan and the duty to pay ‘reparations,’ which 
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rests on all levels of society, is impeding … the recovery of the Ger-
man economy.”77 

This statement made a series of political and economic claims. First, 
it used scare quotes to express a rejection of the terms of the peace 
settlement. Then it presented its protest under a veil of altruism—the 
need to raise awareness of the plight of every class of German. But 
Aschinger’s was not heaping scorn on the Entente alone, although 
that appears to be the case. The Entente, aft er all, had not forced 
the hotel industry to pay up. In fact, the terms of the Dawes Plan 
exempted hotels and related businesses.78 But the Reich govern-
ment, as a means of spreading the burden of reparations more evenly 
across the economy—all in an eff ort to blunt the eff ects of repa-
rations—chose to extract from the hotel industry a portion of the 
payments.79 This line, then, worked similarly and in parallel to con-
servative and ultra-conservative revisionist claims that the Entente 
was not the only or even the principal author of German suff ering; 
it was the Republic that must bear the guilt of having accepted and 
agreed to administer the unjust punishment. 

The same report made further forays into political speech with the anti-
worker, anti-socialist language it used to protest rising wages and 
the eight-hour workday: “The labor laws around the catering trades 
have become a special burden.”80 Yet for all these complaints, tinged 
with the ire of the anti-republican right, neither the gastronomy 
nor the hotel business was going badly, Aschinger’s admitted. “With 
respect to our hotels,” the 1927 report read, there had been “an im-
provement” — “despite,” of course, missing the mark of the “prewar 
period.” Nostalgia for the old regime was a particular feature of the 
Aschinger’s Aktien-Gesellschaft  reports.

If we fi nd ourselves able to report a substantial expansion 
of the business, of openings and re-openings and also of 
the acquisition of two properties, then these facts are not to 
be taken as a sign that operations have returned to that 
prewar trajectory so favorable to the development of our 
enterprise. No, the necessary conditions for that, embed-
ded in the way things used to be, no longer exist.81

 This report was a model of anti-republicanism and had a good deal 
in common with prior reports from the period of hyperinfl ation, 
infl ation, unrest, and revolution. But the 1927 report also did 
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something diff erent. It told readers, presumably shareholders but 
also any interested parties in industry and government, exactly how 
to interpret the data — to interpret it against reason. The data pointed 
to good news, not bad: a hotel industry at its healthiest state in 15 
years. The problem from the perspective of the board was not that 
the state was killing the business. It was not. The problem was that 
the state was taking too large a cut of the proceeds. And for that, 
Aschinger’s board peppered the annual reports with fi ercely anti-
republican pronouncements. 

Aschinger’s took a harder line against the Republic than did the Hotel-
betriebs-Aktiengesellschaft . Nonetheless, the chairmen and managing 
directors of both corporations used their annual reports to protest gov-
ernment policy and at several points to malign the Republic, its labor 
and fi scal policies in particular. In these cases, the tendency to see the 
darkest side of any development in the business — that is, a chronic 
pessimism even in face of improving conditions — easily spilled over 
into anti-republicanism aft er 1929, even when, as in the case of the 
Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft , the business was headed by a Jewish 
member of the German Democratic Party, William Meinhardt.

 V.

In the aft ermath of “Black Friday,” October 25, 1929, the profi ts of 
the hotel corporations began to dwindle. Margins shrunk almost to 
1924 levels, and this aft er revenue from the fi rst nine months of the 
year had appeared to guarantee an increase. Indeed, “there is very 
little good to say about our hotel business,” communicated the board 
in its annual report for 1929. It cited the Jahresbericht der Berliner 
Handelskammer (Annual Report of the Berlin Chamber of Commerce) in 
its declaration that “since 1923,” under hyperinfl ationary conditions, 
there has been “no year as inauspicious as this.”82 

Two more years of the downturn had spelled disaster, managing director 
Adolf Schick informed the board of the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft  
at a meeting on July 19, 1932.83 In the fi rst half of 1929, the total num-
ber of foreigners at Berlin hotels had been 790,000. For the same period 
in 1932, it was 473,000. Under these circumstances, revenues plunged. 
Between 1931 and 1932, the hotels of Aschinger’s Aktien-Gesell-
schaft —the Fürstenhof, Palast, and Grand Hotel am Knie—brought 
in a full 20 percent less than in the previous year.84 For 1932, the 
Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft , the majority stake of which now 
belonged to Aschinger’s, operated at a staggering loss.85 These shortfalls 
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were happening throughout the German economy; between 1929 and 
1933 the depression managed to erase the gains of the period from 
1924 to the end of October 1929.86 It was in the course of this swift  
decline that hoteliers’ longstanding pessimism turned to fatalism.

As prices fell and hoteliers looked for new sources of revenue among 
groups heretofore peripheral to its publicity eff orts, such as middling 
businessmen and budget travelers, the class profi le of the guests 
began to change. “Perhaps it was a mistake,” wrote Paul Arpé, man-
ager of the Fürstenhof, in his report on the New Year’s celebrations 
for 1930/31, “to price the menu so cheaply [billig], since around 50 
percent of the attendees were fi rst-timers.”87 Not all of the guests be-
haved.88 At 9:30, hotel staff  wheeled out a large radio so that everyone 
would be able to hear President Hindenburg’s New Year’s address. 
The speech, which admonished Germans to “walk hand in hand 
toward the future,” could not be heard in its entirety on account of 
what Arpé described as “political troublemaking.”89 There is no more 
information about what happened, but that there was a political dis-
turbance at all portended the baleful eff ects of political polarization.

Indeed, as in 1919–1923, the hotel fi rms blamed the state for their 
misfortune and seized on taxes as the means by which the fi scus 
sought to destroy free, profi table enterprise. They were, in part, cor-
rect: high taxes as a response to the Depression were having terrible 
eff ects in Germany as elsewhere.90 “We have made every eff ort” to 
right the business and only failed to turn a profi t on account of “our 
tax burden,” the Hotelbetriebs-Aktiengesellschaft  claimed in its an-
nual report for 1931/1932. It was because of taxes and taxes alone 
that business was suff ering, they argued.91 
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The hoteliers advanced a sound liberal argument when it came to 
taxes: high rates of taxation were indeed damaging the economy by 
reducing the spending power of consumers. Still, hoteliers might 
have found a more pointed argument for why the state was to blame 
if that argument focused on Brüning’s defl ationary measures and the 
conservatives’ eff orts to dismantle the Republic by further ruining the 
economy.92 On that count, however, the annual reports and all other 
communications remained silent. Instead, hoteliers used increasingly 
hysterical language to describe the eff ects of taxation. 

The emphasis remained on taxes as the principal cause of the emer-
gency — an emphasis that tended to cast the government as selfi sh, 
anti-business, and even anti-German. But high taxes were only one 
way that the government managed to damage the economy. For the 
annual reports to have focused on defl ation as well as taxes would 
have been to cast the leadership as saboteurs, intent on pursuing a 
policy that would victimize Germans to the extent that they would 
turn against the Republic. Instead of calling on the state to end this 
practice, the hoteliers chose almost never to acknowledge it. When 
they did speak up, it was only to ask for a “temporary” reprieve from 
the austerity, not for an end to defl ation.93 This move tended to cast 
the present diffi  culties as part of a longer history of over-taxation 
under coalitions of the center-left  and not as a result of the newer 
policies of the conservatives, aimed at restricting the money supply 
and credit. 

This tacit acquiescence to the policies of the Right mirrored and, as 
a general phenomenon, aided in the ascent of the anti-republican, 
ultraconservative milieu that eventually invited Hitler to power. While 
hoteliers were trying to make sense of what they saw as a deepening 
crisis, both political and economic, they would have observed the 
continued rightward drift  of the German electorate. In April 1932, 
Paul von Hindenburg won reelection to the presidency, ensuring the 
continued presence of arch-conservatives in the Chancellery. Two 
weeks later, the NSDAP prevailed in the state parliament elections of 
Anhalt, Bavaria, Württemberg, and Prussia.94 Then, in July, Chancel-
lor von Papen, under the president’s powers to legislate by emergency 
decree, took over the government of Prussia and eff ectively abrogated 
parliamentary rule there. In the national elections eleven days later, 
the Nazi party won 37.3 percent of the vote and became the strongest 
faction in the Reichstag, which, by the end of August, had a new 
president: Hermann Göring. These were the political conditions 
under which the boards of the hotel corporations labored.

92  Ferdinand von Lüninck 
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the Third Reich,” Journal of 
Modern History 83 (2011): 
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lands Krise und Konjunktur, 
131–133, 220ff . 
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Throughout the minutes of board meetings and in correspondence 
among hoteliers in 1931 and 1932 there is a high frequency of fatalist 
pronouncements. The reports’ authors used language to suggest that 
they were in the process of washing their hands of the industry and 
of any eff ort to salvage it. “Stagnation,” “crisis,” and “catastrophe” 
became the words used most frequently to describe the situation.95 
Although the reports paid scant attention to the international dimen-
sions of the Depression, the board members of the Hotelbetriebs-
Aktiengesellschaft  must also have been aware of the conditions of 
hotel industries abroad. In the United States, for example, some 70 
percent of hotels were out of business, bankrupt, or in receivership 
by the start of 1932.96 The Depression discredited the American ex-
ample, which Berlin’s hoteliers had until very recently held up as the 
model of rational, responsible enterprise. Now there were no models, 
only the sense that a business as big and costly to operate as a grand 
hotel had fi nally and conclusively proved itself to be less viable than 
almost any other kind of business.97

VI.

How do we begin to make sense of Meinhardt’s reasoning and the 
board’s decision to allow the Nazis to use the Kaiserhof as their Berlin 
headquarters? Several factors would have played into Meinhardt’s 
decision to allow them to stay. There were, fi rst, the negative conse-
quences of ejecting the Nazis: the risk of reprisals from a party that 
was growing rapidly in size, power, and popularity, as well as the 
alienation of pro-Nazi customers. Second, there was the problem of 
Meinhardt’s responsibility to shareholders and his duty to remain 
impartial: as chairman of the board, he was not supposed to let his 
own politics or Jewishness guide his decisions. Third, there was the 
problem of Meinhardt’s liberalism: to refuse service to someone 
on the basis of his or her political beliefs, however odious, would 
be an illiberal thing to do, and Meinhardt was a committed liberal. 
Fourth, and fi nally, there was his particular position as a member of 
Germany’s industrial elite, the anti-republican stance of which might 
have made the democratic solutions to Germany’s problems less at-
tractive to Meinhardt. These four facets of Meinhardt’s profi le — his 
appreciation for the overwhelming appeal of Nazism and his aware-
ness of Nazi strategies of intimidation, his fi duciary responsibility 
to shareholders, his liberalism, and his status as a member of the 
German industrial elite — any or all of these might have encouraged 
Meinhardt to allow the Nazis to remain at the Kaiserhof.
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The amorality of other industrialists’ approach to the rise of Nazism 
indicates that this kind of thinking would have been possible on 
Meinhardt’s part. Overwhelming pessimism among Germany’s in-
dustrialists eliminated any opportunity to see a way toward prosperity 
that did not involve a fundamental transformation of the German 
economy, German society, and even in some cases the German pol-
ity.98 As Hitler consolidated his mass base in the years 1928 to 1933, 
he appeared to be the most likely instrument of change. By way 
of a pessimism that had been intensifying and the emergence of a 
leader whose meteoric rise indicated at least the possibility of the 
transformation industrialists sought, a fatalism emerged among the 
industrial elite and therefore infi ltrated the board room at the Hotel 
Bristol where Meinhardt convened the meeting of September 15, 1932. 
The tendency toward fatalism and toward blaming the state for all 
misfortunes, together with an atmosphere of uncertainty, emergency, 
and fear, made Meinhardt’s decision a choiceless one. 

The consequence was that Meinhardt and the others invited into their 
own house the man who would ruin them. Quite swift ly aft er January 
30, 1933, the situation for Meinhardt became particularly dangerous. 
Bad press about violence against Germany’s Jews had incensed the 
top brass in Berlin, especially Göring, who summoned the leaders 
of the city’s more assimilationist Jewish organizations in order to 
demand that elite Jews put a stop to the negative reports in foreign 
newspapers: “Unless you put a stop to these libelous accusations 
immediately, I shall no longer be able to vouch for the safety of 
German Jews.”99 Meinhardt lost little time. He fl ed to London within a 
few months. Eventually, he would help coordinate relief eff orts under 
the auspices of the Association for Jewish Refugees.100 

The calam ities of 1918–1923, and especially the hyperinfl ation at the 
end of that period, caused Meinhardt and a sample of Berlin’s most 
infl uential businessmen, who also sat on the boards of the city’s 
hotel corporations, to believe that their interests and the interests 
of the Republic might never align. The period of relative stability 
(1924–1928) did little to quell their pessimism. Instead, stabilization 
indicated the likely endurance of the Republic, its social programs, 
and, especially, the taxes that paid for those programs. Dismayed, 
the hoteliers railed against the government, and particularly its tax 
regime, with such zeal that when the Republic needed them, these 
liberal democrats had neither the words nor the nerve to come to 
democracy’s defense. 
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IMAGES OF THE COLLECTIVE: SHAPES, TYPES, AND 
BODIES IN INTERWAR GERMANY

Simon Unger
POSTDOCTORAL VISITING FELLOW, 2018–19, GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE

I. Introduction

In 1938, the writer Eugen Gürster stopped at a Southern German train 
station and looked at a group of young people in uniforms on the plat-
form. “It seemed to me,” he wrote under a pseudonym in the Swiss 
exile journal Mass und Wert, “that the average of these clear faces 
resulted in an ideal worker’s face, the face of a type that wants to be 
active and useful in a great and manifest work.” In Nazi Germany, he 
thought he could recognize “the physiognomy of a human race that 
expects a mission and is prepared to execute a rational order with a 
maximum of rationality.” The liberal regime critic Gürster “felt” that 
“a race is growing … that has no use for freedom.”1

The following article analyzes in what terms German intellectuals 
discussed the relation between the individual and the collective in the 
Weimar Republic and Nazi Germany. One ubiquitous catchword, in this 
context, was the “type,” a notion that conveyed a multitude of political 
and cultural meanings. In Weimar and the Kaiserreich, intellectuals had 
already advanced arguments similar to Gürster’s about “typical” facial 
expressions and physiognomies, which allegedly corresponded to the 
wider historical development of German society.2 Numerous psycholo-
gists, journalists, biologists and even photographers debated whether 
there was anything like a “typical face” shaped by the experience of 
modernity and what could be read from such a physiognomy. 

Intellectuals of all political backgrounds began to discuss whether 
facial features were formed by the evolution of modern society. Hu-
man faces, many authors were convinced, revealed the character and 
the “destiny” of an entire societal collective. As this article will argue, 
the normative conclusions about these developments in physiognomy 
were not necessarily aligned with political fault lines. Just as Gürster 
looked with disdain on the Nazifi ed masses in the 1930s, conserva-
tives and anti-democrats had earlier criticized the Weimar Republic 
as a standardized and soulless “mass society.” For many authors, 
democratic faces seemed to have degenerated into hollow masks. In 
the 1920s and 30s, nationalists such as Ernst Jünger triumphantly 

1   Herrmann Steinhausen 
[Eugen Gürster], “Die 
Zukunft  der Freiheit,” Mass 
und Wert 1 (1937): 63.

2   See, for example: Daniel 
Pick, Faces of Degenerati-
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1848-1918 (Cambridge, 
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Republik und im Dritten 
Reich,” in Nach der Sozi-
algeschichte: Konzepte für 
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thropologie, Kulturge-
schichte und Medientheo-
rie, ed. Martin Huber and 
Gerhard Lauer (Tübingen, 
2000); Wolfgang Brückle, 
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announced alongside Nazi propagandists a new “type” of man with 
chiseled, clear and steely facial features, which they thought they rec-
ognized in the frontline soldier of the First World War.3 

As the obsession with “human types” and ever-repeating images of 
collective unity would become key characteristics of Nazi propaganda 
and racial ideology, historians have traditionally focused on the anti-
liberal and totalitarian ideas inherent in these concepts. By contrast, 
this article does not focus on the function of “the collective” in Nazi 
ideology, but rather seeks to retrace how democrats and opponents of 
the Nazi movement employed the very same images. Specifi cally, this 
article seeks to reveal hidden contact points and intellectual similarities 
between the Nazi movement and other political groups, including the 
left  and the democratic center. This shared complex of ideas on “types,” 
“collectives,” and “masses” allowed for a certain degree of political 
communication between diff erent ideological groups, including the 
Nazis and some of their opponents. In this context, I argue that intel-
lectual parallels between diff erent political currents strongly facilitated 
the spread of Nazism by blurring its exterminatory radicalism. 

This article interprets National Socialism as a symptom of much 
larger cultural trends and patterns in the Weimar Republic. Thereby, 
it engages with the works of historians who have revealed the connec-
tions between Nazi ideology and (pseudo-)scientifi c concepts of the 
early twentieth century, including eugenics and Social Darwinism.4 
In the last decade, however, historians such as Regina Wecker and 
Michael Burleigh have also begun to research the ways in which eu-
genic doctrines and ideas on “racial hygiene” were anchored in other 
political groups or in German society at large, including academia 
and the civil service.5 Similarly, Richard Wetzell’s book on German 
criminology revealed the connections between Nazism and modern 
scientifi c trends but also highlighted the political ambiguities of 
German science, which could lead in very diverse political directions. 
By problematizing the ideological openness of scientifi c fi elds, these 
historians have thereby made a conscious “eff ort not to let the Nazi ex-
perience overshadow” the intellectual history of science.6 Accordingly, 
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zism, 1870–1945 (Cambridge, 
1989); Stefanie Westermann, 
Richard Kühl, Dominik Groß, 
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historians of racism and euthanasia in Germany have now begun to 
move “beyond the racial state.”7 

This eff ort was necessary in order to show that Nazism was no “exter-
nal force” that usurped German science but rather a political pathway 
that had organically grown out of modernity’s cultural traditions. 
This article seeks to deepen and further complicate this discourse by 
placing radical National Socialist ideology and exterminatory theories 
of racial biology in the context of a wider Weimar-era discourse on 
“the collective.” In doing so, this study moves from Weimar photog-
raphy to psychological and psychiatric debates. Finally, it will lead 
to discussions on eugenics, racial hygiene and anti-Semitism aft er 
Hitler’s “seizure of power” in 1933. Rather than analyzing the events 
of the Holocaust or the institutional history of racist violence in Nazi 
Germany, this article aims to expose the intellectual predispositions 
of a society that was capable of committing genocidal crimes.

This article reveals largely consensual ideas and widely shared images 
of human types, shapes, and forms in German society. These ideas, 
I argue, were never monopolized by the Nazi movement. Instead, 
they point to the embeddedness of Nazism in Weimar culture. In 
particular, I seek to show how democrats and liberals developed their 
own images of the collective and how they tried to fi ll these images 
with democratic meanings. Finally, I show in what ways the National 
Socialist movement could draw on a society-wide discourse on col-
lectivity and individuality, but also that the Nazis were never able to 
lead these discussions in any coherent ideological direction. In cases 
such as Gürster’s, I demonstrate that similar patterns of thought and 
ideas on human typologies could be employed both in support of and 
in opposition to the Nazi regime.

In Weimar, diff erent political groups revolved around common im-
ages, but more importantly, they shared common fears of losing 
their individual identity or their Gestalt in a shapeless, standard-
ized, and amorphous “mass society.” At the same time, by contrast, 
intellectuals were longing for “community” and collective identity 
in order to overcome what they perceived as an atomized, sick, and 
over-individualized modernity. 

In order to examine these contradictory images of “the collective” 
across the political spectrum and in a variety of cultural and scientifi c 
fi elds, this study relies on widely read periodicals. These include the 
liberal Neue Rundschau, the conservative Süddeutsche Monatsheft e, 
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and the left -wing Sozialistische Monatsheft e 
that was closely associated with the Social-
Democratic Party. Articles from these jour-
nals will be compared to publications and 
statements from Nazi ideologues and writ-
ers. Taken together, these sources include 
the “big names” of interwar psychology, 
but also lesser-known intellectuals, such 
as Eugen Gürster, and completely unknown 
amateur journalists including small town 
doctors and civil servants. Thus, the article 
not only creates a representative picture of 
the educated middle-classes but also re-
traces how political opinions were formed 
and how ordinary citizens engaged with 
the writings of their intellectual and po-
litical idols. By examining the connections 
between Nazis and “non-Nazis” in Weimar 
media, this analysis contributes to our un-
derstanding of how democrats perceived the 
caesura of 1933 and why so many of them 

would eventually tolerate or even support the exterminatory policies 
of the Nazi regime.

II. The era of typologies

In 1932, the National Socialist Erna Lendvai-Dircksen published a 
photo book featuring portraits of ordinary German citizens. In her 
collection, The Face of the German People, Lendvai-Dircksen glorifi ed 
the natural and authentic character of the “national comrade” (see 
Figures 1 and 2).8 While her photographs idolized the hardened faces 
of German peasants, Lendvai-Dircksen indulged in widespread cli-
chés about the alienated and denaturized inhabitants of large German 
cities, who presumably did not vote for the Nazi party. The peasants, 
she argued, had “true form” which “unconsciously and innocently 
grows from life itself.”9 By contrast, Lendvai-Dircksen described 
the cities as the “doom of modern mankind.” The city dweller had 
no true physiognomy, but rather a standardized and uniform body: 
his face was only a “mask.” “The urban man,” the book explained, 
“had abandoned the nurturing soil of natural lifestyle.” Accordingly, 
the urban type did not gain a “soul,” but was himself shaped by the 
“ephemeral and superfi cial.”10

8   See Claudia Gabriele Philipp, 
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dula Bischof (Giessen, 1984); 
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deutsche Volksgeschicht”: Die 
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1944,” Fotogeschichte 30, 
no.116 (2010): 45–58.

9   Erna Lendvai-Dircksen, Das 
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10  Ibid., 4-5.

Figure 1. Young girl from 
Hagen villages, in Erna 
Lendvai-Dircksen, Das 
deutsche Volksgesicht 
(Berlin: Drei-Masken-
Verlag, 1932), p. 140.
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While Lendvai-Dircksen’s photography col-
lection had an openly ideological message, 
historians have noted that the underlying idea 
of “typical faces” was equally endorsed by 
left -wing intellectuals such as the Swiss pho-
tographer Helmar Lerski, who published 
photo-books about “everyday heads” in the 
same period.11 Similarly, the photographer 
August Sander had published Face of Our Time 
(Antlitz der Zeit), a collection of portraits of 
various citizens such as workers or lawyers, 
by which he sought to represent the “typical” 
physiognomy of the Weimar era (see Figures 
3 and 4). 

The historian of photography Wolfgang 
Brückle has noted that both the committed 
Nazi Lendvai-Dircksen and the left -liberal 
photographer August Sander described 
modernity as a process that transformed 
individuals into types. In their books, both 
engaged in a similar endeavor of decoding the relation between the 
individual and the collective via photography. Although they diff ered 
in their political intentions, their methodologies were strangely con-
gruent. Signifi cantly, Lendvai-Dircksen and Sander both came to the 
conclusion that modernity de-individualized society by transforming 
modern citizens into coherent and clearly recognizable “types.”12 

Other intellectuals, however, interpreted individual physiognomies in 
opposite terms. The Marxist journalist Siegfried Kracauer, for example, 
lamented the loss of purpose and Gestalt in a shallow capitalist mass 
culture. For Kracauer, modernity did not transform individuals into types 
but rather destroyed the typical features that premodern citizens had 
allegedly shared. “The soul,” he argued, “has lost its orientation and is 
therefore dissolving.”13 Life in modern society, Kracauer was convinced, 
was “life without any community [das Gemeinschaft slose].”14 Thus, 
modernity was not criticized for de-individualizing or standardizing 
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tons, Rezensionen, 1924-
1927 (Berlin, 2011), 21.

14  Siegfried Kracauer, “Staat 
und Gemeinschaft : Ein 
Vortrag Martin Bubers,” 
in: Siegfried Kracauer, 
Werke, Band 5.2: Essays, 
Feuilletons, Rezensio-
nen, 1924-1927 (Berlin, 
2011), 26.

Figure 2. Man from 
Schwalm, in: Erna 
Lendvai-Dircksen, Das 
deutsche Volksgesicht 
(Berlin: Drei-Masken-
Verlag, 1932), p. 237.
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society, but rather for atomizing and de-
stroying coherent collective groups. Here, 
individual shapes, physiognomies, and faces 
were reduced to a formless mass.

A perspective like Kracauer’s could, however, 
also be shared by anti-Marxist conservatives. 
Perhaps most notably, the Austrian philoso-
pher Rudolf Kassner bemoaned the loss of 
“types” in the face of modernization. Before 
the First World War, argued Kassner, it was 
still possible to discern character in the faces 
of German individuals and to see “that the 
doctor, the scholar, the teacher, the tailor, 
the painter, the artist, the count, the baron, 
the bookkeeper each had a face conforming 
to his status in society: a scholar’s face, a 
teacher’s, a public servant’s, a tailor’s, a paint-
er’s or a count’s face and so on.” Aft er the 
downfall of this world and the democratic 
revolution of 1918, these criteria of orientation 
seemed to be lost. Thus, the conservative 
Kassner looked into the “new and horrible 
face” of the Weimar Republic which alleg-
edly lacked typical features.15

While the democrat Sander and the Nazi Lendvai-Dricksen regarded 
“typical” and standardized contemporary faces as signs of modernity, 
the conservative Kassner and the left -wing Kracauer promoted the 
opposite view. Here, modernity was held accountable not for creat-
ing but rather for destroying the societal “types.” The most profound 
symptom of modern cultural decline, Kassner argued, was society’s 
incapacity to reproduce the old types: “to rob a people of the possibility 
to form types means transforming the people into a mass; it means 
castration.”16 Here modern republicanism was held accountable for the 
disintegration of German society. “Democracy is lacking in outer form, 
visible symbols, particular values, and measure,” Kassner believed.17 

15  Rudolf Kassner, Physiogno-
mik (Munich, 1932), 29; 
quoted from Wolfgang Mar-
tynkewicz, Salon Deutsch-
land: Geist und Macht 1900-
1945 (Berlin, 2009), 367.

16  Rudolf Kassner, 
Die Grundlagen 
der Physiognomik 
(Leipzig, 1922), 54; 
quoted from Martynke-
wicz, Salon, 370.

17  Rudolf Kassner, 
Der Dilettantismus 
(Berlin, 1910), 15; 
quoted from 
Martynkewicz, 
Salon, 164.

Figure 3. August Sander, 
Pastry chef (Konditor); pub-
lished in: August Sander, 
Antlitz der Zeit (Munich: 
Transmare / Kurt Wolff  
Verlag, 1929), p. 16. Photo: 
© Die Photographische 
Sammlung / SK Stift ung 
Kultur — August Sander 
Archiv, Cologne / ARS, NY 
2019. Reproduced by per-
mission.
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The same phenom-
ena that Kassner at-
tributed to modern 
individualism, de-
mocracy, and liber-
alism, the Marxist 
Kracauer attributed 
to capitalism. Yet, 
both authors were 
convinced that the 
twentieth century had 
not brought progress 
but decline. Mankind 
seemed to have lost 
its distinguishing 
features. Ultimately, 
however, thinkers 
such as Kassner or 
Kracauer were unsure whether to criticize modern societies for their 
pluralism or their uniformity. In their view, individualism and stan-
dardization became part of one and the same social development, 
which threatened German Kultur. Collectivist standardization and 
individualist atomization ultimately appeared as two sides of the 
same dialectical process, which undermined German culture and 
resulted in “amorphousness.”

Wolfgang Brückle has argued that photographic trends and the 
interwar discourse on physiognomic types represent “a longing for 
fi xed patterns at a time of unrest.” According to Brückle, the various 
trends to (re-)establish collective identities against social erosion 
must be understood as “products of the cultural uncertainty that 
haunted Germany during the fatal economic crisis of the late 1920s 
and early 1930s and the social problems it precipitated.”18 I would 
argue, however, that Weimar discourses were also characterized by 
a more contradictory dimension: although intellectuals longed for 
collective community, they feared standardization — and the notion 
of the “type” could represent either of the two. 

Weimar visions of individuality and collectivity were so multi-faceted 
that the positions in this debate did not necessarily correspond to 
political ideologies. Many photographers and social theorists of this 
period did not regard their own role as political but as scientifi c.19 And 
in this regard, a left -wing photographer like Sander was in agreement 

18  Brückle, “Face-Off  in 
Weimar Culture,” 3.

19  On supposedly scientifi c 
photographic methods see 
Manfred Heiting and 
Roland Jaeger, eds., 
Autopsie: Deutschsprachige 
Fotobücher 1918–1945 
(Göttingen 2012).

Figure 4. August Sander, 
Working-class university 
students (Werkstudenten); 
published in: August Sand-
er, Antlitz der Zeit (Munich: 
Transmare / Kurt Wolff  
Verlag, 1929), 26. Photo: 
© Die Photographische 
Sammlung / SK Stift ung 
Kultur — August Sander 
Archiv, Cologne / ARS, NY 
2019. Reproduced by 
permission. 
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with a right-wing theorist like Kassner. Although they diff ered in their 
assessments of interwar democracy, they were both convinced that 
their observations were based on scientifi c methods, which revealed 
diff erent morphologies in human society. 

The psychiatrist and expressionist novelist Alfred Döblin legitimized 
the scientifi c rigor of such projects. In his foreword to Sander’s photo-
book he wrote: “one sees a kind of art history or rather a sociology of 
the last thirty years.”20 The book, according to Döblin, showed that 
German citizens were not only defi ned by their individual heritage 
and the “shaped form of their race” but also by modern society.21 
Society, for Döblin, was a “collective force” and promoted a “leveling 
anonymity.”22 Still, Döblin acknowledged that the book depicted indi-
viduals. “As we are human, we are dealing with individuals — among 
other people!” “With negroes however,” Döblin dared to remark, 
“this issue is far more complicated.”23 Overall, he was convinced that 
Sander’s work was “wonderful teaching material” about society. This 
remark encapsulated what Döblin and other writers called the “New 
Objectivity” (Neue Sachlichkeit). Sachlichkeit, for Döblin and Sander, 
was a matter of distance and psychological diagnosis from the bird’s 
eye view. “From the distance,” he explained, “the individual ceases 
to exist and only the universal is real.”24 

Sachlichkeit, however, also remained a buzzword that provided le-
gitimacy to the most diverse political agendas.25 In his essay Little 
History of Photography, Walter Benjamin acknowledged that estab-
lishing human typologies was neither right- nor left -wing. According 
to Benjamin, “the ability to read facial types” was “a matter of vital 
importance” for anyone who sought to understand how modernity 
transformed human relations. “Whether one is of the Left  or the 
Right,” Benjamin argued, “one will have to get used to being looked at 
in terms of one’s provenance. And one will have to look at others the 
same way.” Explicitly, he described Sander’s work as an “Übungsat-
las,” a training manual.26 Grouping and being grouped into “types,” in 
other words, was not understood as an ideological endeavor. Instead, 
Benjamin believed that intellectuals of all political backgrounds had 
to accept this development as a necessary outcome of modernity. 
“The great physiognomists,” Benjamin explained in another essay, 
“turn into interpreters of fate.”27

But if notions of “types” and interpretations of human physiognomies 
could convey diff erent political meanings, what are we left  with from 
an interpretive perspective? One intuitive approach would be to defi ne 

20  Alfred Döblin, “Vorwort,” in 
Antlitz der Zeit, August Sander 
(Munich, 1929), 13.

21  Ibid., 9.

22  Ibid.,10.

23  Ibid., 11-12.

24  Ibid., 11.

25  On Sachlichkeit, see also 
Ulrich Herbert, ““Genera-
tion der Sachlichkeit”. Die 
völkische Studentenbewe-
gung der frühen 20er Jahre in 
Deutschland,” in Zivilisation 
und Barbarei. Die widersprüch-
lichen Potentiale der Moderne, 
ed. Frank Bajohr, et al. 
(Hamburg, 1991), 115-144.

26  Walter Benjamin, “Little 
History of Photography,” in 
Walter Benjamin, Selected 
Writings, 1931–1934, Part 2 
(Cambridge, MA, 2005), 520; 
also cited by Wolfgang 
Brückle, “Face-Off  in Weimar 
Culture.”

27  Walter Benjamin, “Unpack-
ing my Library: A Talk about 
Collecting,” in Walter Benja-
min, Selected Writings, 1931–
1934, Part 2 (Cambridge, MA, 
2005), 487.
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the society-wide obsession with “types” as a purely semantic trend, 
which was devoid of actual normative content. However, the collec-
tive obsession of grouping individuals into “types,” I would argue, 
does in itself represent a pattern of how intellectuals conceived of 
their own individuality. Character, individuality and uniqueness were 
either defi ned in or against a type but always in relation to a vague 
notion of collectivity. Although the interpretations of contemporary 
social developments varied hugely, interwar debates kept returning to 
the question of the “type”: while some warned against individualist 
degeneration, others feared collectivist standardization. And yet, they 
all denounced the horrifi c vision of “amorphousness.” 

III. The science of the soul

Debates on photography and social theory in Weimar were inex-
tricably linked to parallel academic discourses in psychology, an-
thropology, and medicine. Journalists, photographers and interwar 
academics all engaged in similar discussions on collectivity and 
individuality. In academia, however, social and cultural debates were 
increasingly intertwined with biological questions and radical ideas 
of “racial hygiene.”

“It can be said without any exaggeration,” wrote the racial theorist 
Hans Günther (infamously nicknamed Rassengünther) in the Süddeut-
sche Monatsheft e in 1934, “that the science of the human soul is the 
real battleground of cultural and ideological antagonisms today and 
that many fundamental ontological questions boil down to questions 
of psychology.”28 In contrast to the worldviews of Western positiv-
ism and “materialism,” Günther referred to the notions of humanist 
and idealist German philosophy. He saw himself in the tradition of 
Goethe, Hegel, and the romantic philosophers of the nineteenth 
century. What made his racist theories acceptable in the Bildungsbür-
gertum was not their right-wing political content but the vague revolt 
against the “paternalism of the natural sciences,” which allegedly 
reduced the individual to a purely mechanical entity.29 

“Humanistic psychology,” Günther argued, “must be placed in a 
much closer connection to biological physiognomic research. The 
theory of the human “physique” must be thoroughly mixed with that 
of “character” and “spiritual character” in particular. Only then will 
humanistic psychology correspond to the tendency of unity between 
body, soul and Geist ….”30 From this perspective, racism appeared 
as the logical consequence of a long tradition of German idealism 

28  Hans Günther, “Geiste-
swissenschaft liche Psy-
chologie,” Süddeutsche 
Monatsheft e 28 (1934): 
202.

29  Ibid.

30  Ibid., 207.
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opposed to Western materialism. The self-proclaimed “human-
ist” Günther could thus present his all-encompassing, universal 
cosmology of racial theory as a legitimate reaction against the de-
individuation of the human soul in Western science. The irony that 
a conception of the human mind in terms of its “racial biology” was 
actually the apex of materialist thought was presumably lost on most 
contemporary readers.

The widespread use of the term “soul” (Seele), I would argue, does 
in itself pose a historical problem. While some used this word out of 
habit or rather carelessly as a synonym for “psyche,” others used it 
in a religious sense or in reminiscence of German Romanticism. At 
the same time, “soul” could also be seen as a perfectly respectable 
scientifi c term used by Günther just as much as by psychologists in 
the tradition of Sigmund Freud. In the same edition of the Süddeutsche 
Monatsheft e in which Günther presented his racist vision of “human-
istic psychology” other journalists referred to the Swiss psychiatrist 
Carl Gustav Jung and his theory of psychological archetypes. Just 
like Günther, Jung used the term “soul” as a scientifi c category. 
In Jung’s psychology, “thinking, feeling, intuiting [erschauen], and 
sensing” were described as “elementary functional capacities of the 
human soul.”31 

What Peter Gay has famously described as a “hunger for wholeness” 
in German psychology was refl ected in semantic trends that increas-
ingly made scientifi c use of concepts and words such as “form” 
(Gestalt), “immediate experience” (Erlebnis), “organic thought” or 
“meaning” (Sinn).32 It has recently been argued that the German re-
volt against Western scientifi c rationality rested on broader themes 
related to a “reassertion of German cultural traditions in the face of 
defeat in the First World War.”33 Although the scientifi c psychologi-
cal terminology of the Weimar era may recall nationalist language, 
I would argue by contrast that examples such as Jung’s show that 
scientifi c and political developments cannot necessarily be explained 
by reference to each other. Instead, German-speaking intellectuals of 
very diff erent political backgrounds shared a commitment to cultural 
ideas that transcended the borders between science and politics in 
multiple ways.34

Thus racial theories could draw their legitimacy precisely from their 
embeddedness in a wider trend of interwar psychology, which largely 
defi ned itself as a reaction against a Western tradition of positivism 
that lacked in “soul.” The fact that Hans Günther made reference to 

31  Wolfgang Müller Kranefeldt, 
“C.G. Jungs Typenlehre,” 
Süddeutsche Monatsheft e 28 
(1934): 209.

32  See Peter Gay, Weimar Cul-
ture: The Outsider as Insider 
(New York, 1970), chap. 4; 
Mitchell Ash, “Weimar Psy-
chology. Holistic Visions and 
trained Intuition,” in Weimar 
Thought. A Contested Legacy, 
ed. Peter E. Gordon & John 
McCormick (Princeton & Ox-
ford, 2013), 38-39.

33  Ibid.

34  Ibid.; see also: Konrad 
Jarausch, “Die Krise des 
deutschen Bildungsbürger-
tums im ersten Drittel des 20. 
Jahrhunderts,” in Bildungs-
bürgertum im 19. Jahrhundert. 
Teil IV. Politischer Einfl uss und 
gesellschaft liche Formation, 
ed. Werner Conze, & Jürgen 
Kocka (Stuttgart, 1989), 180-
205; Wolfgang Bialas, “Intel-
lektuellengeschichtliche Facet-
ten der Weimarer Republik,” 
in Intellektuelle in der Weima-
rer Republik, ed. Wolfgang Bi-
alas and Georg Iggers (Frank-
furt a.M., 1996), 13-30.
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Wilhelm Dilthey, the doyen of German Gei-
steswissenschaft , was more than a shallow 
technique of self-legitimization. It should 
also be noted that Günther’s colleague Lud-
wig Ferdinand Clauß, the inventor of a “sci-
ence of racial soul” (Rassenseelenlehre), had 
been a student of the philosopher Edmund 
Husserl, who in turn had not only been 
of Jewish origin but also one of Dilthey’s 
greatest admirers.35 The “humanist tradi-
tion,” in this sense, was open to a range of 
applications and interpretations. It could be 
invoked for racist and nationalist purposes 
but was equally in vogue among critical, 
left -wing, and democratic psychologists like 
Jung or philosophers like Husserl. 

In evaluating the discursive connections 
between diff erent doctrines that asserted 
a superiority of the “soul” and its intuitive 
capacities over abstract rationality, Mitchell 
Ash has pointed out that there is a danger 
of dismissing German Geisteswissenschaft  as a form of ideology that 
teleologically evolved into right-wing radicalism. In many cases, how-
ever, it only became clear in hindsight, which strands of this tradition 
came to serve a political function and which remained academically 
useful. What appears today as a “reversion to German Romanticism” 
was oft en seen as legitimate science.36 

Another example illustrating this problem is the Berlin School of 
Gestalt psychology, which included names such as Max Wertheimer 
(see Figure 5), Kurt Lewin, or Kurt Koff ka. These psychologists 
used the concept of Gestalt (meaning form or shape) to counter the 
Western trend of “analysis” (which derives from the Greek word for 
“dissolution”). Despite this anti-rational language, the Berlin School 
was innovative and extraordinarily productive in its experimental 
research, which yielded laboratory results that gained international 
recognition. For instance, Wertheimer and his colleagues pioneered 
numerous experiments on visual recognition and the perception of 
symmetries, forms, and colors. At the same time, however, the Berlin 
School also had the ambition to rethink the psychological and percep-
tive essence (Wesen) of man in a holistic way that did not distinguish 
between “emotive” and “rational” qualities.

35  Ash, “Weimar Psychol-
ogy,” 38; Ferdinand Clauß, 
Rasse und Seele. Eine Ein-
führung in die Gegenwart 
(Munich, 1926).

36  See, for example: Loren 
Graham, “Attitudes to-
wards Eugenics.” in The 
Roots of Ethics: Science, 
Religion, and Values, ed. 
Daniel Callahan (New 
York & London, 1981); 
Ash, “Weimar Psychol-
ogy,” 40.

Figure 5. Max Wertheimer 
with an apparatus testing 
the perception of motion 
(a Schumann tachisto-
scope), 1913. Stadtarchiv 
Frankfurt am Main. Repro-
duced by permission.
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This leads to the question of how scientifi c paradigms of the Weimar 
era were perceived by the general public and how they were translated 
and incorporated into the political ideologies of the wider Bildungs-
bürgertum. In the left -wing Sozialistische Monatsheft e, the socialist 
school reformer Georg Chaym published enthusiastic comments on 
the works of Max Wertheimer and the Berlin School. Just as socialism 
fought for a more united society, Chaym argued in 1923, Gestalt theo-
ries “dealt with the problem summarizing particular contents and 
individual objects into one single and somehow structured unity.”37 
From this perspective, Gestalt psychology appeared as a scientifi c 
expression of socialist political thought.

However, the political affi  liations and interpretations of Weimar science 
were not always clear. In the same year, Chaym also wrote about racial 
hygiene: “socialism certainly does not take a negative position towards 
racial hygiene, insofar as it contains theoretical and practical measures 
for the improvement of the race and avoiding its debasement.” Chaym 
went on to conclude that “racial hygiene belongs unconditionally to the 
goals of socialism.”38 Such quotes not only illustrate how widespread 
eugenic ideas were among left -wing intellectuals, they also show how 
easily such middlebrow thinkers could draw connections between aca-
demic discplines such as Gestalt psychology and racial hygiene.

While the left -wing Chaym had a Jewish background, it would not 
take long for other Gestalt psychologists to imbue their theories 
with right-wing anti-Semitism. Most notably, several colleagues of 
Wertheimer founded the Leipzig School of Gestalt psychology, which 
sought to complement its psychological fi ndings with racial theories 
in order explain the “essence of the soul.” For example, the psycholo-
gist Friedrich Sander (who was unrelated to the photographer August 
Sander) distinguished between the “good Gestalt” of the “German 
Aryans” and the “foreign Gestalt” of Jews, homosexuals, and commu-
nists. Sander classifi ed his own scientifi c methodology as genetische 
Ganzheitspsychologie (genetic holistic psychology). “Whoever seeks 
to purify our racial soul,” Sander explained in 1937, 

has to exterminate everything that is foreign to its Gestalt. 
In particular, [we] have to neutralize all the corrupting and 
foreign racial elements. This will to achieve a pure and Ger-
man Gestalt justifi es the extermination of the Jews, who 
grow like parasites, and the sterilization of those members 
of our own people, who carry an inferior genetic heritage.39

37  Georg Chaym, “Gestaltprob-
lem,” Sozialistische Monatsheft e 
27 (1923): 632.

38  Translation aft er: Loren 
Graham, “Attitudes towards 
Eugenics,” 344.

Also see Michael Schwartz, 
Sozialistische Eugenik: Eu-
genische Sozialtechnologien 
in Debatten und Politik der 
deutschen Sozialdemokratie, 
1890-1933 (Bonn, 1995).

39  Friedrich Sander, Deutsche 
Psychologie und nationalso-
zialistische Weltanschauung. 
Nationalsozialistisches Bil-
dungswesen (Berlin, 1937), 
642; quoted from E. Scheerer, 
“Organische Weltanschauung 
und Ganzheitspsychologie,” 
in Carl Friedrich Graumann, 
Psychologie im Nationalsozia-
lismus (Berlin, 1985), 50.
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Friedrich Sander drew a direct line from the Gestalt psychology of 
the 1920s to eugenics and racial biology. However, the methodologi-
cal pathways of Weimar psychology could lead into very diff erent, 
even antagonistic political directions. While racial theorists such 
as Friedrich Sander or Hans Günther eventually turned towards 
National Socialism, the political conclusions that could be derived 
from interwar psychology were far more ambivalent. 

In parallel to Friedrich Sander’s “genetic psychology,” his contem-
porary colleague Carl Gustav Jung, who still enjoys a high scientifi c 
reputation today, also thought in terms of collective national “souls” 
and used categories such as “Germanic spirit” or “Jewish psychology.” 
In contrast to Sander, however, Jung wanted these categories to be 
understood in a politically neutral, objective, and scientifi c sense.40 
Here, ethnic types of human psychology were understood as expres-
sions of diff erence that did not necessarily correspond to any sense 
of racial hierarchy. 

Nevertheless the trend towards collective and racial psychology shaped 
the relation between science and National Socialism. From Jung’s 
psychoanalytical perspective, Hitler himself appeared as a representa-
tion of the unconscious of the German nation. In May 1939, the British 
psychologist Howard Philips published an interview with Jung in the 
London-based journal Psychologist about his “diagnosis” of modern 
dictators. Here, it was argued that Hitler was, like an ancient shaman, 
“possessed” by voices, which originated from the collective subcon-
scious of the German nation.41 In similar interviews with Western 
media, Jung also argued that Hitler “is the people.”42 The dictator was 
presented as a “seer” or a “medicine man,” who was in an intimate 
psychological relation with his tribe: Hitler was “anima-possessed.”43 

This psychoanalytical interpretation of German history, however, was 
just as much a critique as a refl ection of the themes that National 
Socialists had employed themselves. In 1934, the racial psychologist 
Friedrich Sander had described Hitler as “chosen” to fulfi ll the “long-
ing of a divided racial body [Volkskörper] to achieve unity [Ganzheit].” 
Hitler allegedly represented the “holy will to purify the essence of the 
German nation.”44 While Sander had used such ideas to glorify Hitler 
as his national leader, the critic Jung employed similar psychological 
concepts to establish a clinical diagnosis of Hitler’s deranged mind-
set. Despite their political diff erences, however, both psychologists 
were convinced that Hitler was a “medium” of the collective German 
nation. 

40  Carl Gustav Jung, “Zeit-
genössisches,” in Gesam-
melte Werke, Band 10, 
(Düsseldorf, 1995), 584.

41  Carrie Dowe, Jung’s Wan-
dering Archetype: Race and 
Religion in Analytical Psy-
chology (London, 2016), 
199.

42  See for example Jung’s 
interview with H.R. 
Knickerbocker, printed 
in the January edition 
of the International 
Cosmopolitan (1939), 
116–120; quoted from: 
Heinrich Balmer, Die 
Archetypentheorie von 
C. G. Jung. Eine Kritik 
(Heidelberg, 1972), 138.

43  Dowe, Wandering Arche-
type, 199.

44  Friedrich Sander, “Zum 
neuen Jahrgang,” Zeit-
schrift  fü r Jugendkunde 4, 
no.1 (1934): 1; quoted 
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These similarities meant that publications such as Jung’s could be 
simultaneously interpreted as a critique and justifi cation of National 
Socialism.45 Hitler, according to Jung, had gained his power, like an 
ancient shaman, through the belief of his followers in his magic abili-
ties. For Jung, this magic was real insofar as it was just a primitive 
label for the subconscious. Hitler mediated between the Germans and 
their subconscious; he was “the loudspeaker that enhances the silent 
whisper of the German soul until it can be heard by the unconscious 
ear of the Germans.”46 The only problem, from this perspective, was 
that the medium Hitler was no psychoanalyst, who could interpret 
this whisper and guide it into a healthier direction and towards 
psychological healing. However, the essence of the German sub-
conscious was “not in itself destructive, but ambivalent.” “Whether 
this subconscious becomes a curse or a blessing,” wrote Jung as late 
as 1946, “depends on the character of the mind that captures it.”47

IV. Psychotechnics, eugenics, and the problem of ideology

The evolution of Weimar psychology confronts historians with the 
problem that academic theories were open to diff erent political di-
rections. Scientifi c paradigms and methodologies revolving around 
identical concepts of collectivity could be used to justify very diff erent 
political outcomes. One way to approach this problem is to conceive 
of interwar science not in terms of its political consequences but as 
a shared fi eld of ideas. The similarities between “democratic” and 
“National Socialist” science, in other words, did not arise from politi-
cal affi  nities but from a common framework that operated on a much 
deeper level than politics. In order to understand these similarities, 
we have to analyze common cultural questions, concerns, and fears.

Intellectuals of the Weimar period followed two contradictory but 
deeply connected intellectual trajectories. While they largely agreed 
about the need to save the individual from the “iron cage” of mod-
ern society and to revive holistic thought against “atomistic” and 
“elementistic” approaches, the same scholars also played an active 
role in the rationalization of social institutions. While they endorsed 
romantic terms such as “soul” or “Gestalt,” interwar psychologists 
were simultaneously concerned with problems of economic organiza-
tion and rationalization.

In particular, new developments of “psychotechnics” sought to im-
prove the “human factor” in modern industries, the military, and the 
police force by means of IQ-tests and “leader selection” programs. 

45  Carl Gustav Jung, “Wotan,” 
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Kurt Lewin, for example, one of Max Wertheimer’s closest colleagues 
in the Berlin School of Gestalt psychology, published extensively on 
methods of economic and industrial optimization as well as on pro-
fessional selection and training methods.48 Although Lewin rejected 
the “positivistic” methodology of the hard sciences and used terms 
such as “soul” and “Gestalt,” he nonetheless took part in the very 
rational endeavor of rationalizing German society.49 

Lewin later described his own fi eld as “action research.”50 Thereby, 
psychotechnics also gained a political dimension. While Lewin 
himself worked on problems of rationalization, he also criticized 
the latest developments in his fi eld from a social perspective. In 
particular, the term “Taylorism” had distinctly negative connotations. 
Such industrial principles, the Marxist Lewin argued, reduced the 
individual worker to a cog in a collective machinery. Against these 
capitalist developments, Lewin published The Socialization of the 
Taylor System. “The fact that workers’ councils and psychologists 
ought to work together,” argued Lewin, “guarantees that the interests 
of the workers … are protected.”51 His analysis of Western capitalist 
Taylorism was published in communist journals and Lewin also was 
in close contact with the early members of the Frankfurt School of 
Social Research.52 

In the 1920s, other psychologists such as Walther Moede worked 
on similar problems of mass, communication, and work psychol-
ogy.53 Aft er developing aptitude tests for the German army in the 
First World War, Moede taught at the Technische Hochschule in 
Berlin-Charlottenburg and founded the fi rst institute for economic 
psychology.54 From the early Weimar Republic until the end of the 
Second World War, Moede was the editor of the journal Industrielle 
Psychotechnik, one of Germany’s dominant platforms for social 
psychologists. While a number of contributors to this fi eld, such as 
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Kurt Lewin, had fl irted with Marxism, the journal Industrielle Psycho-
technik took a diff erent political direction in the 1930s. The edition of 
1933, for example, featured titles such as “The Science of Types and 
Genetic Inheritance” or “National Socialism and Psychotechnics.”55 
While Lewin was forced into emigration, Moede kept his chair in 
Berlin until 1945.56

Sociologists such as Silke van Dyk have interpreted the behavior of 
scientists like Moede in terms of a “strategy of self-Gleichschaltung” 
among German psychologists.57 Yet the precise relationship between 
ideology and “scientifi c” methodology remains to be analyzed. The 
fact that academics who abstained from joining the Nazi movement 
closely cooperated with National Socialists in their fi eld also tells 
us something about the scientifi c standards at the time, which con-
ventionally included the use of categories that would be qualifi ed as 
ideological today. 

The examples of the “psychotechnicians” Lewin and Moede highlight 
the problem that similar methodologies led in diff erent political 
directions. It has oft en been assumed that National Socialism either 
suppressed independent research or politicized academic disciplines, 
which were supposed to provide superfi cial intellectual justifi ca-
tions for political and racial hierarchies. Accordingly, the picture has 
emerged that some academic fi elds were either artifi cially created 
or completely removed from the universities aft er 1933. So far, re-
search has largely focused on processes of ideological “adjustment” 
or “accommodation” without probing the extent to which Weimar 
methodologies could be continued in the framework of the Nazi 
regime. However, what historians have called “self-Gleichschaltung” 
or the “normality of accommodation” only describes part of the 
story, which also allowed for genuine continuation of scientifi c work 
without necessarily imposing an overt process of ideological adjust-
ment. Ultimately, we are confronted with the pattern that academics 
who stayed in Germany were able to use the same methodological 
concepts and techniques aft er 1933 as some of their colleagues who 
were forced into exile. 

In recent years, historians have repeatedly highlighted the fact that 
eugenic initiatives and publications did not always have a right-wing 
background but oft en originated from professional associations or 
individual initiatives.58 This may also help to explain why famous 
eugenic publications of the 1920s were reviewed positively across 
Weimar’s media landscape. In 1927, for example, the high school 
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doctor Georg Wolff , who worked in Prenzlau at the time, reviewed 
Alfred Grotjahn’s book Hygiene of Human Reproduction in the Sozia-
listische Monatsheft e.59 “Every intelligent person immediately sees,” 
wrote the Social-Democrat Wolff , “that the health of a nation requires 
welfare and care not only for the living … but also for future genera-
tions. Therefore, eugenic science must complement the demands of 
social hygiene in the interest of the individual and society.”60 

The physician Grotjahn held a chair for social hygiene at Berlin Uni-
versity and a parliamentary seat for the Social-Democratic Party (SPD) 
in the Reichstag. He called for the sterilization of alcoholics, epilep-
tics, and disabled persons and for the “planned annihilation” of those 
carrying genetic illnesses.61 His reader Wolff  sought to combine these 
“scientifi c” conclusions with left -wing demands for social welfare, 
public housing, and family support. In the Sozialistische Monatsheft e, 
Wolff  proposed to establish new laws to protect parents from fi nan-
cial risks (Elternschaft sversicherungsgesetz) in order to “enhance the 
appetite for reproduction of normal ‘valuable’ couples by means of 
an appreciable material support.”62

Wolff  saw socialist eugenics as the technical precondition for an 
equal society that improved human existence.63 The eradication of 
“inferior persons” appeared as the fl ipside of an egalitarian socialist 
worldview, which sought to raise the economic conditions of society as 
a whole.64 “This is not only about preserving the quantitative basis of 
the population,” explained Wolff : “preserving or, if possible, improving 
genetic dispositions is equally important to guarantee the quality of 
the off spring.”65 Socialist policies should include “the right selection 
of those racial elements which are fi t for reproduction.”66 

Again, it should be noted that the socialist Wolff  never converted 
to Nazism. In fact, he lost his position as a doctor in 1933 on racial 
grounds and was forced into emigration to the United States, where 
he found employment at Johns Hopkins University. While his sister 
and his brother were murdered in Auschwitz in 1944, he did genetic 
and statistical research for the United States Children’s Bureau in 
Washington, DC. Before his death in 1952, he left  a book titled, Eu-
genics at the Crossroads [Eugenik am Scheidewege].67

In order to understand biographies such as Georg Wolff ’s, we have to 
acknowledge that he had not come to eugenics via politics and never 
had any “affi  nities” with Nazism. If anything, what is most striking 
in Wolff ’s reviews of contemporary publications on “social hygiene” 
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is his complete lack of awareness of the links between eugenics and 
right-wing radicalism. It is indicative of his worldview that during the 
1920s he quoted left -wing as well as National Socialist authors to-
gether in the Sozialistische Monatsheft e as long as their theories were 
roughly in line with his own opinions on “social hygiene.” In 1927, for 
instance, Wolff  had praised measures of forced sterilization, which 
were taken at the time in the United States, or the private initiative 
of the Medizinalrat and Nazi-sympathizer Gustav Boeters, who had 
been illegally sterilizing patients in Zwickau since 1921 — without 
ever being convicted for his actions.68 

In order to understand how National Socialist ideology gained accep-
tance in German society, we need to contextualize it within a web of in-
terconnected discourses on eugenics, racial hygiene, mass psychology, 
and collective identities. This goes beyond saying that Germany had 
already been a structurally racist society before the advent of Nazism. 
While this may be true, the methodological challenge is to decipher 
in what ways contemporary Germans thought about collectivity and 
individuality in a more general and less openly political sense. 

I interpret Nazism and its particular version of racial biology as one 
possible political outcome of a specifi cally German but not per se 
right-wing obsession with collective typologies. To be sure, Nazi 
policies were facilitated by the fact that German intellectuals were 
already used to defi ning the individual and its worth via the collective. 
The fact that democrats such as Georg Wolff  had been discussing 
eugenic and racist concepts in Weimar media throughout the 1920s 
means that the exterminatory ideas of the Nazi party could penetrate 
the mainstream of the German Bildungsbürgertum. This observation 
is not meant to relativize Nazi ideology within the German political 
spectrum; on the contrary, it is meant to explain why Nazi ideas could 
spread with comparative ease in German society. While Wolff  was 
forced into exile, it is safe to assume that the great majority of his 
colleagues who had advocated eugenic ideas in the 1920s eventually 
turned towards the Nazi party. Wolff ’s colleague Gustav Boeters, for 
instance, joined the NSDAP in 1930 and his ideas on sterilization 
continued to infl uence Nazi policies throughout the 1930s and 40s.69

Conclusion

This article has moved, in broad strokes, from Weimar photography 
and psychology to discussions on eugenics and racial hygiene. While 
acknowledging the fundamental diff erences between these fi elds — in 
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both methodological and moral terms — it has sought to reveal com-
mon intellectual patterns that characterized various areas of Weimar 
culture and science. In particular, I analyzed society-wide obsessions 
with human “types,” both biological and psychological. More impor-
tantly, however, I have aimed to show to what extent very diff erent 
political groups relied on similar ideas of collectivity and individuality. 

This analysis builds on recent developments in interwar histori-
ography. Historians such as Peter E. Gordon and John McCormick 
have recently begun to interpret the Weimar Republic, which has 
traditionally been described as “pluralistic” and “diverse,” in terms 
of a more unifi ed, coherent, and consensual “Weimar culture.”70 In 
this context, scholars such as Colin Loader, Mitchell Ash, and Dana 
Villa have written about trends in Weimar sociology, psychology, and 
social theory that transcended political divisions. This article extends 
and complicates these newer approaches by pointing towards deeper 
cultural ideas underlying all of these academic disciplines. 

As Germans sought to redefi ne the relation between the individual 
and the collective in the face of modernity, defeat, economic crisis, 
and democracy, they developed new patterns of social thought. Some 
of these patterns became academically fruitful methodologies of mass 
psychology or innovative techniques of photography. Others, by con-
trast, evolved into obsessions about human “types,” racial hygiene, and 
biological selection. Yet, these patterns all shared common intellectual 
roots: they all went back to a new consensus that the modern individual 
ought to be defi ned — for better or worse — via the collective. 

This article off ers an innovative approach to interpreting the relation 
between National Socialism and Weimar science. Instead of further 
exploring the long-understood connections between interwar “racial 
hygiene” and Nazi ideology, it has placed radical right-wing ideas 
within a wider context of Weimar debates on collectivity. Regardless 
of their political background, interwar intellectuals had learned to 
defi ne the individual via the collective. It is this society-wide focus on 
collective typologies that connected scientifi c, artistic, and political 
debates in a shared corpus of ideas. Nazism, in this sense, should be 
understood as one possible pathway resulting from Weimar’s “im-
ages of the collective.” It was embedded in an open fi eld of concepts, 
which no political group could ever monopolize.

The intention of this article is not to relativize Nazi ideas on eu-
thanasia, racial selection, and extermination but to understand the 
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structural cultural conditions that enabled Nazi ideas to gain wide-
spread acceptance and credibility in German society. The ways in 
which citizens of the Weimar Republic discussed their individuality 
and their collectivity infl uenced their reactions to Nazism. This was 
a society that longed for coherent forms and collective identities but 
also feared losing its Gestalt, becoming “atomized” and “amorphous.” 
At the same time, intellectuals were obsessed with tropes of “mass 
culture,” which allegedly “standardized” mankind and destroyed all 
forms of individuality. In this environment, National Socialist propa-
ganda calling for the establishment of a new German “community” 
in order to overcome both “Western” individualism and “Eastern” 
collectivism had a strong appeal, which is hard to comprehend for 
historians in retrospect.

In contrast to classical narratives of German historiography, which 
focus on the violent political confl icts leading up to World War II and 
the Holocaust, this article has sought to reveal a hidden intellectual 
convergence underlying Germany’s ideological divisions. It thereby 
complicates recent eff orts among historians to re-interpret the “con-
tingency of the Weimar Republic,” which was never neatly divided 
into democrats and Nazis in waiting.71 As historians are now thinking 
beyond the dichotomy of “glitter and doom” in Weimar culture, the 
point of this article has been to show how multidirectional and open 
intellectual patterns could be in their political applications and ap-
propriations. It is diffi  cult to establish a clear causal nexus between 
Weimar intellectual life and the rise of Nazi ideology. Conceptions 
and images of the collective did not necessarily precipitate a National 
Socialist turn in German society. On the contrary, they impeded a clear 
ideological, conceptual, and aesthetic localization of Nazism in the 
intellectual landscape. It is this process of intellectual embedding and 
integration, rather than obvious and violent propaganda, that would 
allow Nazi ideas to subliminally take over German intellectual life. 

Eugen Gürster, the exiled regime critic with whom this article began, 
defi ned this problem retrospectively. In 1948, ten years aft er having 
published his fi rst observations on Nazi mass culture, he refl ected 
on the Holocaust and the Second World War. “First, the concept of 
man as a ‘replaceable being’ had to be intellectually developed,” he 
argued in the liberal journal Die Neue Rundschau, “before modern 
mass wars with their millionfold annihilation and their technologies 
of destruction could be led or even be planned.” From this perspec-
tive, racism, genocide, and mass warfare were not only an outcome 
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of Nazi ideology but also a symptom of a much larger and more 
continuous “intellectual crisis of the present.”72

Simon Unger is a visiting postdoctoral fellow at the German Historical Institute 
in Washington. He earned his Ph.D. at the University of Oxford in 2018 and is 
currently completing a book manuscript titled “Consensus in Confl ict: Enduring 
Political Concepts in the German Media Landscape, 1920-1950.” 
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A CHINESE PLAGUE: 
SINOPHOBIC DISCOURSES IN VLADIVOSTOK, SAN 
FRANCISCO, AND SINGAPORE

Sören Urbansky
GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE

They take good care of their own persons, but their houses, 
children, cats and dogs are fi lthy in the extreme. The stench 
about their dwellings is almost unendurable to a European, 
and the cesspools and slimy ditches in their backyards would 
breed the cholera in the most salubrious climate in the 
world. While the Chinaman is cleansing the house of his 
employer and removing every particle of dirt with scrupulous 
care, his family at home are living in the most slovenly quar-
ters, where vermin of a hundred species revel in luxurious 
nastiness. How they can go from neat stores or fi ne drawing-
rooms where they are employed, to eat and sleep in these 
foul quarters is a mystery which I have yet to hear explained.1

The alleged dichotomy of cleanliness and fi lth of the Chinese in 
Singapore fascinated not only the American Baptist minister and 
writer Russell H. Conwell, who published this observation in his 1871 
book on the question Why the Chinese Emigrate. Despite his damning 
verdict on their hygiene, he did not deem all Chinese characteristics 
negative. In comparison to the native Malayans, Conwell considered 
the Chinese valuable and indispensable parts of the colonial popula-
tion in the Straits Settlements. Conwell, the fi rst president of Temple 
University in Philadelphia, had made his observations of the Chinese 
during a tour to Asia and the American West Coast in the late 1860s. 

Conwell’s words were echoed in other publications. Fift een years later, 
in 1885, Willard B. Farwell quoted this very passage in a polemical 
report arguing that Conwell’s comment on the Chinese in Singapore 
“might with equal force and equal truth apply to the habits of the 
Chinese in San Francisco.”2 Farwell, himself a Massachusetts trans-
plant who came to San Francisco during the Gold Rush at the age of 
twenty, was Chairman of the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco 
and was running for mayor. In his The Chinese at Home and Abroad, he 
described the fi lth, crowding and disease of the Chinese quarter in exag-
gerated terms. The report was published at a time when, fueled by 
political and economic motivations, attacks on the Chinese were at a 
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height in California. Xenophobic pamphlets, essays, and other ostensibly 
factual but most oft en fi ctional accounts portrayed Chinese as inferior, 
diseased, morally degenerate and a peril to the purity of the white race. 

The fear of Chinese people living within what many white inhabitants 
of San Francisco considered a “European” city was a phenomenon 
not unique to San Francisco and Singapore. St. Petersburg writer and 
publicist Mikhail G. Grebenshchikov, who served as secretary of 
the resettlement administration in Vladivostok in the mid-1880s, 
described the character of the Chinese residents in the Russian city 
on the Pacifi c in similar terms: 

What is true is that the Chinese are not terribly clean. In 
the attic where the search was conducted, I found such dirt, 
compared to which even the slums of the Sennaia Square 
[in St. Petersburg] are samples of neatness. Bed linen is un-
familiar to the Chinese worker, he sleeps on the bare fl oor, 
on one or several animal skins or mats. Whole clouds of 
dust rose when the police ransacked their unpretentious 
lodge — quite obvious that the beds are never shaken out. … 
It is quite surprising that until now the Chinese dwellings 
have not become yet a source of contagion in Vladivostok. 
In the summer they infect with their foul smell the whole of 
Chinatown, which in hot weather you can only walk 
through by holding your nose.3

During the decades that followed, the negative perception of the 
Chinese did not change. For Vladimir V. Grave, Commissioner of the 
Russian Ministry of Foreign Aff airs in charge of the Amur expedition, 
the Chinese habits and lifestyle made coexistence of Europeans and 
Chinese in the Russian Far East impossible:

From early childhood, the habit of living in the mud, in ter-
ribly unsanitary conditions, in small, oft en extremely over-
crowded dwellings, makes the Chinese indiff erent to his 
environment. He neither understands the need to observe 
elementary sanitary rules, nor does he develop a feeling of 
disgust at all, like the fear of getting sick. The premises of 
the Chinese, especially at night, when they all return to 
their lodgings, consist of large boxes with shelves on which 
the yellow people sleep shoulder to shoulder. The dirt and 
smell in these rooms is unbearable.4
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In many cities on the Pacifi c Ocean, Chinese residents were perceived 
to be more culturally and socially threatening than other immigrant 
groups from Asia and beyond. When contemporary observers de-
scribed the habits and living conditions of Chinese in the three Pacifi c 
port cities of Singapore, San Francisco and Vladivostok, they regularly 
relied on stereotypes of dirty and disease-breeding slums. Time and 
again Sinophobic demagogues depicted Chinese residents as inher-
ently corrupted by their race and further soiled by an environment of 
fi lth. In the eyes of these authors, the Chinese clearly represented a 
threat to the moral and physical safety and security of the European 
inhabitants.

This article examines anti-Chinese attitudes in these three Pacifi c 
port cities from the late nineteenth to the early twentieth century. 
My translocal approach aims to identify similarities and diff erences 
in discrimination strategies against the Chinese diaspora. Focusing 
on housing conditions, hygiene and diseases, which were some of 
the most prevalent issues stirring Sinophobic sentiments in urban 
contexts,5 I will analyze anti-Chinese debates across the diff erent 
localities on the Pacifi c coast. I shall argue that, despite striking 
similarities, forms of stigmatization were also heterogeneous. 

I. A xenophobic discourse and its impact

Anti-Asian discourses and the concept of “yellow peril” are the sub-
jects of numerous monographs. The vast majority of scholarship, 
however, remains narrowly grounded in one specifi c period and 
location — overwhelmingly in the United States at the turn of the 
twentieth century.6 Whereas the concept of the “yellow peril” is usu-
ally understood as having emerged at a particular historical and social 
juncture, my study of the localities under review here demonstrates 
that this concept is best understood not as a product of a specifi c 
locality but as part of an eminently elusive and fl uid discourse that 
shaped understandings of identity and diff erence. A comparison of 
diff erent localities allows for a more comprehensive insight into the 
processes underlying this discourse and its consequences for the 
coexistence of Chinese and European subjects.
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ies. For negative per-

ceptions of Italians and 
Mexicans in urban im-
migration centers of 
the United States, see 
Thomas A. Guglielmo, 
White on Arrival: Ita-
lians, Race, Color, and 

Power in Chicago, 1890-
1945 (New York, 2003); 
Natalia Molina, Fit to be 
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1879-1939 (Berkeley, 
2006).
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Obviously, the “yellow peril” is a concept tied to race and embedded 
in racial classifi cations originating in the West. The attribution of 
the color yellow to Asian populations emerged from the taxonomi-
cal attempts of eighteenth-century physicians, later reinforced by 
anthropologists.7 Though recent, this discourse did not emerge in 
a cultural vacuum but built on pre-existing imaginings of Asia as a 
mysterious, dangerous, and inherently alien continent. Associated 
with violent invaders or deadly diseases, Asia has long served as Eu-
rope’s cultural Other.8 At times, this sense of unbridgeable otherness 
also made Asia an object of fetishistic fascination for Westerners: a 
world of sophistication and exoticism, refl ected in certain objects and 
architectural styles inspired by Chinese forms, such as the “chinoi-
series” that became fashionable during the Enlightenment.9 

The “yellow peril” emerged as a global discourse in the late nineteenth 
century. In the United States the concept was initially deployed 
to express hostility to Chinese immigration; then, particularly aft er 
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, the concept 
shift ed and was primarily used to target Japanese immigrants and 
their American-born children.10 The soft ening of (some) negative 
stereotypes can be seen in the way Chinese residents of San Francisco 
were perceived during World War II, along with a change in attitude 
towards Asian Americans in the United States in recent decades.11 
Throughout the Cold War, American anti-Asian sentiments neverthe-
less surfaced in the form of political fears of China, North Korea and 
Vietnam.12 Later on, in the 1980s, “yellow peril” discourses referred to 
a prosperous Japan. In the days of China’s rapidly growing economy 
and increasing military power, the “yellow peril” has re-emerged as 
the “China threat.”13

This history of the concept of the “yellow peril” followed a diff erent 
pattern in Russia. There the “yellow peril” fi rst took shape as fear 
of a tide of Chinese immigrants inundating Siberia and the Russian 
Far East at the end of the nineteenth century. Russian fears over 
military confrontations further fueled such anxieties during the war 
with Japan in 1904/05.14 When Japan occupied China’s Northeast 

7   Walter Demel, “Wie die 
Chinesen gelb wurden: Ein 
Beitrag zur Frühgeschichte 
der Rassentheorien,” 
Historische Zeitschrift  255/3 
(1992): 625-666; Frank 
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in Modern China (London, 
1992); Frank Dikötter, The 
Construction of Racial 
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(London, 1997); Michael 
Keevak, Becoming Yellow: A 
Short History of Racial 
Thinking (Princeton, 2011).

8   Edward Said, Orientalism 
(London, 1977); Sheldon J. 
Watts, Epidemics and History: 
Disease, Power and Imperialism 
(New Haven, 1997); Xiaojing 
Zhou, The Ethics and Poetics 
of Alterity in Asian American 
Poetry (Iowa City, 2006).

9   Jürgen Osterhammel, Die 
Entzauberung Asiens: Europa 
und die asiatischen Reiche im 
18. Jahrhundert (München, 
1998).

10  Philip Q. Yang, Asian immi-
gration to the United States 
(Cambridge, 2011); Erika Lee, 
The making of Asian America: 
A history (New York, 2015).

11  Robert G. Lee, Orientals: Asian 
Americans in Popular Culture 
(Philadelphia, 1999); Stacey 
J. Lee, Unraveling the “model 
minority” stereotype: Listening 
to Asian American youth 
(New York, 1996); Madeline 
Y. Hsu, The good immigrants: 
How the yellow peril became 
the model minority (Princeton, 
2015); Sören Urbansky, 
“Für Clan und Vaterland? 
Loyalitätsstrukturen in 
Chinatown San Francisco 
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20. Jahrhunderts,” Geschichte 
und Gesellschaft  42/4 (2016): 
621-650; Ellen D. Wu, The 
Color of Success: Asian 
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2014).

12  Charles R. Hensman, China: 
Yellow Peril? Red Hope? 
(London, 1968).

13  Lyle J. Goldstein, Meeting 
China halfway. How to 
defuse the emerging US-
China rivalry (Washington, 
DC, 2015).

14  Lewis H. Siegelbaum, 
“Another ‘yellow peril:’ 

Chinese migrants in the 
Russian Far East and 
the Russian reaction 
before 1917,” Modern 
Asian Studies 12/2 
(1978): 307-330; Vladimir 
G. Datsyshen, Kitaitsy v 
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in 1931, alarm about the possibility of military invasion prevailed, 
as it did when China, previously a communist ally, was reborn as an 
enemy of the Soviet Union in the 1960s. With the USSR’s collapse in 
1991, the meaning of the “yellow peril” in Russia changed once again. 
As it had a century earlier, the concept refl ected demographic and 
economic fears of Chinese fl ooding into Russia’s eastern periphery.15 

In Southeast Asia the anti-Chinese discourse followed yet another 
course. The region has a long history of Sinophobic sentiments 
closely related to colonialism and a long history of Chinese immi-
gration. Beginning in the eighteenth century, Spanish, Dutch and 
other colonial powers introduced anti-Chinese laws and subjected 
some Chinese to massacres and expulsions. In subsequent periods, 
cohabitation was complicated by increased inequalities in distribu-
tion of wealth, majority-minority confl icts and the birth of national 
identities during the process of decolonization.16

Previous studies have interpreted anti-Asian sentiments mainly 
through the contents of debates on the “yellow peril” in newspapers, 
journals, and novels.17 With few exceptions,18 this scholarship has 
closely analyzed the production of such propaganda. Yet little has 
been done so far to investigate its actual impact on the everyday 
lives of Asian migrants overseas. In my research, therefore, the 
development of anti-Asian stereotypes serves as point of departure 
for investigating how xenophobic fears shaped areas of confl ict 
between Asian immigrants and white majorities, and how such 
fears determined how the Asian diaspora fought back against racial 
stigmatization. 

Hitherto neglected dynamics between anti-Asian discourses, actual 
confl icts in the public sphere and responses to xenophobic senti-
ments by members of the diaspora are best explored through a com-
parative analysis of cities with a high concentration of Asian, and in 
particular Chinese, immigrants. Though the “yellow peril” became 
established as a worldwide concept that was not necessarily tied to 
urban ethnic ghettos, Chinatowns were regarded as potential incuba-
tors of epidemics and breeding places of opium smoking, gambling 
and interracial romance, all of which had become synonymous with 
the presence of the Chinese immigrants. Therefore my focus is on 
examining Sinophobic stereotypes in major metropolitan hubs of 
the Chinese diaspora from the late nineteenth to the early twentieth 
century, the time when “yellow peril” agitation reached a peak of 
intensity and the Chinese faced constant discrimination.

15  Aleksandr Larin, Kitaiskie 
migranty v Rossii: Istoriia 
i sovremennost’ (Moscow, 
2009), 318-340; Viktor 
Dyatlov, “Chinese 
Migrants and Anti-Chinese 
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Caroline Humphrey 
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Amrith, Migration and 
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(Cambridge, 2011), 
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paper Coverage of the 
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United States (San 
Francisco, 1991); Jenny 
Clegg, Fu Manchu and the 
“Yellow Peril”: The Making 
of a Racist Myth (Oakhill, 
1994); William F. Wu, The 
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Historically, hygiene, miscegenation and crime have been among the 
most salient issues raised by Sinophobic discourses. A comparative 
historical study can identify common causes and advocates of the 
“yellow peril” syndrome across the diff erent localities on the Pacifi c 
coast. It can distinguish the variations of Sinophobic sentiments in 
Singapore, Vladivostok and San Francisco as well as trajectories of 
decline in perceptions of Chinese as a “yellow peril.” Such translocal 
comparisons can illustrate how multilayered and palimpsestic the 
negative narratives have been.

Chinese began to migrate in great numbers to Southeast Asia in the 
early nineteenth century, to the American West Coast in the mid-
nineteenth century and to the Russian Far East in the latter half of 
the nineteenth century.19 Unlike in the capital cities of Russia, the 
United States and the British Empire, in these Pacifi c regions the 
“yellow peril” did not represent an abstract phenomenon of the media 
but a discourse that aff ected people’s everyday lives. The Chinese 
emigrations to Southeast Asia, the American West and the Russian 
Far East bear striking similarities, particularly regarding the timing 
and patterns of migration, the role that the Chinese played in certain 
labor-intensive areas of employment and the organization of ethnic 
community life and family structures. Vladivostok, San Francisco 
and Singapore are particularly suitable cases for a comparative study 
of the “yellow peril” because all three Chinatowns were densely 
populated urban areas, highly infl uential in the history and culture 
of ethnic Chinese immigrants, and predominantly inhabited by males 
who worked as shopkeepers, restaurant owners, small traders, and 
hired workers.

These common qualities had consequences for the perceptions of 
their inhabitants. The racial branding of Chinatowns as locations 
of the “yellow peril” was closely related to the spatial concentration 
and segregation of the Chinese population. Within the Chinatowns, 
Chinese residents maintained aspects of their native culture that were 
crucial for the construction of racial diff erence. Formal and informal 
eff orts to marginalize the residents of these quarters produced China-
towns that quickly came to be seen as physical evidence of immutable 
racial characteristics: contagion, disease, pollution and, due to the 
high male population, moral vice.

Yet despite such striking similarities, anxieties were also heteroge-
neous. Thus, the emergence of the “yellow peril” discourse across 
various regional and national contexts cannot be assumed to be 

19  Philip A. Kuhn, Chinese 
Among Others: Emigration 
in Modern Times (Lanham, 
2008); Larin, Migranty, 
19-69 passim.
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consistent with regard to the fears expressed or the stereotypes 
conveyed. The discourse was inherently diverse, multi-layered and 
contradictory. Owing to these circumstances, Chinese immigrants 
addressed and challenged stigmatization and stereotyping in dif-
ferent ways.

II. Ethnic ghettos

Singapore, San Francisco, and Vladivostok, all of which quickly 
became centers of the Chinese diaspora, shared certain settlement 
patterns. The British colony of Singapore is an example of an orga-
nized variant of an ethnic Chinese ghetto. Modern Singapore, an 
island at the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula, was founded in 
1819 as a trading post of the British East India Company. Colonial 
administrators assigned certain areas in town to diff erent ethnic 
groups. Chinese were evenly divided according to diff erent provinces 
of origin, nourishing parallel societies within the city already in the 
original settlement pattern dictated by the statesman and founder of 
Singapore and British Malaya, Thomas Stamford Raffl  es, in 1822.20 
In 1826 Singapore became part of the Straits Settlements and quickly 
developed into an important transit hub between China and Europe 
with a population of about 225,000 people in 1900. Travelers oft en 
noted the stark diff erences between Singapore’s English, Chinese, 
Malay, and Indian quarters: “The English district is laid out in 
squares, decorated with trees: the Chinese town is a busy part; the 
streets are wide, and the houses all uniform, covered with a yellow 
wash, giving them the appearance of stucco: arcades supported by 
pillars are in front, which off er good protection from the rain and 
sun. The internal appearance of each house is not so fl attering as 
the outside might lead one to expect. I caught frequent glimpses, en 
passant, of the crowded, fi lthy rooms, peculiar to the natives.”21 Until 
well into the twentieth century, Chinese would settle in these central 
quarters adjacent to both banks of the Singapore River.

In 1846 the United States annexed California from Mexico. Yerba 
Buena, a small settlement near the northeastern end of the 
peninsula, was renamed San Francisco a year later. The city’s 
population mushroomed during the Gold Rush, and San Francisco 
continued to grow even aft er the boom had ended, particularly 
once the transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869. By the 
end of the nineteenth century more than 300,000 people lived in 
the city. In San Francisco, as in other cities across the United States, a 
Chinatown had sprung up since the 1850s in what was by and large 

20  Ong-siang Song, One 
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a spontaneous process. The fi rst Chinese took up residence, rented or 
built houses for accommodation and opened shops and restaurants. 
As time progressed, newly arriving migrants from the Middle King-
dom gradually occupied nearby streets. In the late 1870s, municipal 
administrators succeeded in assigning the Chinese a specifi c area, in 
which they had previously congregated. The blocks adjacent to Grant 
Avenue and Stockton Street became the one geographical region in 
the city, deeded by the city government and private property owners, 
that allowed Chinese people to inherit and inhabit dwellings. This area 
would remain the key place of settlement for Chinese residents until 
the fi rst decades of the twentieth century.22 

In Vladivostok and other cities in the Russian Far East, by contrast, 
attempts by municipal offi  cials to regulate Chinese settlement were 
doomed from the beginning.23 Vladivostok, the youngest of the three 
cities, was founded in 1860, aft er China ceded its Amur and Maritime 
provinces to Russia. Unlike San Francisco and Singapore, the Russian 
city remained economically relatively insignifi cant. Only aft er the 
completion of the Trans-Siberian railroad at the turn of the century 
did the development of the city of about 50,000 inhabitants gain 
momentum. In the early years, Chinese people lived scattered across 
the city, but soon they began to congregate in certain areas. The fi rst 
Chinese market, called Manzovskii Bazaar, was already established 
by the late 1860s. Conveniently located at the Golden Horn Bay, it had 
a berth for Chinese boats and barges. Within several years’ time, the 
area became a place of dense Chinese population. Municipal authori-
ties were concerned from very early on, since houses and stalls did 
not abide by the rules of security and hygiene, and became potential 
breeding ground for epidemics.24 The bazaar was fi nally shut down in 
the fi rst years of the 1900s. By the time of its closing, a new market, 
known as Semenovskii Bazaar, had already been opened at the Amur 
Bay. At the turn of the century, Chinese began to occupy the area to 
the east where — inspired by its high demographic density — they 
built what would soon become the unoffi  cial Chinatown.25 Thus, most 
of the Chinese dwelled in a neighborhood called in the vernacular 
“Millionka,” aft er the main bazaar (see Figure 1) had been relocated 
from the Golden Horn to the Amur Bay. Construction of residential 
buildings had begun east of the bazaar at the turn of the century. 
Soon the Chinese occupied a neighborhood bordering the shores of 
the Amur Bay in the West, the American (Svetlanskaia) Street in the 
South, the Aleutskaia Street in the East, and the city’s slaughterhouse 
in the North. 
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Figure 1. Vladivostok’s 
Chinatown “Millionka” 
in 1933. Source: 
Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv 
Primorskogo kraia / State 
Archive of Maritime 
Region, Vladivostok 
(GAPK), f. 25, op. 6, d. 4, 
l. 16.

Between the late 1890s and early 1920s, 
between one third and one half of Vladivo-
stok’s residents were of Asian origin. The 
Chinese were the largest Asian group in the 
city. Unlike the relatively gender-balanced 
Russians, the Chinese (and, to a much lesser 
degree, the Korean and Japanese) had an un-
even gender ratio with males outnumbering 
females up to 40:1. There are striking similari-
ties to the Chinese population of San Francisco 
and Singapore: the Chinese were the largest 
Asian immigrant group in the Russian, Ameri-
can, and British colonial settings, and also the 
one with the highest gender disparity.

Despite varying local circumstances, in all 
three cities the Chinese quarters were cen-
trally located and the most densely populated 
areas of the towns. In all three cases there 
was a tendency towards territorial concentra-
tion by race, which was facilitated by the original settlement plans 
(Singapore), a later designation of ethnic ghettos (San Francisco) or 
uncontrolled movement (Vladivostok). This ethnic homogenization 
and segregation was reinforced by the migrants’ inclination to settle 
in districts where institutional support structures or particular eco-
nomic niches had already been established.

All three Chinatowns were crucial places in the history and culture of 
ethnic Chinese immigrants. In these densely populated urban areas, 
predominantly male Chinese lived and worked as shopkeepers, res-
taurant owners, small traders, and hired workers. The racial branding 
of Chinatowns as locations of the “yellow peril” was closely related to 
the spatial concentration and segregation of the Chinese population. 
Within these quarters, Chinese residents maintained and practiced 
aspects of their native culture, from which outsiders constructed no-
tions of racial diff erence. To a signifcant extent, the claim that the 
Chinese were unassimilable and therefore dangerous was based on 
the fact that they lived in overcrowded and segregated Chinatowns, 
which were the result of urban planning rather than Chinese prefer-
ences. White city dwellers’ antagonism toward the Chinese also re-
sulted from their perception that the Chinese conceived of themselves 
as temporary, largely male visitors rather than permanent residents.
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III. Overcrowded housing

One key problem in the negative perception of the Chinese were 
the miserable housing conditions in which many Chinese lived. In 
Singapore, Chinese preferred to build horizontally rather than verti-
cally: instead of adding another story to a building, residents added 
structures separated by a courtyard. Over the years, houses would 
merge through horizontal fusion and through vertical additions to 
tenement buildings, which ran through an entire block. A four-storied 
tenement house which ran through from Sago Street to Sago Lane 
in Singapore’s main Chinese quarter south of Singapore River may 
illustrate this densifi cation: 

Originally it consisted of two separate houses placed back 
to back …. One of the houses faced Sago Street and was 
known as 20-3 Sago Street, and the other faced Sago Lane 
and was known as 18 Sago Lane. Now there is an entrance 
to the lower [level] from Sago Lane, but the second, third 
and fourth stories can only be entered from Sago Street. 

Such a construction style impeded the supply of sunlight and fresh 
air and the effi  cient ventilation and drainage of the houses, and was 
therefore condemned as a health hazard.27

The houses in which the Chinese lived in San Francisco and Vladivostok 
were designed by European architects and thus diff ered from those 
in Singapore. Yet a three-or four-story fi reproof building was no 
guarantee of decent living conditions. In San Francisco, a contem-
porary observer lamented that, although “many of the buildings in 
Chinatown are of brick and all are of American architecture,” they 

Table 1: Population Estimates for Vladivostok26

Year Russian/European Chinese Other Asians Total 

1880 7,300
1884 3,909
1890 7,000 (Koreans included) 15,000
1910 53,000 29,000 5,500 89,600 

(23,000 female)
1912 31,787 (1,080 female)
1913 24,770 (728 female) 99,265
1916 50,476 

(26,172 female)
39,187 (995 female) 7,848 (3,153 female) 97,509 

(30,320 female)
1929 21,100 (1,600 female) 114,700
1931 14,000 160,900
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3-4; 1910: Fridtjof Nansen, 
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the Future (London, 1914), 
338-339; 1912: Vladimir K. 
Arsen’ev, Sobranie sochinenii 
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istoriko-etnografi cheskii 
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323-506, here 387-388. In 
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Prilozhenie k vsepodanneishemu 
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no pagination; 1916: Perepis 
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table 1/1; 1929 and 1931: 
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niia Dal’nego Vostoka Rossii v 
1920-1930-e gody,” Problemy 
Dal’nego Vostoka 4 (2006): 
120-129, here 123-124.

27  W. J. R. Simpson, Report on 
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(Singapore, 1907), 12-15, 
quotation on 15.
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still would be impossible to live in. “Wherever the Chinese get into 
a building, they commence to remodel it and change the appearance 
of the front …. In a few months aft er they attack it, so to speak, it looks 
though it were a hundred years old. The walls become blackened 
up, fi lthy, dirty and discolored.”28 In From Sea to Sea, a collection 
of articles about his 1889 travels to Asia and the United States, the 
English journalist, poet, and novelist Rudyard Kipling complained 
that each building in San Francisco’s Chinatown was packed “with 
hundreds of souls, all living in fi lth and squalor not to be appreciated 
save by you in India.” 

In San Francisco there was yet another feature of concern to contem-
porary observers, as Kipling noted:

I struck a house about four stories high full of celestial 
abominations, and began to burrow down; having heard that 
these tenements were constructed on the lines of icebergs 
two-thirds below sight level. … On the second underground 
fl oor a man asked for cumshaw and took me downstairs to 
yet another cellar, where the air was as thick as butter, and 
the lamps burned little holes in it not more than an inch 
square. … It was good to see the shop-fronts and electric 
lights again.29

No matter in which direction Chinese buildings expanded, be it verti-
cally under the surface in San Francisco or horizontally in Singapore, 
the defective design of the houses was further aggravated by subdivi-
sions of each fl oor into a large number of windowless cubicle rooms 
that received neither natural light nor air directly from the outside 
(see Figure 2).

Journalist and author Thomas W. Knox recalled how a police offi  cer 
showed him one of several Chinese lodging houses on San Francisco’s 
Jackson Street in the early 1870s:

We went with him to a large four-story building, which ap-
peared to be divided into apartments of the smallest di-
mensions, in which the Chinese swarmed like bees in a 
hive. He said that there were over six hundred persons, all 
of the poorer class, sleeping in this single building every 
night. In front of the building was a narrow opening in the 
sidewalk, with a stairway just suffi  ciently wide to allow one 
person at a time to descend into the subterranean regions 

28  G. B. Densmore, The 
Chinese in California: 
Description of Chinese life 
in San Francisco, their 
habits, morals and 
manners (San Francisco, 
1880), 23.

29  Rudyard Kipling, From Sea 
to Sea: Letters of Travel, 
vol. 1 (New York, 1899), 
451-454. Cf. also 
Theodor Kirchhoff , 
Californische Kulturbilder 
(Cassel, 1886), 97-99.
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Figure 2. The Globe Hotel, a Chinese lodging house on Jackson Street in San Francisco’s Chinatown. The cartoon, 
published in the illustrated San Francisco weekly Thistleton’s Illustrated Jolly Giant, depicts bunk rooms, a “small pox 
hospital,” an “underground Chinese cemetery,” and other elements oft en associated with Chinese houses in the city. 
Source: Thistleton’s Illustrated Jolly Giant 1/3 (8 June 1873): 5.
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below. Down this he dived like a rat into his hole, calling 
out to us to follow and look sharp for our heads. The cau-
tion was not unnecessary, as I soon found to my cost. At 
the bottom of the stairs he lighted his candle again, and 
passing through a low opening in the wall, showed us the 
way under the street. 

Here, congregated in total darkness, were some twenty of 
the poorest class of Chinese stowed away for the night. … 
The atmosphere was that of a charnel house, thick with 
noisome exhalations from the foul and rotting rags, and the 
fouler persons, of the denizens of this worse than Black 
Hole of Calcutta. Water dripped from the roof constantly, 
and the walls were covered with mould and great patches 
of thick, oozy slime. What a place for a human being to 
sleep in and die in! In the fi ve minutes we were there our 
clothes became clammy from the foul moisture.30 

Many observers, such as English novelist and travel writer Mary Anne 
Hardy (Lady Duff us Hardy), were struck by the economy of space of 
the Chinese lodging houses, with chambers just long enough to lie 
down in and broad enough for a narrow door to open between two 
bunk beds. Worse than the claustrophobic confi nement of those 
quarters were only the horrible odor and accumulation of fi lth: “There 
is no ventilation, and not a breath of air enters, except from the cellar 
through which we entered, and even that comes fi ltered through the 
barber’s and pawnbroker’s shops before alluded to.”31

San Francisco offi  cials responded to unsafe tenement conditions by 
introducing a series of ordinances. One of them was the cubic air 
ordinance, passed in 1870. It required all lodging houses to have 500 
cubic feet of air for each resident and made tenants and landlords 
equally culpable for violations. Yet the very nature of this regulation 
was discriminatory as police enforced the ordinance only in China-
town and Chinese residents called it “the most inexcusable of all Acts 
of the Legislature of California.”32

In Singapore and Vladivostok overcrowding, poor ventilation and 
low levels of hygiene were of similar concern to the municipal 
authorities. Vladivostok’s health offi  cer repeatedly condemned the 
appalling situation in the city center. Aft er examining premises in 
1910 he concluded that all of the overcrowded buildings in downtown 

30  Thomas W. Knox, Under-
ground or Life Below the 
Surface (Hartford, 1874), 
259-260.

31  Lady Duff us Hardy, 
Through Cities and 
Prairie Lands: Sketches of 
an American Tour (New 
York, 1881), 189.

32  How the U. S. Treaty with 
China is Observed in 
California: For the Consi-
deration of the American 
People and Government, by 
the Friends of International 
Right and Justice (San 
Francisco, 1877), 4-7, 
quotation on 4.
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Vladivostok were occupied exclusively by Chinese subjects. Along 
with police and sanitary inspectors, the health offi  cer found houses 
to be overpopulated on Koreiskaia Street 46, Fontannaia Street 12 
and 16, and on Pekinskaia Street 11. But the majority were located 
on Semenovskaia Street. House no. 5, for instance, had 59 apart-
ments with 300 to 350 tenants. Many Chinese tenants lived in small 
windowless cubicles in the attic with a ceiling height of barely one 
and a half meters. Further down the street, in house no. 12, the situa-
tion was even worse. The house register of these “dirty and cramped 
premises” listed about 500 names for the 94 apartments. The number 
of actual occupants was at least twice as high. Apartment no. 2, with 
a size of less than ten cubic meters, slept eight people. The outdoor 
latrines were leaking and the backyard was occupied by all kinds of 
small shops, bakeries, taverns, workshops, hairdressers, brothels and 
opium dens, the majority operating without a license.33

In Singapore, San Francisco, and Vladivostok municipal sanitary 
reformers called for the elimination of overcrowding, darkness, stale 
air, fi lth, and clutter from Chinese tenements. In the European ex-
planatory scheme, all these traits were attributed to the fundamental 
nature of the Chinese and their intrinsic racial peculiarities rather 
than to the inequalities and contradictions inherent in society itself. 
Even though one might argue that the municipal and government 
offi  cials were responsible for the unsanitary conditions of the Chinese 
quarters in the three Pacifi c port cities, they laid blame primarily 
on the Chinese residents, who in public discourse were portrayed 
as fi lthy in their habits. Dirt and diseases were thus presented as 
natural consequences of racial characteristics and separated from the 
social and political context of immigration. By focusing attention on 
Chinese cultural traits as the cause for diseases and high mortality 
rates, municipal health authorities eschewed arguments that related 
mortality and disease to poverty and economic deprivation or that 
questioned the socio-economic structure of the urban immigrant set-
tings. While complaints about fi lth and pestilence among the Chinese 
remained the horror of the press and the thunder of the politicians 
for many years, few observers scrutinized the key reasons. 

Compared to other districts of the three cities, the Chinese quarters 
were neglected by the authorities despite their central locations. 
Nevertheless the streets were not less clean due to proactive sweep-
ing of the streets and removal of garbage by the Chinese residents. 
When questioned by a Joint Special Committee of Congress in 1876, 

33  Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi 
istoricheskii arkhiv Dal’nego 
Vostoka / Russian State 
Historical Archive of the Far 
East, Vladivostok (RGIA DV), 
f. 28, op. 1, d. 663, ll. 
278-279.
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Dr. Arthur B. Stout, a physician and member of San Francisco’s Board 
of Health, spoke on behalf of the Chinese, saying that the authorities 
neglected to take care of sanitary precautions in the Chinese quarter:

The squalor of the Chinese quarter is not much greater 
than that which exists in other parts of the city from other 
people. Of course their quarter is disagreeable, because it is 
perhaps more densely populated, but there is less care 
taken of it. If ample care were taken by the city authorities 
toward the drainage and the cleaning, I do not think they 
would be much inferior to the squalor, for instance, such as 
I saw nearly at the summit of Telegraph Hill a day or two 
ago. … There has been a great exaggeration in all those 
charges against the Chinese. At the same time I do not pre-
tend to say that that quarter might not be cleaner. They 
would be clean if they were forced to be so, and if the city 
authorities did their duty.34

Another key reason for the unsanitary living conditions of the Chi-
nese was a matter of profi t for the white landlord. In San Francisco, 
for instance, 

Chinatown property … was let with the stipulation that the 
tenant must make all repairs. The primary tenants were 
transient men; the lessees were Chinese lodging-house keep-
ers who like other landlords wished to make their stake and 
go home; the white agents charged all the lessee would bear; 
and the white owner discreetly avoided the premises. … 
With every change of Health Offi  cers the new appointees 
made the motions of cleaning up Chinatown, which con-
sisted in a squad of men arriving in the quarter to whitewash 
and fumigate. But the Chinese soon learned that ‘only those 
were cleaned up who didn’t pay up,’ in other words they paid 
the police to be let alone. In all the years during which these 
spasms occurred the white landlords were never compelled 
to put them in order, as landlords were obliged to do in other 
parts of the city.

Up until the outbreak of the bubonic plague in San Francisco in 1900, 
the municipal authorities never effi  ciently compelled the landlords to 
take care of their property. Only then were buildings not only cleaned 
but sewered for the fi rst time.35

34  United States Congress, 
Joint Special Committee 
to Investigate Chinese 
Immigration, Report of the 
Joint Special Committee to 
Investigate Chinese 
Immigration (Washington, 
1877), 648 (reprinted in: 
Chinese Consolidated 
Benevolent Association, 
California, ed., Memorial of 
the Six Chinese Companies: 
An Address to the Senate 
and House of Representa-
tives of the United States. 
Testimony of California’s 
Leading Citizens Before the 
Joint Special Congressional 
Committee (San Francisco, 
1877), 37).

35  Mary Roberts Coolidge, 
Chinese Immigration (New 
York, 1909), 413-414, 
quotation on 413; John 
Philip Young, San 
Francisco: A History of the 
Pacifi c Coast Metropolis, 
vol. 2 (Chicago, 1912), 
783.
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IV. “Chinese” diseases

As port cities, Singapore, Vladivostok, and San Francisco were particu-
larly vulnerable to infectious diseases. In the summer of 1911, Mayor 
Vasilii P. Margaritov emphasized Vladivostok’s exceptional position 
among the other Russian cities: “The city of Vladivostok, as a fortress, 
a military port and a commercial port, has contact with numerous 
countries of the East and the West. From sea and land it is surrounded 
by uncivilized people, who suff er annually some form of epidemic, or 
plague, or cholera, typhoid, scarlet fever, diphtheria and the like.”36

The average death rates varied dramatically among diff erent races in 
all three cities. Infectious diseases like cholera were associated with 
the Asian population, particularly the Chinese. This impression was 
further strengthened by spatial statistics, as districts which tended to 
be most consistently and severely aff ected by cholera and other fi lth 
diseases were traditionally Chinese-dominated areas.37

During the third plague pandemic between 1900 and 1904, 118 people 
died in San Francisco. The vast majority of victims were Chinese.38 
Many of San Francisco’s white residents saw the Chinese as a threat 
to the economic, social and cultural well-being of the larger commu-
nity.39 Infl uenced by the prevailing mood that stigmatized the Chinese 
as unwanted foreigners in the United States, physicians and health 
offi  cials in the second half of the nineteenth century backed these 
beliefs with the aura of academic truth. In studies, they identifi ed 
ethnicity as a key factor in the detection, treatment and control of 
pandemics and disease.40

In the course of the year 1900, Chinatown was repeatedly quaran-
tined. In addition to undisguised racism, the quarantine measures 
also brought economic disadvantages for the Chinese people.41 
Long aft er the quarantine was lift ed, the Chinese residents of San 
Francisco remained stigmatized as medical scapegoats. Sinophobic 
reports discrediting the residents of Chinatown regularly appeared in 
the press. In December 1902, the San Francisco Chronicle wrote that 
their habits and traditions nullifi ed all attempts at plague control: 
“They live together like pigs, and the result is that their quarters as 
a rule resemble sties rather than human habitations.” Stigmatizing 
the Chinese and framing them as disease transmitters in public 
debate, doctors, politicians, and other members of the urban elite 
demanded the elimination of Chinatown or its transfer from down-
town areas to the outskirts of the city.42

36  RGIA DV, f. 28, op. 1, d. 679, 
ll. 91-95, quotation on l. 91. 
From 1886 onward, cholera 
spread to coastal areas an-
nually from Japan and Korea. 
In 1889 there was a severe 
outbreak of the disease in 
Vladivostok. In 1895, Chinese 
workers once again intro-
duced cholera, but thanks to 
precautions the spread within 
the city was limited. Municipal 
police forces isolated infected 
houses. Chinese residents, 
however, refused to report 
outbreaks to the Russian 
authorities because they dis-
trusted the Russian doctors.

37  Grave, Kitaitsy, 117-118; 
RGIA DV, f. 28, op. 1, d. 1116, 
l. 126; GAPK, f. 530, op. 1, d. 
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see Brenda S. A. Yeoh, Conte-
sting Space: Power Relations 
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(Oxford, 1996), 87-88.
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Wyman Kinyoun, “Plague in 
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Reports (1896-1970) 15/21 
(25.5.1900): 1253-1260, 
here 1258.

40  Nayan Shah, Contagious 
Divides: Epidemics and Race 
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(Berkeley, 2001), 17-76.

41  “Plague Fake Put Through,” 
in San Francisco Chronicle 
(30.5.1900): 9.

42  “Cleaning Out Chinatown,” 
in San Francisco Chronicle 
(14.12.1902): 6. Cf. also “The 
Plague in San 
Francisco,” Medical Record, 
63/5 (31.1.1903): 178.
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In Vladivostok Russian authorities had discussed the eviction of the 
Chinese since the mid-1880s. Aft er the cholera outbreak in 1890, a 
special commission inspected the Chinese dwellings, once again 
“confi rming the extreme overcrowding and the impossible sanitary 
situation in the urban apartments of Chinese.” At this point, no 
measures were taken to evict them from the city.43 In the summer 
of 1913, “taking into account the unsanitary conditions in which the 
Chinese live and the danger of their medical conditions that threaten 
the entire city population in the event of an outbreak of infectious 
disease,” the Military Governor of the Maritime Region demanded 
that the city administration should be guided by the interests of the 
entire city and not by those of individual homeowners.44 Grave, the 
Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign Aff airs of the Amur expedi-
tion, called for a speedy solution of the situation since “the Chinese 
live in the very center ... in the streets parallel to Svetlanskaia — the 
main artery of the city and near the main bazaars .... By personally 
inspecting these streets and going inside the backyards into shops, 
bathhouses and even into attics and cellars ... I was surprised by what 
I saw. The dirt, horrible smell, crowds of people, reminded me of the 
worst quarters of Beijing ...”45 

Although such extreme voices in the press subsided aft er the disease 
had disappeared, the cultural peculiarities of the Chinese continued 
to be a popular subject in public discourse in all three cities. In the 
eyes of many of their residents of European cultural background, 
the Chinese quarters of San Francisco, Vladivostok and Singapore 
remained a foreign body. From the perspective of the majority society, 
the plague pandemic and other diseases further consolidated their 
negative symbolic ethnicity.46

In Vladivostok the local press repeatedly warned Russians of the 
presence of Chinese and their danger to public health: “[T]housands 
of exhausted, dirty, poorly-dressed sons of China have fl ooded Vladi-
vostok … and seized all the trade and occupations … The cleanliness 
of your premises and luxury of your clothes will not save you from 
cholera. You will be infected by this terrible guest through back pas-
sages, through kitchen lice, through the cheap cooks, nannies, and 
lackeys.”47

Conclusion

In Pacifi c port cities, where European residents lived in constant 
interaction with their Chinese neighbors, politically charged debates 

43  RGIA DV, f. 28, op.1, d. 
234, ll. 125-126.

44  RGIA DV, f. 702, op.1, d. 
334, ll. 246-247.

45  Grave, Kitaitsy, 125.
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Francisco. John Philip 
Young, San Francisco: A 
History of the Pacifi c Coast 
Metropolis, vol. 2 (Chicago, 
1912), 779.

47  “Aziatskie Gosti,” in 
Dalekaia Okraina 
(19.8.1907): 3-4, 
quotation on 4.
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on health, hygiene and housing conditions erupted over suspicions 
that the Chinese communities harbored large numbers of people suf-
fering from undetected infectious diseases. Politicians manipulated 
widespread fears of vulnerability for their own ends. White European 
inhabitants oft en equated improving public health with banishing the 
Chinese from the central locations in San Francisco, Vladivostok and 
Singapore. Until well into the twentieth century, politicians, journal-
ists and demagogues along the Asian and American Pacifi c shores 
published pamphlets, essays, and newspaper articles that repeated 
old arguments painting the Chinese as the most vicious residents. 
Overcrowding or careless and fi lthy habits, such as universal spitting 
or scant use of water and soap, were seen as inherent traits of the 
Chinese. Many Europeans completely overlooked a number of fac-
tors that were major causes for the misery. The impression that the 
Chinese quarters in San Francisco, Vladivostok and Singapore gave 
a picture of fi lth and squalor, something akin to a slum, had mainly 
structural reasons: Chinese residents were forced to live in certain 
districts that, compared with other parts of the cities, were oft en 
neglected by the municipal authorities and the European landlords, 
who owned the houses the Chinese had to live in.

Sören Urbansky is a research fellow at the German Historical Institute in 
Washington. His publications include Kolonialer Wettstreit: Russland, China, Japan 
und die Ostchinesische Eisenbahn (Campus, 2008), and Beyond the Steppe Frontier: 
A History of the Sino-Russian Border (Princeton UP, 2020), as well as numerous 
articles on subjects including imperial and racial entanglements, emigration, and 
the history of borders.
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LOVE WITHOUT FEAR: 
KNOWLEDGE NETWORKS AND FAMILY PLANNING 
INITIATIVES FOR IMMIGRANT FAMILIES IN WEST 
GERMANY AND THE UNITED STATES 

Claudia Roesch
GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE

In 1950, scriptwriter Julia Singer and her husband Simon produced an 
educational fi lm for the Planned Parenthood Federation of America set 
in Tucson, Arizona.1 They wanted to help local Mexican-American and 
Native-American families by making a fi lm about family planning for 
them. Soon, Planned Parenthood distributed it across the United States.

Casting local schoolteacher John Samano and his wife Rosa as 
leading actors, the producers claimed to show the real story of a 
couple of Mexican-origin and their struggle to have a healthy child. 
An advertisement brochure (see Figure 1) described the fi lm (which 
has, unfortunately, not been preserved in the Planned Parenthood 
archives) as follows: 

A Planned Parenthood Story opens, on the pathetic funeral 
of a second infant boy, dead at birth, and on scenes of its 
crib being dismantled, its clothing put away, Rosa and John 
turn to their church, are led to the clinic. Here they learn 
how to build up Rosa’s health and space the arrival of 
another baby — which in the fi nale, they are looking for-
ward to, with confi dence that this one will have an even 
chance of survival.2 

The fi lm brochure thus describes the family as helpless aft er the 
loss of their child and blames the mother’s weakness for it. The 
couple were most likely Hispanos, which means they were part of 
the Spanish-speaking minority that lived in New Mexico and Arizona 
since before the Contract of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848). Nevertheless, 
employers, social experts and civil society activists oft en mistook 
such people for Mexican immigrants. In the 1940s and 1950s birth 
rates as well as infant mortality rates were still high among families 
of Mexican origin in the Southwest, while they had declined for An-
glo Americans. In the fi lm, the family’s fi rst resource for help was a 
Presbyterian church, which then referred the couple to a local Planned 

1   This article is based on re-
search conducted as part 
of the project “Reproduc-
tive Decision-Making in 
Germany and the USA 
in the Second Half of the 
20th Century” within the 
Collaborative Research 
Center 1150 “Cultures 
of Decision-Making” at 
Münster University, which 
was sponsored by the Ger-
man Science Foundation. 
A generous grant from the 
Gerda Henkel Foundation 
enabled me to conduct ar-
chival research in Massa-
chusetts.

2   Film News: “A Planned 
Parenthood Story” (1950), 
Planned Parenthood Fed-
eration of America Records, 
Sophia Smith Collection, 
Smith College, Northamp-
ton, Mass. (hereaft er cited 
as PPFA Records II) Box 
94, Folder 49. 
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Parenthood clinic. There, they received 
information about birth control methods, 
which the mother could use to restore her 
health before becoming pregnant again and 
then give birth to a healthy child.

The fi lm promoted family planning as a sim-
ple solution to infant and maternal mortality. 
Since mainline protestant churches were 
among the primary supporters of Planned 
Parenthood in the postwar era, the organiza-
tion relied on churches to direct families in 
need to their clinics. At the same time, the 
fi lm presented a simple narrative of Mexican-
American families living in a premodern void 
and only learning about modern principles of 
family planning through outsiders. It ignored 
traditional knowledge networks that oper-
ated through extended families or midwives, 
dismissing them as ineff ective and anti-

modern. Meanwhile, it off ered a linear path to the ideal nuclear family 
with two or three planned and spaced children through birth control.

This article will investigate family-planning programs for immigrant 
families in the United States and West Germany in the second half of 
the twentieth century. Aft er some conceptual considerations regarding 
the history of knowledge, which underlies the analysis, it will briefl y 
discuss the overpopulation scares of the postwar years as a background 
to family planning campaigns. The article’s fi rst main section will dis-
cuss the Planned Parenthood campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s and 
initiatives by Chicana feminists to educate Mexican Americans. The 
second main section will move to West Germany and study an initia-
tive by the German family-planning organization Pro Familia to reach 
Turkish immigrant women. The conclusions will discuss networks for 
reproductive knowledge dissemination accessible to migrant families.

I. The history of knowledge as an approach to migration 
research 

In debates about migration and family size in the second half of the 
twentieth century, overpopulation scares intersected with racism. 
Anthropologist Leo Chávez has shown that press coverage in the 
1970s frequently used war metaphors and depicted Mexican women’s 

Figure 1: Cover of Planned 
Parenthood Federation of 
America brochure adver-
tising the fi lm “A Planned 
Parenthood Story,” un-
dated [ca. 1950]; creator: 
Planned Parenthood Fed-
eration of America, Inc.; 
Planned Parenthood Fed-
eration of America Records 
(PPFA II), Sophia Smith 
Collection, Smith College 
(Northampton, Massachu-
setts). Reproduced by per-
mission.
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reproductive functions as a threat to the United States.3 Sociolo-
gist Elena Gutiérrez has investigated discourses of race and Latina 
women’s fertility and traced how representations of “hyperfertile” 
Mexican women were directly linked to coercive sterilization practices 
from the 1920s up until the 1970s.4 

At the same time, sociological research since the 1970s has also dem-
onstrated that the second generation of immigrant families did begin 
to desire smaller families but was not able to reduce the number of 
children; and that only third-generation immigrants succeeded in 
attaining the hegemonic small family norm.5 These fi ndings suggest 
that fi rst-generation immigrants stuck to concepts of reproduction 
that they had brought along from their home countries. Second-
generation immigrants seemed to have adopted principles of family 
planning of the host country but failed to put those into practice. 
Mexican American civil rights activists in the 1970s argued that the 
reasons for this lay in structural discrimination in family planning 
clinics as well as antiquated attitudes towards sexuality.6 To put these 
fi ndings into perspective, one must critically analyze which type of 
information about contraceptives was available to immigrant women.

In order to investigate this, I approach immigrant access to family 
planning from a history of knowledge perspective. Migrant knowledge 
here refers to information that migrants were able to acquire about 
their host society. This includes knowledge about migration routes and 
visa processes but also about customs and everyday essentials in the 
host society, such as where to obtain medical care or contraceptives. 

Knowledge is human-made and thus subject to historical change.7 As 
historian Philip Sarasin points out, knowledge is anchored in certain 
locations but one of its most important features is that it circulates.8 
To overcome Sarasin’s distinction between scientifi c or rational 
knowledge and traditional forms of belief,9 this paper focuses on 
tracing the production and circulation of reproductive knowledge in 
a non-judgmental fashion that takes into account both scientifi cally 
validated methods and well-meaning advice from family and friends 
(for instance, about the withdrawal method of contraception).

Focusing on migrant women’s agency to determine the number of 
children they had, this article investigates how immigrant families 
could access reproductive knowledge. This encompasses all knowledge 
necessary to determine the size of one’s family, including knowledge 
about the basics of human procreation, contraceptive means, legal 

3   See Leo R. Chavez, Covering 
Immigration: Popular Ima-
ges and the Politics of the 
Nation (Berkeley, 2001), 
233.

4   Elena Gutiérrez, Ferti-
le Matters: The Politics of 
Mexican-Origin Women’s 
Reproduction (Austin, 
2008), 73.

5   See Benjamin S. Bradshaw, 
and Frank D. Bean, “Some 
Aspects of the Fertility of 
Mexican-Americans,” in 
Demographic and Social 
Aspects of Population Grow-
th: The Commission on Po-
pulation Growth and the 
American Future Research 
Reports ed. Charles F. 
Westoff  and Robert Park Jr. 
(Washington D.C., 1972), 
139.

6   Sally J. Andrade, “Family 
Planning Practices of Mex-
ican Americans,” in Twice a 
Minority: Mexican American 
Women, ed. Margarita B. 
Melville (St. Louis, 1980), 
17-32.

7   See Simone Lässig, “The 
History of Knowledge and 
the Expansion of the His-
torical Research Agenda,” 
Bulletin of the German Hi-
storical Institute Washing-
ton DC 59 (Fall 2016): 29.

8   Philip Sarasin, “Was ist 
Wissensgeschichte,“ Inter-
nationales Archiv für Sozial-
geschichte der deutschen 
Literatur 36 (2011) 1: 164.

9   Ibid. 163.
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access to contraceptives, abortion or assisted 
reproduction, as well as moral and ethical 
debates surrounding reproduction in the host 
country. It also includes practical knowledge 
about how and where to obtain an (illegal) 
abortion, traditional knowledge pertaining 
to natural family-planning methods and 
hegemonic ideals of family size in both the 
home and the host country. Civil society 
actors, such as physicians and other experts, 
family-planning organizations, churches, 
women’s rights groups and extended family 
networks were important circulators of 
reproductive knowledge. 

Migrant families found themselves in the spe-
cifi c situation of having to position themselves 
vis-à-vis diff erent hegemonic norms of fam-
ily size,10 since they lived their everyday lives 
in transcultural spaces marked by everyday 

practices of fusing, mixing, negotiating, adapting or rejecting cultural 
practices of both the host and the home society.11 According to migration 
historians Christiane Harzig and Dirk Hoerder, within a transcultural 
setting, the agency of migrant families depended on the cultural and so-
cial capital they were able to acquire in the host country.12 In that sense, 
immigrant women needed social capital to determine their reproductive 
agency and adjust their families to hegemonic concepts of family in both 
the host and home country. Immigrants could gain or lose social capital 
through professional aid and networks of extended families and neigh-
bors. These networks were especially important, as immigrants might 
oft en fi nd themselves cut off  from public debates in both the home and 
the host country and thus missed out on social change in both societies. 

II. The beginning of birth-control campaigns targeting Latinos 
in the United States

Since the early 1940s, local Planned Parenthood chapters in Texas 
and Arizona targeted Mexican American women by printing Spanish-
language leafl ets. In the fi rst Spanish-speaking brochures, the 

Figure 2. Advertisement 
for a Birth Control Clinic in 
El Paso, Texas, in Spanish 
(1941); Planned Par-
enthood Federation of 
America Records (PPFA II), 
Sophia Smith Collection, 
Smith College (Northamp-
ton, Massachusetts). Re-
produced by permission.
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simplicity and inaccuracy of the language is striking. A 1941 leafl et 
for a Planned Parenthood clinic in El Paso (see Figure 2) simply uses 
the slogan “Muchos Niños [many children]” and translates “birth 
control” literally as “control de partos [control of births].”13 The leafl et 
is extremely simple and evasive, it assumed the clients were semi-
literate and Catholic — the authors presumably thought that a leafl et 
with language that was too complex or off ered specifi c information 
could scare them away. The goal was to get women to come into the 
clinic, where they would receive all information deemed necessary and 
a counsellor would pick the contraceptive he/she considered best — 
in Planned Parenthood clinics, this was the diaphragm.14 However, 
counsellors were also willing to inform Catholic women about the 
rhythm method as they considered an unreliable contraceptive means 
better than no birth control at all. 

Planned Parenthood began to coordinate work with Mexican and 
Puerto Rican families in 1953 as contract labor programs caused 
a new wave of Spanish-speaking migrants to come to the United 
States. The federation itself had come into being when the American 
Birth Control League and the Birth Control Research Center merged 
in 1938 and changed its name to Planned Parenthood Federation of 
America in 1942.15 The association maintained a network of some-
what independent birth control clinics, affi  liates in each state, and a 
national headquarters in New York. While the federation had sought 
alliances with the eugenics movement in the 1930s, it avoided any 
such association aft er the outbreak of World War II. Nevertheless, 
population control activists were still dominant.16 Leading members, 
such as the birth control pioneer Margaret Sanger, ornithologist William 
Vogt (Planned Parenthood President in 1942) and gynecologist Alan 
Guttmacher (president from 1962 to 1970), saw overpopulation as 
the greatest threat to world peace and prosperity.17 In the pamphlet 
“The Population Bomb” (1959), businessman Hugh Moore claimed 
that population growth would lead to hunger, totalitarian regimes, 
and in the end another global war.18 

In their campaigns, postwar family planners subscribed to an inter-
pretation of family structure that followed sociologist Talcott Parsons’ 
version of modernization theory. In 1941, Parsons had observed that 
the isolated nuclear family with a breadwinning father, homemaking 
mother, and two or three children was the best fi t for the industrial 
social order of the modern United States.19 While in a premodern, 
agricultural society the extended family composed of many children 
and extended kinship networks served as an institution of social 
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security, in a modern, industrial society the nuclear family, which 
had severed all ties to their extended kin, could invest their income 
into a family home, educate the children and rise into the middle 
classes.20 While fathers brought home the family income, mothers 
invested their reproductive labor into socializing the children to be 
good democratic citizens. Even though historians have dismissed 
modernization theory as a Western-centric teleological model that 
failed to take into account (post-)colonial dependencies and multiple 
modernities,21 social actors in the 1950s believed in it as a normative 
concept for explaining contemporary society and for modeling indi-
vidual families accordingly.22 Under a modernization paradigm, 
civic organizations adjusted social work programs for immigrants 
and pathologized minority families that did not fi t the norm as pre-
modern and undemocratic.23 Latino families were stereotyped as 
being too large, too patriarchal and within the prevailing discourse 
of anti-Catholicism, too Catholic.24 Their countries of origin were 
marked as premodern, and immigrants were told to modernize 
their attitudes towards family planning in order to gain access to 
middle-class lifestyles. That it was accelerated industrialization 
rather than premodern family structures that had left  families poor 
and dislocated, especially in the case of Puerto Rico, did not fi t into 
population planners’ campaigns. 

Parallel to the overpopulation debates, contract labor programs 
started with the Bracero Program in 1942, in which male Mexican 
contract laborers received a visa to the United States for fi ve years to 
overcome the labor shortage in agriculture. Many immigrant workers 
overstayed their visas and brought along their families.25 In contrast 
to the Bracero Program, Operation Bootstrap (1947) was a contract la-
bor program for Puerto Rican workers aimed at men and women that 
placed them in both industrial and agricultural labor. The distinction 
between Mexican immigrants and Puerto Rican migrants was due 
to their U.S. citizen status.26 Since Puerto Ricans had been granted 
American citizenship in 1917, they could move frequently between 
Puerto Rico and the mainland United States, even though they were 
still racialized colonial subjects.
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Puerto Rico, which was an American protectorate since 1898, became 
the testing ground for population control measures. On the island, 
commentators considered overpopulation and poor education the 
main causes of poverty rather than the accelerated industrialization 
and colonization policies that historians have identifi ed as the causes 
of economic hardship.27 Measures ranged from sterilization cam-
paigns in the 1930s to the fi rst medical trials of oral contraceptives 
in 1953, as many doctors on the island were U.S.-trained. American 
foundations poured money into campaigns and Puerto Rico became 
the fi rst Spanish-speaking territory with an active family-planning 
organization and a network of birth control clinics since 1937. 28 With 
Operation Bootstrap, the U.S. government intended to both fi x labor 
shortages on the mainland and solve the perceived overpopulation 
problem on the island.29 

In the wake of the Bracero Program and Operation Bootstrap, Planned 
Parenthood started to perceive Latino migrants in the United States 
as potential clients. In 1953, the topic came up during a national 
board meeting. Federation president William Vogt then described 
Spanish-speaking families seeking family planning advice as a prob-
lem of uncontrolled immigration, stating that there was a prolifera-
tion of “illegal entry” of people that were “50% illiterate, their health 
poor, badly in need of contraceptive service.”30 On the one hand, he 
advocated for immigration control, while on the other hand, he as-
sociated a lack of education with poor health and large families. Since 
Planned Parenthood could not change immigration restrictions, the 
association aimed at educating immigrants. First, they translated 
into Spanish a speech by the Indian Planned Parenthood activist 
Lady Rama Rau that insinuated that all population problems of 
the Global South were alike.31 Then, they brought the Puerto Rican 
physician and family planner Ofelia Mendoza to the mainland to 
study how to reach Spanish-speaking clients in the United States. 
Mendoza conducted her study among Spanish-speaking (that is, 
Puerto Rican) migrants in New York and concluded that a high per-
centage of those attending local family planning clinics in Harlem 
and the Bronx were Protestants who could be easily attracted by 
the medium of fi lm.32

In 1958, Mendoza herself produced the brochure Hacia un Hogar Feliz 
(Towards a Happy Home), which was aimed at Spanish-speaking 
patients in the United States.33 It referred to current themes in family 
planning campaigns such as the emphasis on making every child a 
wanted child and warned against the dangers of unwanted children 
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for society.34 Readers learned that if parents were unprepared and 
their child was unwanted, it would turn into “un enfermo fi sica 
o mentalmente, un niño rebelde o hasta un criminal [a physi-
cally or mentally ill child, a rebellious child or even a criminal],” 
since all criminals came from “hogares desorganizados [broken 
homes].” Mendoza based her argument on current psychological 
research that associated an unhappy home with neurosis and 
maladjustment, criminal or despotic tendencies in adult life, and 
warned against the social cost of unplanned parenthood for both 
the individual child and society as a whole.35 Mendoza presented 
“control de natalidad” and “planifi cación de familia”, which were 
the contemporary Latin American terms, as the only solution. In 
the brochure she warned that home remedies to induce abortions, 
which friends, neighbors or pharmacists recommended, would only 
destroy a woman’s health. Clandestine abortion would be a crime 
and sin as well as a danger to a woman’s physical and mental 
health. Only when the health of the mother was in danger, would 
a legal abortion “performed by a competent doctor” be available, 
in all other cases birth control must serve as “medicina preven-
tiva [preventive medicine].” However, it was not enough to ask a 
pharmacist for advice. A specially trained doctor should examine 
a woman and fi ll out a prescription since the device (which, al-
though not explicitly mentioned probably alluded to a diaphragm) 
had to be fi tted individually. Mendoza’s brochure favored a for-
mal information network and expert advice as the only reliable 
sources of information on contraceptives. It acknowledged the 
existence of informal knowledge networks of friends, relatives or 
over-the-counter drugstores, but dismissed them as insuffi  cient 
or even dangerous. Instead, Mendoza sought to replace knowledge 
disseminated through these networks with formal professional 
networks. Still, she used complex language and correct terminol-
ogy and mentioned diff erent methods to control fertility like birth 
control, partial abstinence, sterilization and abortion.

While Mendoza’s brochure was rather sophisticated both in the 
use of graphics and language, the 1966 brochure “Ser Padre, Ser 
Madre [Being father, being mother]” switched back to extremely 
easy language to present the absolute basics about human pro-
creation and birth control. For instance, it explained about oral 
contraceptives: “Hay unas pastillas especiales que si se toman 
segun las instrucctiones, impiden que el ovario produzca ovulos. 
Sin ovulo no puede haber embarazo. Su doctor puede explicarle, 
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o en la clínica le explicarán todo sobre estas pastillas. [There are 
some special pills that if you take them according to the instruc-
tions, stop the ovary from producing egg cells. Without egg, there 
can be no pregnancy. Your doctor can explain to you, or at the 
clinic, they will explain everything about these pills.]”36 That was 
all the information about the complex contraceptive in the bro-
chure. Information about other contraceptive methods including 
the IUD, condoms, or the rhythm method were no more detailed, 
and women were told on each page to consult a doctor or a clinic. 
Doctors, however, also tended to use simplifi ed and less accurate 
language when speaking with non-native speakers as patients.37 
Through this, vital information about the correct use of contracep-
tives could get lost. It also meant that doctors would choose a 
contraceptive for a woman rather than letting the patient choose 
the contraceptive herself. The brochure framed contraception as 
a medical issue and doctors had the right to choose a treatment 
for their patients. In this way, they oft en dismissed a woman’s 
complains about minor side eff ects or did not inform her about 
more serious ones.

Rather than passing on current information about the pill’s side-
eff ects, Planned Parenthood recycled outdated themes for their 
Spanish-speaking brochures such as contrasting a nice-looking, 
planned middle-class family to an untidy, unplanned, poor fam-
ily.38 Picking up the narrative from a 1948 English-language bro-
chure, the 1968 brochure “Ustedes Pueden Planear Su Familia [You 
can plan your families]”39 (see Figure 3) contrasted a middle-class 
family owning consumer goods such as a car or tricycle to the 
unplanned, poor family. In contrast to the original, this brochure 
showed graphically that if a family had fewer children, each one 
would have more food on the table. This alluded to instances of 
hunger among Mexican migrant worker families that became visible 
to the American public during the 1966 United Farm Workers strike, 
when Mexican-origin migrant farm workers organized nationwide 
boycotts of grapes to point out that their extremely low wages could 
not feed fruit pickers’ families.40 Rather than blaming low wages for 
hunger, however, this brochure blamed family size. The message was 
that through rational family planning, one could avoid starvation, 
child labor and labor unrest. 

The brochure also referred to contemporary debates about ma-
chismo, when addressing the man in the family: “Es una virtud 
del hombre de verdad cuidar de su mujer é hijos. El Jefe de la familia 
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decide con su esposa cuantos hijos pueden criar y educar. [It’s a 
real man’s virtue to be able to take care of his wife and children. 
The boss of the family decides with his wife how many children 
they can raise and educate.]”41 This shows how birth control activ-
ists perceived Spanish-speaking families as clinging to patriarchal 
family structures.42 The common narrative that was perpetuated 
in some Planned Parenthood brochures was that if families had a 
more egalitarian relation between husband and wife and only few 
children, they could move to a better apartment and send their 
children to college.43 Here, however, the brochure relied on patri-
archal structures to appeal to the father’s masculine duties to 
provide for a family. This shows that campaigns were rather prag-
matic in trying to get their message to what they perceived as an 
uneducated and premodern immigrant population.
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III. Narratives on knowledge circulation 
in Planned Parenthood brochures

Since the mid-1960s, narratives of planned 
families not only promised affl  uence, they also 
promoted family planning as a safeguard 
against social decline for working-class fam-
ilies. Planned Parenthood commissioned 
the bilingual brochure Escape from Fear/
Amor Sin Temor [Love without fear] (see 
Figure 4) from Marvel comics, which told 
the story of a factory worker Ken/Joaquín, 
who had a fi ght with his wife Joan/Marta 
because she would not have sex with him 
for fear of another pregnancy.44 Marta had 
experienced two unplanned pregnancies 
after using over-the-counter contracep-
tives like douches and sponges and feared 
that with another child, she would not be 
able to keep up the nice appearance of the 
household. Joaquín became distracted at 
work due to his confl icts at home and had 
an accident operating a machine. The factory doctor, who treated 
his injuries, told him about a Planned Parenthood clinic. There, 
his wife met Doctora Sánchez, who presented her with contracep-
tives approved by the American Medical Association such as the 
pill, the IUD or the diaphragm. While the comic did not say which 
contraceptive the wife chose, she happily recommended the clinic 
to her sister. 

Here again, expert advice was privileged over freely available 
contraceptive information. But rather than dismissing informal 
networks, the comic presented knowledge dissemination as a 
drama in three acts. First, the father of the family receives infor-
mation from his doctor, which he passes on to his wife. She then 
decides to seek out a formal knowledge network in the family 
planning clinic and the Spanish-speaking doctor. Aft er that, she 
passes on her new knowledge to her relatives. This shows that in 
addition to Protestant churches, Planned Parenthood began to 
rely on informal family networks among immigrants to transmit 
information about where expertise was available. Also, it used 
immigrant doctors as counsellors, since they could more easily 
gain trust among women. 
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However, not all Puerto Rican migrant women were happy with com-
ics conveying the message about family planning. In 1970, Mrs. M., a 
Puerto Rican woman, who described herself as middle-class, wrote 
a protest letter to Planned Parenthood president Alan Guttmacher 
aft er seeing him in a TV talk show dismissing fears about fatal side 
eff ects of the pill. She complained that information about the pill 
available to her came in the form of comics and when she tried to ask 
her doctor about her concerns “[h]e pooh-poohed my fears like I was 
making them up.”45 Furthermore, she was surprised to learn that the 
pill was originally intended as a short-term contraceptive between 
two pregnancies, since she had been taking it as a long-term solution. 
Guttmacher replied that he also thought that it was unfortunate to 
use comics as means to convey reproductive knowledge but that, in 
his experience, immigrant women would not read brochures that were 
more sophisticated.46 Yet, Mrs. M.’s letter of complaint showed that 
these women were concerned with the pill’s side eff ects, that they were 
not getting suffi  cient information from experts and that they were 
receiving most information from public media in their host country. 
Such information was, of course, only available to those immigrants 
who spoke suffi  cient English and who lived in areas where they 
could access a television — not, for instance, in migrant labor camps 
or isolated rural colonias.

Mrs. M. wrote her protest letter in the context of a controversy about side 
eff ects of the pill, which arose aft er journalist Barbara Seaman published 
her monograph The Doctors’ Case against the Pill (1969).47 When it be-
came available in 1960, the oral contraceptive pill became the birth 
control means of choice, even though it was Federation policy until 
1968 not to inform women about serious side eff ects such as blood 
clotting.48 The book connected oral contraceptives to a long list of side 
eff ects ranging from fatal blood clots to cancer, and Seaman argued that 
women and doctors lacked information to make an “informed decision” 
about their contraception. Feminists picked up Seaman’s argument 
and demanded access to knowledge on reproductive medicine in order 
to counter the paternalistic and judgmental attitudes of most doctors. 
According to historian Kristina Schulz, feminist initiatives became 
experts in reproductive medicine against their will, since they believed 
that granting women access to information about their bodies would 
liberate them from a population control complex consisting of doctors, 
pharmaceutical companies and the state.49 Sociologist Kathy Davies 
conceptualizes second-wave feminism as an epistemological project 
because initiatives like the Boston Women’s Health Book Collective, 
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which issued the famous handbook Our Bodies, Ourselves (1971), juxta-
posed medical knowledge with women’s experience and local knowledge 
to enable women make their own reproductive decisions when to have 
healthy children.50 Their writings served to deconstruct myths about 
women’s reproductive functions, and female lay authors used their own 
experiences to create new knowledge about women’s bodies.51 

Yet the young, academically trained members of the Boston Women’s 
Health Book Collective were privileged, as they were able to go to 
medical libraries, research and edit information on birth control. 
Migrant women, who did not speak the host country’s language and 
had little formal education, were much more vulnerable to exploit-
ative attitudes by medical experts. Therefore, in 1977 the Chicana 
feminist group Amigas Latinas en Acción por Salud (ALAS) published 
a fi rst Spanish translation of Our Bodies, Ourselves aimed at Spanish-
speaking women living in the United States.52 However, the transla-
tion was controversial, as it assumed living conditions and concepts 
of individualism to be the same for white women as for Latinas.

Chicana feminism emerged in the late 1960s out of the Chicano 
movement, a movement that emerged in the late 1960s and fought 
for civil rights of Mexican Americans and Mexican immigrants as 
farm workers, city dwellers, landowners and students. While activ-
ists used the term Chicano to denote every person of Mexican-origin, 
here it serves as a self-referent for activists. Within this movement, 
second-generation immigrant women experienced sexism in student 
organizations like African American and Anglo American women 
did.53 While on an external level they displayed unity with their male 
peers and dismantled allegations of machismo by Anglo American so-
cial sciences as a harmful stereotype, internally, they fought for more 
active roles within marriage and the movement.54 They combined the 
agendas of the second-wave feminist movement and the civil rights 
movement by setting up community health centers that distributed 
contraceptives and off ered other women’s health services.

Even before the translation of Our Bodies, Ourselves, Chicana feminists 
were disseminating reproductive knowledge as both activists and re-
searchers. Marta Cotera, who was a University of Texas archivist, set up 
a free clinic in Crystal City, Texas, in 1968. She argued that antiquated 
and ambivalent attitudes towards sexuality were the causes of the high 
numbers of teen pregnancies among Mexican Americans. Rather than 
distributing information about contraceptives randomly, as Planned 
Parenthood had done, she suggested conducting a thorough study of 
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the “types of programs communities would accept, and types of insti-
tutions or individuals which should provide these types of services.”55 
The social work student Sally Andrade, who conducted such research 
for her Ph.D. thesis at a free clinic in Austin, found out that while re-
ligion was not a decisive factor, Mexican American women oft en did 
not approach family-planning clinics because they considered them 
to be white middle-class institutions.56

Birth preparation classes seemed to be the vehicle through which activ-
ists could reach Hispanic couples. In 1976, the Chicana feminist journal 
Caracol presented a successful campaign for birth preparation classes 
in San Antonio that mixed knowledge transmitted through experience 
with scientifi c evidence.57 A Mexican-origin couple, who already had 
children, taught the class, which both men and women attended to-
gether. In these classes, they showed Planned Parenthood fi lms and 
invited Planned Parenthood nurses as guest speakers. In this way, they 
mixed traditional networks with modern ideas about reproduction.58 
Since the class was led by a Spanish-speaking couple, power relations 
shift ed, and reproductive knowledge no longer appeared as a collection 
of white middle-class notions of family imposed on Chicanas, thus 
enabling them to pass on vital scientifi c knowledge.

The emergence of the New Social Movements in the late 1960s thus 
shift ed the ways in which clinics transferred reproductive knowledge 
to immigrant women. Formal networks and Anglo-American medical 
doctors lost their privileged position as the feminist movement began 
to criticize their paternalistic attitudes and their insuffi  cient infor-
mation on the side eff ects of the pill. At the same time, civil rights 
organizations discredited family-planning clinics as middle-class in-
stitutions that oft en had population-control goals in mind. Therefore, 
family planners started to make use of informal immigrant networks 
and second-generation immigrant professionals became the most 
relied upon bearers of reproductive knowledge in their communities.

IV. Family planning and guest workers in 1970s West Germany

In the late 1940s, American family planners were as concerned 
about population growth in the recent enemy countries of Germany 
and Japan, as they were about Latino minorities in the American 
Southwest. Planned Parenthood founder Margaret Sanger had taken 
Hitler’s claim to seek Lebensraum in the East literally, and assumed 
that, if the German (and Japanese) population continued to grow, 
another world war would follow.59 For Sanger, the overpopulation 
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scare was an argument to send contraceptives to postwar Germany, 
fi nancially support the founding of a West German family-planning 
association, and have Germany and Japan become founding members 
of the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF) in 1952.

Pro Familia — The (West) German Association for Marriage and 
Family — was founded through the initiative of Berlin gynecologist 
Anne-Marie Durand-Wever and Kassel social worker Ilse Lederer, who 
had met Sanger at a conference of the British Family Planning asso-
ciation in 1948. Together with the controversial social hygiene profes-
sor Hans Harmsen, who had actively promoted eugenic sterilization 
during the Nazi era, they founded Pro Familia with IPPF funding in 
1952.60 However, already during the 1957 IPPF regional conference 
hosted by Pro Familia in Berlin, diff erences between the West German 
and U.S. activists became apparent. While Sanger and the Planned 
Parenthood activists were promoting global population control, Harmsen 
argued that the most pressing problem for family planners in Western 
Europe was the proliferation of illegal abortions.61 Thus, Pro Familia 
wanted to promote contraceptives as a means to fi ght illegal abortion 
rather than overpopulation. Pro Familia continued to exchange infor-
mation with Planned Parenthood, especially about oral contraceptives, 
but they did not follow a thorough population-control approach.

Pro Familia did not target immigrants in the 1950s and 1960s and 
did not perceive them as threat within the context of overpopulation 
scares. On the contrary, since 1964 German birth rates declined, and 
Pro Familia offi  cials assumed that only immigration helped keep 
reproduction rates above the zero-population-growth level.62 

Guest worker programs in West Germany started in 1955 with agree-
ments with Italy. Spain and Greece followed in 1960, Turkey in 1961, 
then came Morocco, Korea (both 1963), Portugal (1964), Tunisia (1965), 
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and Yugoslavia (1968).63 Contract labor programs originally hired both 
male and female workers, who arrived independently and not as family 
units.64 Some met and married in Germany, others had spouses abroad. 
The so-called Anwerbestop (stop in recruitment) in 1973 made circular 
migration impossible, so migrant workers had to choose between 
permanently returning to their home countries, living in permanent 
long-distance relationships or bringing their families along. 1.6 out 
of the 2.6 million foreign workers chose to stay and bring along their 
families.65 

Like the contract labor programs in the U.S., guest worker programs 
in the 1960s West Germany were not part of a large-scale migration 
policy, but were intended to solve a short-term labor shortage.66 
Nevertheless, by 1973 it became apparent that many Turkish-origin 
families were staying for good.67 As programs in West Germany 
started some twenty years later than in the United States, it was in a 
diff erent discursive setting that Germany family planners started to 
consider labor migration a movement of families. While debates in 
the in the 1960s United States had focused on curbing overpopula-
tion, in the 1970s questions of women’s choice and reproductive 
rights had moved into the center of campaigns. 

In the beginning, Pro Familia had only run four birth control clinics, 
and focused on training doctors in prescribing contraceptives and 
advocating for legal changes. From 1972 to 1976, the organization 
underwent tremendous changes because it took part in a model 
project of pregnancy crisis counseling initiated by the German 
Federal Agency of Health Education.68 When West Germany de-
criminalized fi rst term abortion under certain conditions in 1976, 
this included the requirement that the pregnant woman undergo 
mandatory counseling and Pro Familia was on the forefront of of-
fering such counseling. This transformed the organization, as it 
opened 102 new clinics within nine years and hired new staff  that 
were involved with the student and feminist movement.69 They 
brought along feminist convictions about universal womens’ rights 
to control their fertility. In Frankfurt and Berlin, Pro Familia worked 
closely together with feminist initiatives.70 The Berlin Kreuzberg 
affi  liate collaborated with a feminist health center run by Brot und 
Rosen, which had published the self-help guide Frauenhandbuch 
No. 1 in 1973 and was very critical of paternalistic attitudes among 
doctors and pharmaceutical companies.71 Brot and Rosen members 
joined Pro Familia, and once they had the majority in the Berlin 
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affi  liate, they voted its president—a physi-
cian opposed to legal abortion—out of of-
fi ce.72 

Clinic staff  noticed a need for contraceptive 
information among immigrant women, 
when these women started to attend preg-
nancy crisis counseling in disproportion-
ally high numbers.73 Therefore, in 1978, Pro 
Familia published glossy brochures in fi ve 
foreign languages — Turkish (see Figure 5), 
Italian Spanish, Portuguese and Croatian– 
to inform women about contraceptives 
and abortion.74 Compared to the Spanish-
language brochures in the United States, 
the brochure for Spanish guest workers in 
Germany used accurate technical terms for contraceptives in Iberian 
Spanish or direct translations from German, and presented a wide 
range of contraceptives to choose from.75 All brochures showed 
families in modern clothes and more modern contexts than the 
American brochures did. Rather than transmitting the negative 
narrative that unplanned families caused hunger and poverty, the 
well-dressed smiling children conveyed the positive message that 
family planning produces happy modern families. 

Clinics in Berlin and Hamburg also hired Turkish interpreters and 
nurses.76 In 1978, the Berlin Kreuzberg clinic became the fi rst to 
set up special counseling for immigrant women.77 With fi nancial 
support from the Federal Agency for Health Education, it conducted 
an experiment to counsel Turkish-origin women in their homes in 
1981.78 Two female Pro Familia counsellors (who were either trained 
social workers or physicians), a sociologist as a participant observer 
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and a Turkish interpreter would arrange a visit to the home of a 
Turkish-origin client. That woman would invite her mother-in-law 
and other female relatives to the meeting and they would have an 
informal chat about reproduction.79 The interpreter guided the con-
versation, while the German-origin counselors took a passive role. 
If a woman reported a specifi c problem (such as infertility or fear 
of being pregnant), they would arrange an appointment at the Pro 
Familia clinic later on.

Pro Familia based this practice on the feminist concept of conscious-
ness-raising, where women gathered to relate their own experiences 
in order to raise awareness about their oppression as women.80 Here, 
the informal gatherings served not to raise political awareness, but 
to circulate information about contraception and available counsel-
ling. At the same time, by asking women to invite members of their 
extended families, it drew on traditional knowledge transmission 
through family networks.

Through the trial, Pro Familia met with 78 Turkish-origin women and 
learned that most of them had—and wanted—two children.81 Many 
requested help with problems not directly related to reproduction, 
such as confl icts at work or with landlords. 60 out of 78 women used 
some kind of birth control; the rest were either pregnant, wanted to 
be pregnant, were not in a relationship or in menopause; only three 
women did not practice family planning at all. Among the women, the 
pill was by far the most popular method, followed by the withdrawal 
method, oft en used when women experienced side eff ects of the pill. 
Women and their partners were concerned about side eff ects, but did 
not seem to be aware of the feminist debates on this topic. A sur-
prisingly large number had had abortions, most of them illegally in 
Turkey before the legal reform in Germany in 1976. One woman also 
reported that she regularly went to Turkey to get Depo Proveda — a 
long-term hormonal contraceptive that Germany had not approved 
yet.82 This shows that women — even those who were linguistically 
and religiously isolated — had some form of knowledge about family 
planning and desired to keep their families small. They knew about 
some modern contraceptives as well as outdated practices, and they 
were able to access methods in their home country that were unavail-
able in the host country either through formal or informal networks. 
Some of these methods were unreliable and unsafe from the counsel-
lors’ standpoint, but they still showed that immigrant women actively 
planned their families, had knowledge of procreation and chose the 
methods that seemed most practical to them.
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Pro Familia Berlin concluded that in order to reach Turkish im-
migrants, they had to assist with housing and economic diffi  culties 
as well as reproductive questions.83 It seemed impossible for them 
to make contact with Turkish women’s groups unless they found a 
client that was willing to invite them. Therefore, Pro Familia sug-
gested reaching out in teams of two, one German and one Turkish 
counselor. The Turkish counsellor did not need to have a professional 
degree, but should be more than just an interpreter. She should take 
the initiative and guide the conservation. The German counsellor 
should be a trained social worker or physician and off er expertise 
when needed. In this way, Pro Familia’s approach was similar to the 
San Antonio birth preparation classes, as immigrants took the lead 
and native-born professionals provided expertise when required. 
The major diff erence was that the German-Turkish model focused 
on women only, while US-Mexican model explicitly included men. 

V. Conclusion

Immigrant families moved into the focus of American family plan-
ners in the 1950s, at a time when curbing global population growth 
was the underlying motive. In West Germany, as immigrants were 
perceived as single and transient, immigrant families slipped under 
the radar of family planning clinics until they appeared in abortion 
counseling in the late 1970s.

Brochures that addressed Spanish-speaking immigrants in the 
United States picked up current trends in family-planning campaigns 
such as the promise of affl  uence through planned families and the 
dangers of an unwanted child. They approached immigrant families 
from a top-down perspective, used simplifi ed and inaccurate lan-
guage, and referred potential clients to doctors in family planning 
clinics for more precise information. In this way, they disseminated 
only the most basic knowledge about the concept of family-planning 
and failed to pass on essential information on contraceptives and 
their side eff ects. Activists in the civil rights and feminist movements 
of the late 1960s began to question these practices and demanded 
full disclosure about the side eff ects of oral contraceptives. Chicana 
feminists tested new approaches that combined traditional forms of 
knowledge dissemination through experienced couples and expert 
presentations to reach Latino families more eff ectively.

In West Germany, under the infl uence of second-wave feminism, 
family planning clinics started to reach out to immigrant families 83  Ibid. 41.
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and thus chose similar approaches of using native speakers and 
informal networks to enter immigrant women’s living rooms. De-
spite their feminist agenda, they still promised modern and happy 
families through family planning. They were surprised to learn 
about Turkish women’s agency in determining their reproductive 
choices, even when modern family-planning clinics did not reach 
out to them. This shows that immigrant families, and especially 
women, were not as ignorant of concepts of family planning as 
experts oft en assumed. 

As Pro Familia’s fi ndings demonstrate, immigrant women could 
actively access four types of networks to receive reliable reproductive 
knowledge in addition to public media reports. These networks can 
be defi ned according to their degree of formality, but this distinction 
does not aim to rank the validity of the knowledge transmitted in 
these networks. Instead, it highlights diff erences in the degree of 
familiarity between various agents of knowledge circulation. 

Formal networks consisted of doctors, social workers or lawyers in the 
host country who had a professional, distant relation to the individual 
woman. The problem here was, as the Puerto Rican letter writer pointed 
out, that doctors oft en had paternalistic attitudes toward immigrant 
women and dismissed their complaints. In addition, there was the lan-
guage problem; specifi cally, doctors tended to use simple language and 
therefore did not convey all necessary information. A doctor’s offi  ces 
could be a place to obtain contraceptives but not necessarily knowledge.

Semi-formal networks comprise voluntary associations like fam-
ily planners and women’s rights groups, such as Pro Familia or 
Planned Parenthood, as well as feminist campaigns and Protestant 
churches that directed immigrants to family planning clinics. Their 
actors followed a political agenda and oft en had sympathy with the 
individual woman. They were the ones active in translating scientifi c 
information into the women’s native languages. But, depending on 
the organization, counsellors could also be biased, as the example of 
Planned Parenthood’s fi ght against overpopulation shows. Feminists 
were more privileged than immigrant women in gaining access to 
scientifi c information, but soon they started initiatives that mixed 
traditional and modern ways of knowledge dissemination. 

Informal networks consist of family and friends that have little pro-
fessional interest but a lot of sympathy for the individual woman. 
Through such networks Turkish women accessed illegal abortion in 
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Turkey, and Mexican women learned of over-the-counter contracep-
tives. This information was not always accurate; it could be ineff ective 
or even dangerous at times. While in the 1950s Planned Parenthood 
warned against relying on those networks, since the late 1960s they 
productively started to work with them as a means of spreading in-
formation about where to obtain expert knowledge or to legitimize 
experts who came into immigrant communities. 

Formal networks in the home country, finally, allowed Turkish 
women, for instance, to obtain contraceptives from doctors in Tur-
key; likewise, Puerto Rican family planners published brochures for 
emigres. With technological progress, the networks in the home 
countries became more easily accessible; women could travel home 
more frequently and consume media from their home countries 
thanks to the rise of satellite television in the 1980s. Today, migrants 
can more easily fi nd information about birth control in their native 
languages online or even import contraceptives. 

Yet, historically, immigrant women especially had problems accessing 
formal knowledge networks in their host countries due to stereotypes, 
linguistic problems and structural racism. Civil society networks 
were oft en well meaning but contributed to stereotypical attitudes 
and biases about overpopulation. As a result, informal networks in 
the host country and formal networks in the home country were ex-
tremely important actors in disseminating reproductive knowledge. 
They helped immigrant women gain agency to determine their repro-
duction and to have the number of children they wanted. As women 
became more fl uent in the host countries’ language, they began to 
access formal networks more easily and to adjust the number of their 
children to the host countries’ ideal. Thus, knowledge and language 
became important factors that helped immigrant families approach 
the family ideal of the host country. 
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ning in West Germany and the United States.
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EXILE AND EMIGRATION IN AN AGE OF WAR AND 
REVOLUTIONS, CA. 1750–1830

Workshop at Re:work International Research Center, Berlin, June 22–23, 
2018. Sponsored by the German Historical Institute Washington, in 
collaboration with Princeton University and the re:work International 
Research Center, Berlin. Conveners: Linda Colley (Princeton University) 
and Jan C. Jansen (GHI). Participants: David A. Bell (Princeton University), 
Rafe Blaufarb (Florida State University), Edward Blumenthal (Université 
Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3), Linda Colley (Princeton University), Nathalie 
Dessens (Université de Toulouse-Jean Jaurès), Franziska Exeler (University 
of Cambridge/FU Berlin), Peter Gatrell (University of Manchester), Debora 
Gerstenberger (FU Berlin), Felicitas Hentschke (Re:work), Mischa Honeck 
(HU Berlin), Maurizio Isabella (Queen Mary, University of London), Jan 
C. Jansen (GHI), Kirsten McKenzie (University of Sydney), Matthias Middell 
(Universität Leipzig), Friedemann Pestel (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität 
Freiburg), Karen Racine (University of Guelph), Liam Riordan (University 
of Maine), Padraic X. Scanlan (LSE), Frederik Schulze (Universität Münster), 
Michael Zeuske (Universität zu Köln/Re:work).

Exiles were long at the margins of the extensive historiographies 
of the American, French, and Latin American revolutions in the 
half-century between 1776 and 1826. Only recently, American 
Loyalists, French émigrés, and the refugees of the Haitian revolu-
tion have become subjects through whom historians are studying 
the wider impact these revolutions had on Europe, the Atlantic 
world, and beyond. Yet even as the upheavals in the Atlantic basin 
have come to be seen as part of an “Age of Revolutions” — or, indeed, 
as part of a broader “world crisis ”— the forced migrations they 
provoked have remained the subject of separate historiographies. 
The workshop “Exile and Emigration in an Age of War and Revolu-
tions (ca. 1750–1830)” set out to place the history of exiles and refu-
gees back into the larger picture of the transformative period around 
1800. To that end, it adopted a geographically broad perspective. As 
Linda Colley made clear in her opening remarks, the workshop sought 
to determine the place of exiles within the history of Atlantic and 
global migration during these years. She referred to the implications 
of the categories used, pointed to the importance of class, race and 
gender as determining factors, the prominent role of certain centers 
of exile, and the agency of exiled persons.
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The fi rst panel, “Categorizing ‘Exile’,” addressed the place of political 
exile within broader migration patterns. In his paper “Choice and 
Mobility: Loyalist Refugees from the American Revolution and the 
Deep History of Migration,” Liam Riordan placed the experience of 
American loyalist migrants in the larger context of the deep history 
of forced migration within the Atlantic basin, in particular the de-
mographic impact of European immigration on Native Americans 
and the transatlantic slave trade. He argued that the resettlement of 
the loyalists has to be seen largely as an extension of early modern 
migration within the British Atlantic world. Kirsten McKenzie’s paper 
“Political Removal: Strategies of Exile in the Australian and Cape 
Colonies” emphasized the question of how people got exiled in the 
British empire between the 1790s and the 1820s. Comparing the cases 
of the “Scottish martyrs,” fi ve political leaders forcibly transported to 
New South Wales, and the banishment of political opponents from 
South Africa in the mid-1820s, McKenzie demonstrated how blurred 
the categories of exile, transportation, and banishment were in prac-
tice. In his comment, Peter Gatrell noted the important connections 
between (forced) migration and state-building, in particular in the 
case of the loyalists, and stressed the self-fashioning and agency of 
these migrants.

The second panel, on “Control,” examined increasing attempts by 
state authorities to control migration movements during this period. 
Padraic Scanlan’s paper “Peasants and Slaves, 1780–1838” made a 
case for including people who stay in place in the broader comparative 
picture. His paper focused on the signifi cance of the idea of a stable 
peasantry as a leitmotif in both pro-slavery and abolitionist discourse. 
In her paper “No Exiles and Emigrants within Sight: French, Hispano-
Americans and Spaniards as Revolutionaries and Messengers of a 
‘Wrong System’ in the Luso-Brazilian Empire (1808–1820),” Debora 
Gerstenberger examined the ways in which the Portuguese exile court 
in Brazil perceived movements of foreigners. She stressed the fact 
that the court neither referred to itself as being in exile, nor used the 
categories of “exiles” or “refugees” for migrants in its territory, instead 
casting them as political spies or revolutionary agents. In his comment, 
Mischa Honeck raised the question of how anti-revolutionary xeno-
phobia travelled between countries and continents and how British 
the discourse examined by Scanlan was.

The third panel, “Connecting seas,” looked at the geographies of 
involuntary movements during the period. In her paper “New Orleans 
between Atlantic and Caribbean: Reinterpreting the Saint-Domingue 
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Migration,” Nathalie Dessens argued that the migration of more 
than ten thousand refugees to New Orleans in the wake of the Haitian 
revolution recentered Louisiana within the Atlantic world. The 
refugees’ cross-border networks, movements, and trading activities 
connected New Orleans more intimately to an emerging Caribbean 
space. Maurizio Isabella’s paper “Crossing the Mediterranean in the 
Age of Revolution: The Multiple Mobilities of the 1820s” examined 
the marginal revolution in Sicili in 1820–21 and the mobilities of 
people that it entailed. He showed how categories such as political 
exile, volunteer, mercenary, economic migrant or professional career 
become blurred when looking at the migration patterns of the people 
involved. In his comment, David Bell emphasized the importance 
not only of mobility but of spaces and the complex itineraries of the 
migrants and the aspect of violence in the Mediterranean context.

The forth panel examined two instances of “Monarchs and Monar-
chists in Exile.” In his paper “Global Imaginaries of Political Exile: 
Settlement Projects of French Émigrés in an ‘Age of Emigrations’,” 
Friedemann Pestel traced the wide-ranging projects of colonial settle-
ment put forth within the diaspora of French émigrés in the 1790s, 
stretching from North America and the Caribbean to southern Russia 
and Australia. Such settlement projects, he argued, were informed 
by a world view centered on France and helped them enhance their 
internal cohesion and bolster their position in the international arena. 
Karen Racine’s paper “The Ex-Emperor in Exile: Mexico’s Agustín 
de Iturbide in London, 1824” focused on the short exile of Mexico’s 
dethroned emperor Agustín de Iturbide in London in the fi rst half of 
1824. In London, he joined a large number of exiled monarchs from 
around the world and got involved in geopolitical struggles for infl uence 
in Spanish America. In his comment, Matthias Middell pointed to the 
need to include the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in 
a larger chronological time frame of forced migration, and to place 
the Atlantic in a broader global context.

The fi ft h and fi nal panel, “Geopolitics of Exile,” examined how exiles 
became actors in larger geopolitical confl icts of the period. Jan 
Jansen’s paper “American Indians for Saint-Domingue? Exiles and 
Geopolitics aft er the Haitian Revolution” examined plans for a mili-
tary reconquest of Haiti immediately aft er its independence in 1804 
among Saint-Domingue refugees and French diplomats. Discussing a 
plan that would have involved a large auxiliary army of Native Ameri-
cans, he emphasized how the refugees’ exile politics meshed with 
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other geopolitical struggles in the Americas during this period. In his 
paper “Caudillos, Native Americans and Exile: Border Formation in 
Chile and the River Plate, 1810–1833,” Edward Blumenthal discussed 
the connection between border-crossing and border-formation in the 
Chilean and Argentinian borderlands. Based on two case studies of 
Chilean exile families, he teased out the crucial interactions between 
creole and indigenous networks among both republican and royalist 
emigrants. In his comment, Rafe Blaufarb pointed to the multiplicity 
of agents and the unconventional chronologies that were common 
to both cases, but also emphasized the diff erent broader geopolitical 
settings, with British hegemony being more at stake in the case of 
Latin American independence.

The concluding session was introduced by David Bell and Peter 
Gatrell. Summing up major fi ndings of the case studies, David Bell 
pointed to the porosity of borders and the complexity of migration 
processes during the period, the persistence of earlier patterns of 
migration, connections cutting across state borders, and the collision 
of legal systems. Topics of further inquiry included the migration 
across land (e.g. within Europe), the particular role of men with 
military training or demobilized soldiers, and the changing concepts 
of exile. Peter Gatrell commented on the extension of the time frame 
of refugee history, which tends to focus on more recent periods, as 
well as the agency and choices of the migrants. He pointed to the 
resources migrants drew on, both locally and internationally, and 
the historical references they used and the traces they left  as topics 
worthy of further examination. 

Jan C. Jansen (GHI)
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THE NEXUS OF MIGRATION, YOUTH, AND KNOWLEDGE 

Panel series sponsored by the GHI at the Annual Conference of the 
German Studies Association in Pittsburgh, September 27-30, 2018. 
Conveners: Andrea Westermann (GHI Washington) and Onur Erdur 
(Humboldt University of Berlin). Participants: Sheer Ganor (University 
of California, Berkeley), Hans Leaman (Sattler College, Boston), Andrzej 
Michalczyk (Ruhr-University Bochum), Jacqueline Vansant (University 
of Michigan, Dearborn), Akasemi Newsome (University of California, 
Berkeley), Matthew Specter (University of California, Berkeley), Barbara 
Laubenthal (University of Texas at Austin), Katharina Seehuber (Univer-
sity of Munich), Lilly Maier (University of Munich); Hannes Kaeckmeister 
(University of Strasbourg), Deniz Göktürk (University of California, Berkeley), 
Anne-Christine Hamel (Leipzig University), Martin Kalb (Bridgewater 
College), Stefan Zeppenfeld (Centre for Contemporary History, Potsdam). 

The GHI Washington sponsored a panel series on the nexus of mi-
gration, youth, and knowledge at the 2018 Annual Conference of the 
German Studies Association in Pittsburgh. The panels inquired into 
the knowledge that young people on the move — be it forced or delib-
erate displacement — had about past and present state politics; the 
panels also examined their economic rationalities and assessments 
and explored the uses of letter writing, bureaucratic interviews, and 
other performative acts to voice concerns, articulate oneself or make 
sense of the world.

The fi rst panel, “Migrants’ Knowledge and the Economy,” chaired 
by Andrea Westermann, explored how young migrants gauged their 
own economic and educational futures and scopes of action abroad. 
It discussed how notions of generation, youth, uncertainty, and time 
came to bear on these migrants’ (everyday) conceptualizations of 
political economy. Last but not least, the panelists looked into the 
work-related making of both subjectivity and a sense of collective. 
The latter was particularly well demonstrated in Sheer Ganor’s paper 
“Farming a Future: The Youth of the Gross-Breesen and their Paths 
of Migration.” Ganor looked at the surprisingly quick formation of 
a Ludwik Fleck-like collective, an esoteric agricultural youth com-
munity massively infl uenced by their teacher. Established in 1936 to 
prepare Jewish youth for emigration from Nazi Germany, the 130 boys 
and girls between the ages of 15 and 17 acquired diverse agricultural 
skills. The school was closed down at the end of 1938. The paper 
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traced the ways in which the dispersed exiles used their emerging 
transnational network of letters as a vehicle for knowledge-sharing, 
addressing a variety of themes and questions — from day-to-day 
agricultural tasks to localized experiences of the Second World 
War. In their transnational conversation, the former farm trainees 
chronicled the story of their community, establishing their belonging 
to it as a life-long identity marker. 

In the panel’s second paper, “German-American Printing Networks 
in the Immigration Accounts of Rep. Richard Bartholdt and Dr. 
Heinrich Fick,” Hans Leaman explored the creation of “Germanness” 
as a business model. Both protagonists found ways to capitalize on 
their German-related knowledge via their work for German-language 
newspapers. They created new “consumer groups” or constituen-
cies addressing political and cultural issues that were salient to the 
German-American population and, in Bartholdt’s case, to America’s 
immigrant population at large: Barthold was elected to serve in Con-
gress from 1893 to 1915 and became a leader in immigration policy 
debates. 

The panel’s third paper, “Peasants’ Mobility from Polish-German Bor-
derlands and National Identities in the Making, 1890s-1930s,” pre-
sented by Andrzej Michalczyk, adopted a biographical approach in 
order to investigate migration networks and cultural transfer between 
Germany and Poland since the 1850s among young peasants and 
craft smen. Michalczyk demonstrated how the temporary absence 
from home and the opportunity for professional and social advance-
ment fostered a sense of national belonging fl uctuating between 
Polish and/or German identities among young migrants from the 
eastern provinces of Prussia that came to Western Europe or the 
German Western provinces before WWI. 

The panel’s fi nal paper, “70c ist zwar ein Haufen Geld”: The Meaning 
of Money as Refl ected in the Correspondence of Young Jewish-Austri-
an Exiles (1938-1944),” by Jacqueline Vansant, followed the changing 
functions of work and money expressed in this correspondence. In 
her approach, the materiality of transactions characteristic of com-
modity money (stamps or “Antwortscheine” in this case) served as 
her entry point for studying the making of ordinary people’s economic 
knowledge. The young men had to deal with diff erent economic 
conditions depending on where they were and whether their parents 
were with them or if they were unaccompanied. As they adapted to 
their new surroundings, which ranged from Switzerland, England, 
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the U.S.A., Palestine, and France, these discussions assumed an 
ideological dimension, which refl ected the economic system of their 
host country. Commentator Akasemi Newsome had a range of ques-
tions for each paper. Newsome urged the panelists to create even 
more fi ne-grained pictures of the economic geographies or contexts 
of their case studies. She also suggested attending even more to the 
multifactorial details implied in (commodifi ed) processes of subjec-
tivization and collective identity building.

The second panel, chaired by Matthew Specter, compared the experi-
ences of Jewish minors escaping Nazi Germany — individually or in 
an institutional context — with the experiences of unaccompanied 
minors in the ongoing “refugee crisis” in Europe. This panel brought 
to attention the strategies of information passing and of dealing with 
daily challenges. How did unaccompanied minors assess, explore, 
and expand their individual scopes of action within the given struc-
tures? Katharina Seehuber’s paper ““Meine Vergangenheit liegt in 
München, die Zukunft  vor mir”: Unaccompanied Jewish Minors on 
Their Way from Munich to the World” followed the paths of four 
unaccompanied minors: While 16-year-old Erwin Schwager partici-
pated in the Youth Alijah, 20-year-old Lilo Cahnmann ended up in 
the waters of Haifa bay aft er the explosion of the ship Patria, which 
illegally carried her to Palestine. The persecuted sisters Elfriede 
and Annemarie Goldschmidt (19 and 20) found themselves on the 
deportation train to Auschwitz aft er an unsuccessful attempt to fi nd 
shelter in a monastery in the Netherlands. All of them moved alone, 
obliged to make their own decisions based on the knowledge they 
had throughout each step of their migration process, and forced to 
deal with the consequences individually. 

Based not only on archival material, but on interviews with her pro-
tagonist, Lilly Maier’s paper “Saving Arthur Kern: A Biographical 
Study about the French “Kindertransports”” explored Kern’s experi-
ences as a child refugee, paying special attention to how much he 
knew about his own situation at any given point. In 1939, Kern was 
one of 200 unaccompanied minors brought to Paris from Vienna on 
a Kindertransport organized by the Rothschild family. In France, the 
refugee children lived together in orphanages operated by the Jewish 
relief organization OEuvre de Secours aux Enfants (OSE). In 1941, the 
OSE — working together with other organizations — managed to 
rescue Arthur Kern and 250 other children on a second Kindertrans-
port to the United States. 
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The panel’s third paper, by Hannes Kaeckmeister, adopted an 
ethnographic approach to observe current selection procedures in 
Germany and France that determine whether or not young migrants 
are “eligible” for youth care. State offi  cials need to know whether 
young refugees are less than 18 years old and whether or not they 
live separated from their parents. Kaeckmeister sought to distinguish 
layers of experiental knowledge: young migrants experience life as 
foreigners, as children, and as unaccompanied minors. He also stud-
ied their coping strategies: how did they know where to go, whom to 
meet and, most importantly, how did they learn to fi t the bureaucratic 
category of “unaccompanied minor”? A series of interviews with 
diff erent actors in the fi eld of child protection services and research 
within the local administrations in charge of child protection revealed 
that information is an important asset. In her concluding remarks, 
Barbara Laubenthal commented on the methods and narrative strate-
gies with which the panelists managed to problematize the highly 
emotional grounds of their research while remaining sympathetic to 
the protagonists of their stories.

The fi nal panel of the series, chaired by Onur Erdur, focused on 
migrant youth cultures in postwar West Germany. The fi rst paper, 
titled “The German Youth of the East: the German Displaced Youth 
as Go-Betweens, Conveyors, and Preservers of Knowledge in the 
Migration Process of German Expellees,” was presented by Anne-
Christine Hamel. Focusing on Die Deutsche Jugend des Ostens, the 
second largest youth organization in the Federal Republic, Hamel 
gave insight into the vast group of displaced young German individu-
als from Eastern Europe and their political engagement in postwar 
West Germany. She argued that the expulsion of this generation of 
children and adolescents involved a biographical break that decisively 
shaped their socialization within the host society. Not only did these 
young individuals perceive the experiences of war and migration 
diff erently from the older generation, but their strategies of coping 
with those experiences reached far beyond attempts to assimilate 
rapidly into the host society. Hamel showed that, over the course of 
its history, the organization’s internal decisions, negotiations, and 
directives vividly refl ected the ties and tensions between the parent 
generation’s values, on the one hand, and the search for autonomous 
identity and societal change among the displaced youth, on the other.

Martin Kalb presented the second paper, titled “Troubled Youth in 
Transit? ‘Gammler’, Social Anxieties, and Moral Panics in 1960s West 
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Germany.” Sharing his recent research on juvenile delinquency and 
images of youth, Kalb spoke about the societal hysteria around so-
called Gammler: These were young vagabonding drop-outs roaming 
the streets of numerous German cityscapes in the 1960s, feared by 
many bystanders and contemporaries. Borrowing from sociologist 
Stanley Cohen’s concept of a “moral panic,” Kalb convincingly argued 
that media coverage and confl icts surrounding Gammler can tell us 
much about contemporary anxieties as well as shift ing practices 
among the young generation. On the one hand, he described the ef-
forts by some individuals and authorities to expand mechanisms of 
social control. Those concerned about traditional values and the state 
of society conveniently pointed to the supposed widespread appear-
ance of Gammler on city streets to defend their own values and roles 
in society. On the other hand, Kalb pointed out that young people 
found themselves repeatedly harassed and stereotyped, yet also in-
creasingly able to carve out agency for a now much more international 
youth. He emphasized that Gammler encapsulated the global youth 
of the 1960s well before student revolts and organized backpackers.

The panel’s last paper, “Moving to West Berlin in the 1960s: The Ex-
periences of Young West Germans and Guest Workers in the Siemens 
Factories,” by Stefan Zeppenfeld, examined these two groups within 
the West Berlin labor force by focusing not only on these workers’ 
experiences at the Siemens factory but also on the gap between their 
expectations and the inhospitable living conditions of West-Berlin. 
With this approach to West-Berlin’s migration history Zeppenfeld 
explored knowledge and imagination of young workforce in diff erent 
contexts: First, both groups were understood as possessing profes-
sional work-related knowledge that qualifi ed them for diff erent jobs 
in West-German companies. Second, both group’s limited knowledge 
of Berlin’s living conditions oft en lead to unsatisfi ed expectations and 
subsequent relocation to their places of origin. In a third perspective, 
Zeppenfeld showed how the Berlin staff  of Siemens, due to a lack in 
tolerance, reacted with hostility to what they perceived as the ‘other,’ 
both towards West Germans and “guestworkers”. Deniz Göktürk 
closed the panel with her comments on all three presentations and 
with general remarks on the diffi  culty of writing the history of migra-
tion in postwar West Germany. 

Andrea Westermann (GHI Washington) and Onur Erdur (Humboldt 
University of Berlin)
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AGENTS OF CULTURAL CHANGE: JEWISH AND OTHER 
RESPONSES TO MODERNITY, 1750-1900

Conference held at the German Historical Institute Washington (GHI), Oc-
tober 8–10, 2018. Organized in collaboration with Tel Aviv University as 
part of the collaborative research project “Innovation through Tradition? 
Jewish Educational Media and Cultural Transformation in the Face of Mo-
dernity,” funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). Conveners: 
Simone Lässig (GHI), Zohar Shavit (Tel Aviv University), and Kerstin von 
der Krone (GHI). Participants: Christian Bailey (Purchase College, SUNY), 
Christiane Bauer (GHI), Michael Brenner (LMU Munich/ American Univer-
sity), Bernard D. Cooperman (University of Maryland), Alexander Dubrau 
(University of Tübingen), Mary-Helen Dupree (Georgetown University), 
Shmuel Feiner (Bar Ilan University), Andreas Fuchs (Georg Eckert Institute 
for International Textbook Research/ Göttingen University), Geraldine 
Gudefi n (Brandeis University), Peter Jelavich (Johns Hopkins University), 
David Käbisch (Goethe University Frankfurt am Main), Tal Kogman (Tel 
Aviv University), Natalie Naimark-Goldberg (Bar Ilan University), Nisrine 
Rahal (University of Toronto), Claudia Roesch (GHI), Marsha L. Rozenblit 
(University of Maryland), Dirk Sadowski (Georg Eckert Institute for Inter-
national Textbook Research), Asher Salah (Bezalel Academy of Arts and 
Design/ Hebrew University in Jerusalem), Dorothea Salzer (University of 
Potsdam), Anne C. Schenderlein (GHI), Jonathan Sheehan (University of 
California, Berkeley), Barry Stiefel (College of Charleston), Stefano Villani 
(University of Maryland), Jeff  Zalar (University of Cincinnati), Alexandra 
Zirkle (Boston University), Irene Zwiep (University of Amsterdam).

This conference sought to examine the role of religion and knowledge 
as well as education and emotion in times of social and cultural trans-
formation and to trace the infl uence of and the interaction between 
diff erent agents of cultural change. It did so not exclusively, but 
predominantly, from the vantage point of Jewish history. 

The fi rst panel discussed the challenges to authority arising within 
and beyond the Jewish community in the eighteenth century, 
prompted by the emergence of secular thought and the reciprocal 
infl uences of religion and secularism. Shmuel Feiner challenged 
recent interpretations of the Haskalah movement, the Jewish 
Enlightenment, in the context of a “religious turn.” According to 
Feiner, the Haskalah was the driving force behind a Jewish project 
of secularization, and therefore an interpretation through the lens 
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of a “religious turn” underestimates the multiple confl icts maskilim 
were confronted with: between traditional elites and a new gen-
eration of Jewish intellectuals, and between Jewish religious and 
secular knowledge. 

Dirk Sadowski demonstrated how maskilim challenged traditional 
authority through print culture. He argued that books published 
during the fi rst half of the eighteenth century diff er signifi cantly from 
the established corpus of printed knowledge in Ashkenazi Judaism. 
Printers like Israel bar Avraham in Jessnitz created a new corpus of 
knowledge through philosophical and pedagogical books that served 
didactic purposes and a new pedagogical agenda, scrutinizing tradi-
tional Jewish education and its focus on Talmud study.

While the fi rst two speakers concentrated on the Haskalah as a 
distinctly Jewish movement embedded in Enlightenment thought, 
the third speaker, Jonathan Sheehan, spoke about one of the most 
quintessential projects of the European Enlightenment, Diderot and 
D’Alembert’s Encyclopédie. By analyzing its entry on God, Sheehan 
showed how the eff orts to integrate theological concepts into a “rea-
soned dictionary” with ambitions for systematic order and philosoph-
ical coherence made core Christian ideas vulnerable to “unexpected 
triangulations, relationships, and histories.” The Encyclopédie’s article 
on God disaggregated the Christian God by situating him within new 
hierarchies of knowledge.

Drawing on the broader impact of the European and the Jewish 
Enlightenment, the second panel focused on the politics of knowing 
and knowledge formation since the late eighteenth century. Bernard 
D. Cooperman discussed the Italian reception of Naft hali Herz 
Wessely’s Divrei Shalom ve-Emet (Words of Peace and Truth), pub-
lished between 1782 and 1785. In this foundational text of maskilic 
educational reform Wessely famously advocated for revising the cur-
riculum of traditional Jewish education by re-defi ning the core body 
of Jewish knowledge while at the same time integrating non-Jewish, 
secular knowledge. Cooperman highlighted that Italian responses 
to Wessely’s ideas were signifi cantly more positive than among the 
Eastern European rabbinic elite. However, the Italian context also 
proved to be far more complicated, with Ashkenazi and Sephardic 
traditions mutually shaping one another and the presence of an eco-
nomic elite that since the early modern period laid the foundation for 
a greater openness towards non-Jewish knowledge, local languages 
and literary traditions.
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Kerstin von der Krone discussed the interplay of Jewish education, 
knowledge, and print culture in nineteenth-century Central Europe. 
While nineteenth-century Jewish educators and religious leaders 
eventually built upon the maskilic educational project they also had to 
respond to changing conditions of Jewish education in the context of 
Emancipation. New approaches to and practices of Jewish education 
gave rise to a new kind of literature meant to serve the dissemination 
of knowledge about Judaism and Jewish religious practices, about 
Jewish history and culture in school and at home. Von der Krone 
explored the reach and usage of these texts by analyzing school 
reports and inventory lists, curricula, and recommendations for 
teachers and situated Jewish educational writings within the history 
of nineteenth-century Jewish book culture. 

Jeff  Zalar discussed faith, reason, and practices of cultural negotiation 
in nineteenth-century Catholic Germany, pointing out that scholars 
oft en seem almost perplexed that Catholics navigated the modern 
world and negotiated the impact of secular knowledge in a similar 
fashion as other religious groups did. However, by doing so, Zalar 
argued, Catholics always seemed to be in an “in between-state,” state 
defi ned by the “bipolar epistemic foundations of faith and reason” 
through which knowledge gained authority in Catholicism.

The third panel dealt with objects of translation. Zohar Shavit explored 
how maskilic translations and adaptations of non-Jewish texts for 
children and adolescents functioned as agents of social and cultural 
change and thus as modes of “cultural translation.” These translations 
introduced new cultural and social ideas and norms into Judaism 
while drawing on the rich Jewish literary tradition to legitimize their 
reform project. According to Shavit, the maskilic translational project 
answered the need of a community in transition, but more importantly 
it showed the appreciation maskilim had for the enlightened culture 
and the new ideas of Bildung and Bürgerlichkeit that emerged from it.

Barry Stiefel off ered another example of cultural translation, although 
a far more exceptional one: bilingual Hebrew-German inscriptions 
on a half-timbered barn in the small village of Rauschenberg in rural 
Hesse. The inscription told the story of the Katz family who owned 
the barn, located on the edge of the village in the late eighteenth 
century. Given that Jews rarely owned residential property in eigh-
teenth-century rural Hesse, the inscription is not only a remarkable 
object, but according to Stiefel, indicates a fundamental change in 
rural Jewish life.
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Alexander Dubrau discussed late nineteenth-century translations of 
rabbinic literature, situating them within a long history of translation 
as well as within nineteenth-century Jewish education and scholar-
ship. A fi rst category of translations served academically-oriented 
circles, and according to Dubrau stood for a secular endeavor that 
embraced the methods of modern philology and historical critical 
thought. A second category of translations were “apologetic” in 
nature aiming to refute prejudices about Judaism and the rabbinic 
tradition, especially the Talmud. These translations mostly aimed 
to reach a broader Jewish and non-Jewish readership while a third 
category — translations originated from Orthodox circles — mainly 
addressed a Jewish readership, although not necessarily an Orthodox 
one. 

The fourth panel highlighted the increasing role of higher educa-
tion in the training of religious leaders and educators. Irene Zwiep 
shed light on rabbinic education in the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
and the eff orts of Joseph Dünner, a graduate of the Breslau Jewish 
Theological seminary, the fi rst modern rabbinical seminary in 
Germany. Dünner developed an ambitious curriculum for the Dutch 
rabbinical seminary that included Greek and Latin classics. However, 
Dünner’s plan was at odds with the expectations and needs of 
the Dutch-Jewish community, leading to a much reduced amount of 
classical knowledge rabbinical candidates would encounter during 
their training. 

David Käbisch examined the training of Protestant religious teachers 
based on a case study of the Catechetical Institute at the University 
of Jena. He put particular emphasis on a growing body of texts meant 
to teach Christian religion as well as instruct the respective teachers 
that was characterized by a signifi cant degree of diff erentiation and 
pluralization. According to Käbisch, this new religious educational 
media should be understood as responses to and products of moder-
nity rather that eff orts of resistance. 

The fi ft h panel shift ed the focus from professional training and 
higher education to the education of children. Tal Kogman discussed 
the teaching of Hebrew by analyzing eighteenth and nineteenth-
century textbooks for Jewish children published in Central Europe. 
She showed the impact of the Haskalah and subsequent movements 
like Hochmat Yisrael (Wisdom of Israel) in Galicia and their eff orts to 
preserve the Hebrew language while the usage of German became 
increasingly popular. Kogman highlighted that Jewish pedagogues 
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not only developed new teaching materials that spoke to the chil-
dren’s abilities but that they fundamentally broke with the teaching 
methods that had shaped the Heder, the traditional framework of 
Jewish elementary education. To a signifi cant degree Jewish teach-
ers drew on pedagogical methods for language instruction that were 
applied in contemporary philanthropist and humanistic schooling. 

Dorothea Salzer explored the role of Jewish “Children’s Bibles” as 
means to teach children about emotions. Drawing on the fi rst Jewish 
Children’s Bible, Peter Beer’s Sefer Toledot Israel published in 1796, 
Salzer highlighted its rational approach towards the social, cul-
tural and emotional education of children. Beer and other authors 
highlighted the ethical values and societal norms present in the 
Hebrew bible and enlisted the biblical text — rather than the rabbinic 
tradition — to build a new Jewish identity in the face of modernity, 
based on teaching a “bourgeois habitus” that emphasized reason 
and respectability.

The sixth panel took a closer look at the role of emotions as well as 
the politics of gender. Asher Salah spoke about the “desire not to 
be perceived as culturally diff erent” and the category of “shame” in 
the context of Italian Jewish history around 1800 while challenging 
the German-centric history of Haskalah, emancipation and religious 
reform. Salah drew on two Italian intellectuals, Elia Morpurgo and 
Aron Fernandez, and their respective reform projects. Both embraced 
civic amelioration, emancipation and acculturation as necessary steps 
while characterizing the cultural and social conditions of the Jews 
in terms of a “dialectic of shame and guilt,” drawing to a signifi cant 
degree on negative stereotypes about Jews prevalent in contemporary 
debates. 

Alexandra Zirkle explored how new concepts of romantic love and 
marriage infl uenced interpretations of the Song of Songs, drawing 
on Heinrich Graetz’s translation and commentary. Graetz, a leading 
German-Jewish historian and scholar, presented the Song of Songs 
as an ideal of true and chaste love that stood in contrast to Helle-
nistic perceptions of love, which he equated with German-Christian 
romanticism. 

Nisrine Rahal also examined the “ideal of love” but focused on its 
appropriation for political or revolutionary ideas in Germany in the 
1840s. Rahal concluded that activists “utilized” the concept of love 
to challenge the power of church and state especially in the context 
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of the education of children. Activists questioned the attitudes and 
actions of Protestant and Catholic authorities with respect to the 
violence children endured in public education while highlighting the 
indiff erence of the state and state offi  cials towards poverty.

Picking up on the previous discussions, the seventh panel dealt 
with concepts of marriage and love in the age of modernity. Natalie 
Naimark-Goldberg discussed perceptions of marriage in maskilic 
texts in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. She showed 
how the traditional notion of arranged marriage as a means of social 
cohesion and economic stability became subject to change in at least 
two ways. First, correspondences, nuptials and poetic writings began 
to emphasize the idea of romantic love and erotic satisfaction, adding 
an individual and emotional layer to Jewish perceptions of marriage. 
Second, maskilic texts display a critical refl ection about Jewish mar-
riage practices as such, including early marriage and in rare cases 
even the very concept of matrimony.

Christian Bailey explored late nineteenth-century perceptions of 
one notion of love that has been equally central to both Judaism 
and Christianity, namely that of neighborly love. First mentioned 
in Leviticus 19:18, the concept of neighborly love became a crucial 
paradigm of Jewish and Christian perceptions of oneself and the other 
and is related to other biblical concepts of love, those of God, the 
stranger and humanity. Against the background of Kulturkampf and 
antisemitism, Bailey explored the conceptual history of neighborly 
love in the Kaiserreich, highlighting how it became a concept much 
debated among Jewish and Christian intellectuals, philosophers and 
theologians, who were shaped by the idea of Protestant “inwardness” 
and Jewish “universalism.”

The eighth panel introduced religion, “Bildung” and entertainment 
as means of respectability and sociability. Simone Lässig sketched 
the image of an epoch in transition from which a new Jewish middle 
class emerged, using the example of Louis Lesser. A young Jew from 
Dresden, he was eager for a new kind of knowledge, a “Bildung” 
beyond Judaism that became available through new opportunities of 
social and cultural encounters between Jews and non-Jews. 

Andreas L. Fuchs explored the entanglement of aesthetic education, 
music and religiosity in nineteenth-century Reform Judaism through 
the introduction of a new kind of synagogue music. Fuchs highlighted 
the infl uence of Western models of music on the one hand and the 
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eff orts of composers like Salomon Sulzer on the other hand to situate 
their work within and legitimize it by Jewish tradition. 

Peter Jelavich focused on the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century and on popular culture as a “major agent of cultural change” 
in modern Jewish history. Through mass entertainment such as 
vaudeville theater and fi lm, German Jews established a cultural space 
that was equally distant from religion and morality (“Sittlichkeit”) 
as it was from bourgeois culture (“Bildung”) while at the same time 
promoting cultural and social plurality as well as acceptance for dif-
ference and diversity. 

Overall, the eight panels refl ected the wide range of topics the con-
ference was able to address. They delivered an insightful discussion 
about the scope of cultural and social transformation since the late 
eighteenth century and the various strategies employed to navigate 
and negotiate change. While the fi rst two panels focused on the 
religious and the secular, on authority and the politics of knowing 
in relation to old and new practices of knowledge production and 
dissemination, the following panels primarily explored concrete prod-
ucts and producers, institutions and distributers of cultural change. 
Most signifi cantly, several papers addressed the role of gender and/
or introduced emotion as a valuable category. Finally, the last panel 
focused on practices and modes of respectability and sociability and 
how they played out in a spatial and performative dimension. 

Anna Kokenge (Humboldt Universität zu Berlin) and Kerstin von der 
Krone (GHI)
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HISTORIES OF MIGRATION: TRANSATLANTIC AND 
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

Second Bucerius Young Scholars Forum at the Pacifi c Regional Offi  ce of 
the GHI Washington in Berkeley, October 17-19, 2018. Sponsored by the 
Zeit-Stift ung Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius. Convener: Andrea Westermann 
(GHI Washington). Participants: Jutta Allmendiger (Wissenschaft szentrum 
Berlin), Lily Balloff et (UC Santa Cruz), Sarah Beringer (GHI Washington), 
Irene Bloemraad (UC Berkeley), Almuth Ebke (University of Mannheim), 
Onur Erdur (Humboldt University of Berlin), Stacy Fahrenthold (UC Davis), 
Donna Gabaccia (University of Toronto), Michael Göring (Zeit-Stift ung), 
Axel Jansen (GHI Washington), Simone Lässig (GHI Washington), Risto 
Lenz (University of Cologne), Barbara Luethi (University of Cologne), 
Joseph Malherek (University of Vienna), David Miliband (International 
Rescue Committee), Benjamin Nobbs-Thiessen (Arizona State University), 
Marcia C. Schenck (Free University of Berlin), Avi Sharma (Technical 
University of Berlin), Jordan Buchanan Smith (Widener University), Florian 
Wagner (GHI Washington).

Ten junior scholars from both sides of the Atlantic presented their 
research in the field of migration history. They were joined by 
GHI West research fellows and three senior experts in the fi eld of 
migration history. The presentations and discussions tackled ques-
tions and methodological issues in migration history from a history of 
knowledge perspective. What could an emerging “history of migrant 
knowledges” look like? Also, the notion of “migrant knowledges” 
raised some questions: What exactly counts as knowledge? Who, in 
the context and processes of migrations, knows what? And who or 
what is actually on the move? 

The two day-meeting opened with a well-attended public keynote 
lecture by David Miliband, President of the International Rescue 
Committee, entitled: “What Is in a Category: Telling Political Refugees 
and Economic Migrants Apart.” The speaker was introduced 
by Michael Göring, CEO and President of the Zeit-Stift ung. Jutta 
Allmendiger, Director of the Wissenschaft szentrum Berlin and, at 
the time, Fellow at the Thomas Mann Haus in Los Angeles, served as 
discussant in a short conversation with Miliband and as moderator 
of a subsequent Q&A session. Miliband stressed the growing gap 
between the needs of and the provisions for refugees. Climate change 
and other modern developments create new categories of refugees 
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that still need to be accepted as such by the international community. 
Interviewed by Jutta Allmendinger, he also noted that most refugees 
are school-age children but very little is done for their education. In 
this regard and beyond, both Miliband and Allmendinger pointed out, 
industrialized nations could learn from the countries of the so-called 
Global South, who in fact deal with the highest infl ux of refugees.

The workshop was organized in fi ve panels, featuring two papers 
each, which opened with two comments by fellow participants, 
followed by discussion of the precirculated papers. Following diff erent 
groups of migrants on their way through societies and across borders, 
the selected papers observed and analyzed these actors’ eff orts to 
generate knowledge at various sites and in diff erent realms. Faced 
with bureaucratic and/or academic routines of categorization, racial-
ization, and legalization of their status, of themselves as persons, or 
of their cultural production, migrants developed diff erent tactics for 
addressing them. Arguably, in these histories of (forced) transit and 
re-accommodation, migrants themselves became experts of migra-
tion, producing, contesting, accumulating, and deploying political, 
legal, or economic knowledge. The forum also paid special atten-
tion to migrants as creators of historical knowledge and memory, 
who both suff ered from and contributed to instances of intentional 
highlighting, forgetting, or silencing past encounters, stories, and 
experiences.

Panel A was dedicated to “Migrant Knowledges of Nature: Perspec-
tives from Body and Labor History.” Benjamin Nobbs-Thiessen 
shared his work about “Settlers, Braceros, Narcos: ‘Horse and Buggy’ 
Mennonites in Mexico, Canada, and the U.S., 1921-Present.” In the 
early 1990s, reports that “traditional” Old Colony horse-and-buggy 
Mennonites were involved in an elaborate transnational smuggling 
ring that connected their well-established colonies in the northern 
Mexican state of Chihuahua and their new settlements in Ontario 
elicited shock in the Canadian media. Moving beyond sensational-
ism, Nobbs-Thiessen explored the multi-generational practices of 
transnational mobility that these low-German-speaking, pacifi st 
Anabaptists forged and sustained over the twentieth century as they 
took on changing roles as settlers, migrant laborers (braceros), and 
smugglers. The panel’s second paper, “The Invention of this Noble 
Liquor: Free and Coerced Migrants and the Creation of Rum,” by 
Jordan Buchanan Smith, drew on rare books, legal records, plantation 
papers, deeds, and secondary literature to detail the invention of 
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rum on the Caribbean island of Barbados between 1627 and 1650. 
Instead of attributing the creation of this new alcoholic beverage 
(which quickly became an economically important commodity) to a 
single group of inventors, Smith argued that rum was the product of 
the convergence of at least four distinct knowledge cultures on the 
small island. In essence, the invention of rum was a result of Atlantic 
migration within the Americas and from Europe and Africa.

Panel B, “(Im)Mobility Regimes: Geopolitical Calculations and 
Migrants’ Tactics,” started off with Stacy Fahrenthold’s paper 
“Banning Muslims by Executive Order: Immobilizing Ottoman 
Migrants through the Passport Regime in the United States, 1918-1924.” 
During World War I, the United States imposed travel restrictions 
on immigrants from the Ottoman Empire, prompting legal ques-
tions about whether the empire’s non-Muslim migrants should be 
exempted. This paper examined U.S. laws exempting Syrian Arabs 
from wartime travel restrictions. It revealed a passport program that 
created a post-Ottoman “Syrian” nationality, infl uencing how nation-
ality was granted in the Middle East aft er 1918. The second paper, by 
Lily Balloff et, reported on her research project “Negotiating Exclusion: 
Arab Migration, Ethnicity, and Borders in Central America, 1890-
1970.” Balloff et examined Middle Eastern migrants who circulated 
through the Caribbean Basin in the twentieth century. Numerous 
state policies aimed to regulate or stem migrant mobility. Ballofet’s 
study aimed to contribute to a larger history of ethnic exclusion on 
a hemispheric scale and bring focus to a traditionally overlooked 
geography of Arabic-speaking migrants in the Americas. 

Panel C was devoted to the topic “Displacement, Refuge: The Episte-
mological Stakes of Internal Migration.” Risto Lenz’s paper discussed 
the topic “‘Where do we go from here?’ Government-sponsored Folk 
Song Collecting and the Migrant Experience during the Great Depres-
sion.” Defi ning folklore as a knowledge category, Lenz argued that 
government-sponsored folk song collecting under the auspices of the 
New Deal’s Works Progress Administration (WPA) had an impact on 
the preservation and dissemination of migrant voices. Focusing on 
two WPA projects in California, Lenz discussed the shift  in folklore 
scholarship from an interest in pioneer culture towards an interest 
in contemporary folk cultures. In the panel’s second paper, “Migrant 
Epistemologies in Unstable Times: Identity and Allocated Scarcity 
in Germany and India, 1945-1952,” Avi Sharma compared the cases 
of postwar Berlin from 1945-48 and post-Partition Calcutta between 
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1947-1952 to better understand the ways that both “identity” and 
“vulnerability” constitute systemic exclusions. By focusing on strate-
gies for securing livelihoods and the logics of solidarity and diff erence 
in the context of mass displacement, Sharma also highlighted the 
unstable boundaries between diff erent categories of migrants.

Panel D dealt with “Migration and the Making of Disciplines: The 
Study of Mass Culture.” In her paper “Debating race: The Centre for 
Contemporary Cultural Studies, the experience of migration and the 
production of knowledge in 1970s and 1980s Britain,” Almuth Ebke 
focused on the role that the terms “race” and “race relations” have 
played in British sociological research since the 1950s, even though 
the exact way they were understood has changed over time. Using 
the discussions about race at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural 
Studies (CCCS) at the University of Birmingham and the Institute of 
Race Relations (IRR) as case studies, she argued that the researchers 
connected to the CCCS challenged essentialist understandings 
of “race,” while militant researchers at the IRR championed a 
neo-Marxist analysis of race relations. These debates thus reveal a 
scholarly discipline that challenged epistemological premises. They 
also represent one step in the internal decolonization of the United 
Kingdom. Joseph Malherek off ered his views on “Critical Theory as 
Displaced Knowledge: Émigré Intellectuals from Central Europe and 
Their American Sponsors, 1933–45.” He examined the humanistic 
values and personal motivations that led offi  cers of the Rockefeller 
Foundation and the Emergency Committee in Aid of Displaced 
Foreign Scholars to assist exiles from National Socialism. Offi  cers’ 
values, he argued, determined the scholarship of benefi ciaries, among 
whom were Max Horkheimer and his Institute of Social Research as 
well as Paul Lazarsfeld and his Bureau of Applied Social Research. 

The fi nal panel, “Migrant Knowledges: The Making of More than 
German Histories,” showcased Onur Erdur’s paper “Political 
and Historical Knowledge of Migrants: The Case of the German 
Reunifi cation 1989/90.” Erdur explored the issue of migrants’ political 
and historical knowledge in the context of the German culture of 
remembrance and politics of memory. He examined migrant memo-
ries and representations of the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and 
German reunifi cation in 1990, with a focus on Turkish migrants in 
West Berlin. Erdur argued that this approach not only constitutes 
a contribution to Germany’s migration history but also off ers an 
opportunity to practice contemporary history through the lens of 
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migration. Marcia C. Schenck’s paper “Remembering from Below, 
Forgetting from Above: Legacies of Mozambican and Angolan Labor 
Migration to the German Democratic Republic 1979-1990” analyzed 
the history of labor migration from Angola and Mozambique to the 
German Democratic Republic and back as remembered by the former 
migrants a quarter century aft er their return. Schenck showed that 
their nostalgic memories serve to criticize the present governments 
for their failure to deliver on their promises of industrialization, work, 
and a stable future.

During the forum, the issue of how to conceptualize agency from 
a history of knowledge perspective remained a contested terrain. It 
is defi nitely a question worthy of further exploration. This became 
evident, for instance, in our discussions of the issues of migrants’ 
empowerment through knowledge or migrants’ informal economic 
strategies, which some observers interpret as creativity capable of 
dynamizing the more institutionalized societal order they encounter. 

Andrea Westermann (GHI)
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RECONSTRUCTING HISTORICAL NETWORKS DIGITALLY: NEW 
APPROACHES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL 
IMPLICATIONS OF SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

Conference at the German Historical Institute Washington (GHI), 
October 25-27, 2018. Organized by the GHI in cooperation with Stanford 
University. Made possible by support from the Deutsche Forschun-
gsgemeinschaft  (DFG) and the Friends of the GHI. Conveners: Matthew 
Hiebert (GHI), Simone Lässig (GHI), and Katherine McDonough (Stanford). 
Participants: Mollie Ables (Wabash College), James Boyd (University 
of Bristol), Arno Bosse (Oxford University), Prim van Bree (LAB1100), 
Daniel Burckhardt (GHI), Hendrikje Carius, (University of Erfurt), Alessandra 
Celati (University of Verona), Fabian Cremer (Max Weber Foundation), 
Seth Denbo (American Historical Association), Tom Ewing (Virginia Tech), 
Lisa Gerlach (Ruhr University Bochum), Mark J. Hill (University of Helsinki), 
Oliver Kiechle (Heinrich-Heine-University Dü sseldorf), Geert Kessels 
(LAB1100), Rachel Midura (Stanford University), Jens Pohlmann (GHI), 
Jessica Otis (George Mason University), Atiba Pertilla (GHI), Andrew Ruis 
(University of Wisconsin), Martin Stark (University of Trier), Justin Dolan 
Stover (Idaho State University), Suzanne Sutherland (Middle Tennessee 
State University), Ville Vaara (University of Helsinki), Scott B. Weingart 
(Carnegie Mellon University), Jennifer Serventi (National Endowment 
for the Humanities), Thorsten Wübbena (DFK Paris), Duygu Yildirim 
(Stanford University). 

The fi rst panel, Capacities and Limitations of SNA Models for History, 
was chaired by Katherine McDonough. Mollie Ables, in her presenta-
tion “Musicians’ Networks and the Tourism Industry in Early Modern 
Venice,” discussed her work reconstructing a bimodal network of 
musicians and their institutional and guild associations using Gephi 
on the basis of archival sources that include employment records, 
guild rosters, and tourist guides. The network, made available at 
www.musiciansinvenice.com, reveals the cultural power dynamics 
at work in early modern Venice. In “Mapping the Post: Networks of 
Published Postal Itineraries, 1545-1684,” Rachel Midura presented 
visualizations of postal networks in the early modern period that were 
generated on the basis of a 1700 route database she derived from 
postal itineraries. Tracing the extension and international expansion 
of these networks, Midura showed the central hubs in this “com-
munication revolution,” making apparent also how political events 
aff ected it over the period. In the fi nal talk of the panel, “Modeling the 
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Dynamics of a Rural Credit Market in the 19th Century,” Martin Stark 
presented interdisciplinary research employing longitudinal stochas-
tic actor-oriented modeling (SAOM) for overcoming limitations of 
traditional historical SNA in modelling change over time. Focusing 
on a small German village between 1830 and 1850, a time when mort-
gage laws underwent reformation, a social network constructed from 
mortgage records revealed signifi cant expansion and decentralization 
of the credit market. This is in line with established research that has 
determined new legislation initiated a transformation of the market, 
suggesting the eff ectiveness of the SOAM methodology for simulating 
trustworthy historical research processes. 

The second panel, Collaborative Approaches, chaired by Seth Denbo, 
began with Suzanne Sutherland’s paper “Discovering Microhistories 
in Big Data: Network Mapping and Humanities Projects.” Sutherland 
discussed her sub-project within “Mapping the Republic of Let-
ters,” using Palladio to study the Italian intellectual networks of 
seventeenth-century polymath Athanasius Kircher, visualized through 
the correspondence data from 2000 letters. For Sutherland, social 
network visualizations provide a structural guide in her research, 
adding depth to readings and preserving context and nuance within 
her inquiry. James Boyd, in “Sourcing Historical Networks: Con-
temporary Networks and Controlled Crowdsourcing,” presented his 
research into collaborative networks behind the nineteenth-century 
technological development of the steam ship. His network-analysis-
based approach and the development of a public-facing site to col-
lect further data reveals forgotten actors in a historiographical shift  
from the biographical to social and personal history. Jessica Otis’s 
“Six Degrees of Francis Bacon: Gender, Social Network Analysis , and 
Early Modern Britain,” the fi nal paper of the session, discussed the 
challenges of examining gender and the lives of women in Bacon 
network data. Named Entity Recognition was reinforcing biases 
on how women were identifi ed, transforming women into edges 
rather than nodes, prompting intervention into the ontological 
construction and scope of the data, particularly through targeted 
crowdsourcing. 

The fi nal panel of the day, Technical and Methodological Innovation, 
was chaired by Jens Pohlmann. Mark Hill, in his presentation “In-
tellectual and Material Networks in Eighteenth Century Britain: The 
ESTC as Historic Relic,” discussed the distillation through metadata 
extraction of the over 480,000 English Short Title Catalogue docu-
ments into a social network of 87,000 agents, representing also their 
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roles in relation to specifi c texts. In this transformation of the ESTC 
from a record of historical data to a representation of actual historical 
networks, changes within knowledge production and publications 
over the eighteenth century can be traced in ways inaccessible to 
traditional biography and secondary sources. In their presentation 
“Concepts and Potentials of Graph-based Data Structures for Analy-
ses of Historical Networks,” Thorsten Wübbena and Fabian Cremer 
discussed their development of a graph-based model for locating 
relationships between entities in the Sandrart.net electronic edition. 
Creating a plugin to import artwork data from Wikidata into the 
model for visualizing connections further demonstrated the utility of 
graphs for fi nding fl aws and gaps in data. Scott Wiengart, in the fi nal 
panel presentation, “An Ideal Historical Network Analysis Toolkit,” 
assessed existing network analysis tools as not fully meeting the 
disciplinary needs of historians. An ideal historical network analysis 
toolkit would provide: aff ordances for accounting for biases and data 
uncertainty, multiple forms of connections, temporality with varying 
granularity, representation of perspectival diff erences, an interface 
to evidence, unstructured source extraction, and a workfl ow process 
that includes data entry and cleaning. 

The fourth panel, Subversive Connections, was chaired by Atiba 
Pertilla, opening the second day of the conference portion of the 
event. Alessandra Celati, in her presentation “A network of dissi-
dent physicians in the confessional age: Research perspectives and 
methodological challenges,” discussed the creation of her database of 
sixteenth-century Italian physicians who were members of dissident 
movements from the 1520s (https://celati-netdis.github.io/). Draw-
ing on various sources including inquisition trials, private correspon-
dence, published books, and notaries, Celati maps the circulation 
of ideas within Venetian dissident movements, showing physicians 
as a bridge between aristocratic and working-class networks. Oliver 
Kiechle, in his paper “The emergence of a digital social network: 
Communication and cooperation in early Usenet,” explained the use 
of social network analysis within his study of early Usenet from 1979. 
Approaching 2 million Usenet messages as a knowledge network, 
Kiechle uses social network analysis in investigating the nature of 
the system’s cooperative structures and in informing the questions he 
creates for oral history interviews. In the panel’s fi nal presentation, 
“Guerrilla Networks, Mobility, & Environmental Damage during the 
Irish Revolution,” Justin Stover discussed his use of various net-
work analysis tools in tracing over time the diverse built and natural 
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environmental damage of the Irish Revolution. Historical network 
research facilitates for Stover the extension of his analysis from the 
geography and intensity of revolutionary violence to the operational 
dynamics of guerilla networks. 

The fifth and final panel of the conference, Implications for 
Historical Inquiry, was chaired by Jennifer Serventi. Tom Ewing, in 
his paper “Using Digital Humanities Tools and Network Analysis to 
Understand a Global Infl uenza Epidemic, 1889-1890,” examined the 
global construction and circulation of knowledge arising from the 
Russian fl u epidemic. Ewing documented the relationship between 
the actual number of recorded deaths and the rhetoric of the 
epidemic, explored through a network of terms derived from a corpus 
that includes newspapers and medical journals. Duygu Yildirim, in 
“Scholarly Engagements and the Nature of Knowledge Construc-
tion in Seventeenth-Century Constantinople,” presented her study 
of cross-cultural scholarly engagement between Ottoman scholars 
in seventeenth-century Istanbul and Europeans. Applying social 
network analysis to the problem presents data collection challenges, 
insofar as correspondence networks in the Western sense do not 
here pertain; Yildirim focuses analysis on how certain text were 
recommended, exchanged, and interpreted. In the fi nal paper of the 
conference, “Academic Networks at Hebrew University (Jerusalem), 
1925-1945,” Lisa Gerlach discussed a component of her doctoral 
project involving social network analysis in nodegoat of 150 letters of 
recommendation. Gerlach’s visualizations show central actors within 
a transnational recommendation system and how these networks 
changed over time with respect to purpose, topics, and persons.

Each panel was followed by rich discussion that carried over into 
breaks, meals, and the closing session of the conference. One re-
current observation was the capacity of network research to help 
develop new arguments through the use of historical sources that 
cannot simply be read and to approach existing sources at greater 
scale. Discussion also pointed to the usefulness of digital methods 
in helping locate biases and gaps in sources, while also posing new 
dangers such as algorithmic bias and the challenges of conveying 
critique, of power imbalances or imperialism for example, within a 
visualization. Also highlighted was the importance of collaboration 
within historical network research for heightened effi  ciency and depth 
of inquiry. Here, it was underscored, historians must treat archivists, 
librarians, and tool developers as intellectual equals. 
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The advancement of tools specifi c to historical network analysis 
was showcased by the day of workshops preceding the conference, 
with participants also cognizant that further developments to more 
fully model the specifi c disciplinary needs of historians would be 
advantageous. Discussion also addressed the oft en “revolutionary” 
expectations of digital history by historians on the outside looking 
in, where confi rmation of a hypothesis using new techniques, for 
example, is oft en perceived not to justify the resource intensiveness 
of computation-based approaches. In this context the challenges 
of sustainably funding historical network research also arose, for 
while traditional research costs are “hard-funded” through librar-
ies, salaried positions, conferences, travel funding, and publishing 
models for physical books, DH researchers typically require grants 
to do their work, which also serves to support the administrative 
and infrastructural development of their institutions. In establishing 
sustainability and advancement for the fi eld, participants also pointed 
to the value of holding an international event focused on digital 
humanities methodologies, appreciating the unique opportunities 
for exchange that a forum on the digital reconstruction of historical 
networks was able to provide. 

Matthew Hiebert (GHI)
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KNOWLEDGE AND SOCIETY IN TIMES OF UPHEAVAL 

Conference organized by the Forum Transregional Studies and the Max 
Weber Foundation — German Humanities Institutes Abroad, in Berlin, 
November 20-21, 2018. Conveners: Andreas Eckert (Humboldt University 
Berlin), Simone Lässig (GHI Washington), Franz Waldenberger (German 
Institute for Japanese Studies, Tokyo). Particpants: Xóchitl Bada (University 
of Illinois at Chicago), Frank Bösch (Zentrum für Zeithistorische Forschung, 
Potsdam), Omar Al-Ghazzi (London School of Economics), Nataliya 
Gumenyuk (hromadske.ua, Kiev), Amr Hamzawy (Stanford University/ 
Wissenschaft skolleg Berlin), Jeannette Hofmann (Wissenschaft szentrum 
Berlin für Sozialforschung), Jan C. Jansen (GHI), Johann Kranz (Ludwig-
Maximillian-Universität, Munich), Leo Lucassen (International Institute 
of Social History / University of Leiden), Paweł Machcewicz (Polnische 
Akadenie der Wissenschaft en Warschau / Imre-Kertész-Kolleg, Jena), 
Nicole Mayer-Ahuja (University of Göttingen), Alia Mossallam (Cairo / 
Alexander von Humbolt-Stift ung), Ernst Dieter Rossmann (Ausschuss für 
Bildung, Forschung und Technikfolgenabschätzung, Deutscher Bundestag), 
Anja Senz (University of Heidelberg), James Sidaway (National University 
of Singapore).

Under the title “Knowledge and Society in Times of Upheaval,” schol-
ars from various disciplines discussed the manifold and complex 
connections between knowledge, society, and mobility from a global 
perspective at the annual conference of the Forum Transregionale 
Studien and the Max Weber Foundation in 2018. The conference 
addresseed four constituent relationships that were debated in separate 
thematic panels: New infrastructures as drivers of change; discourses 
and the public sphere; migration and mobility; and the relationship 
between work and technological transformation. Knowledge and its 
dissemination defi nes, controls and maintains power relations. But 
what happens when knowledge becomes data? How do technological 
innovations change the relationship between the individual, the state 
and society? How do societies cope with the unprecedented growth 
of knowledge and the extent of its dissemination and control? 

The fi rst panel, titled “New Infrastructures as Drivers of Change,” 
highlighted the diversity of the concept of infrastructure as an 
analytical concept. The contributions focused on infrastructures and 
their function as drivers of structural, socio-political, and economic 
change. Based on diff erent regional dynamics, the speakers asked 
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about the infl uence of infrastructural conditions and circumstances. 
Sinologist Anja Senz opened the conference with a presentation on 
the impact of Chinese development narratives and infrastructure 
investments on local communities in Bangladesh, China, India and 
Myanmar. According to Senz, the geostrategic consequences of 
China’s belt-and-road initiative bring with them a high degree of 
uncertainty and are both an opportunity and a danger. The presenta-
tion provided a motif that was present throughout the conference. 

In his lecture, Johann Kranz illustrated the negative side eff ects of 
dominant platforms such as Google and Facebook on innovation, 
competition and society. Network eff ects and an enormous concen-
tration of data in these companies lead to competitive advantages and 
disproportionate market power. According to Kranz, regulation by 
blockchain-controlled decentralized apps would off er the possibility 
of correcting this and thus curbing the emergence of monopolistic 
structures in the Internet economy. 

The geographer James Sidaway spoke about the political and socio-
economic implications of modern security infrastructures in Yangon 
(Myanmar). The lecture examined the “securitization” of urban 
change against the backdrop of changing power structures and the 
complex relationship between government, military and capital in 
Myanmar. The focus was on the question of the relevance of secu-
rity infrastructures and actors for the transformation of states and 
societies. 

The second panel, “Discourses and Publics,” dealt with the role of 
diff erent forms of communication and discourses in situations of 
social upheaval. The speakers discussed how innovations in com-
munication and technology in Eastern Europe or the Middle East 
transform, transcend or fragment social and political boundaries. 
Omar Al-Ghazzi explained how children are covered in media reports 
about the Syrian confl ict and what role they play in these reports. 
Oft en, he argued, they are constructed as fi gures who report truthfully 
and authentically, without being infl uenced by ideological and geo-
political discourses. As such, they fulfi ll two functions in particular: 
suggesting “direct experience,” on the one hand, and the politiciza-
tion of competing narratives, on the other. 

Nataliya Gumenyuk spoke about disinformation, targeted false 
reports and populist media strategies in the confl ict in Ukraine. 
Although these are not new phenomena, the worldwide triumph of 
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authoritarian political movements has given them additional impe-
tus. Gumenyuk made it clear that Western societies are confronted 
with similar challenges: the return of nationalism, mistrust of politi-
cal institutions and a high degree of polarization and fragmentation. 
According to Gumenyuk, the greatest danger for our democracies 
is not “fake news”, but “fi lter bubbles” and “confi rmation biases.” 

The political scientist Alia Mossallam investigated the question of 
how stories are written and told in times of political upheaval and 
how knowledge can be generated, reproduced and made available. 
A particular diffi  culty is how to make knowledge about subaltern 
actors accessible to those who originally produced this knowledge. 
Mossallam reported on her experiences in conducting history work-
shops with local communities in Egypt. The main challenges are the 
multivalence of histories and the inclusion of local communities in 
knowledge production, lengthy research processes, a lack of fi nancial 
and institutional support, and state mistrust. 

The second day of the conference opened with the panel “Migra-
tion and Mobility,” which dealt with the interaction of mobility and 
knowledge in situations of upheaval. Historian Jan C. Jansen devoted 
his lecture to the political refugee movements during the “Atlantic 
Revolutions” of 1770-1820, investigating the emergence of knowledge 
in the form of documents and its signifi cance for the control, representa-
tion and spatial location of migrants. Jansen referred to the massive 
increase in administrative documentation on fl ight and migration, 
driven by two seemingly contradictory factors: the attempts of 
authorities and recipient societies to contain and control migration 
movements and the need to facilitate these in a world in turmoil. 

The Latin American studies scholar Xóchitl Bada formulated the goal 
of ensuring the workers’ rights of migrants universally, regardless of 
territorial areas. With a focus on Mexico and the USA, she illustrated 
the problem of the enforcement of workers’ rights at home and cross-
border worker representation for low-wage migrants. The emergence 
of transnational networks and global public spheres calling for the 
transfer of basic workers’ rights and protection measures for migrants 
even aft er their return to their country of origin has led to new eff orts 
to prevent abuse and exploitation.

The historian Leo Lucassen then explained the role that migration 
experts play in political and decision-making processes. He referred 
to personal experiences as an intellectual in the public and political 
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debate on migration, integration and refugees in the Netherlands. 
The media are of particular relevance here because they can cause 
knowledge to be ignored or questioned by counter-narratives, but 
can also disseminate and strengthen expert knowledge and scientifi c 
fi ndings. 

The last panel of the conference was devoted to the topic “Labour 
and Technological Transformation.” The debate focused on the 
so-called fourth industrial revolution, the transformation of labor 
since the Second World War, and the connections between knowl-
edge, technology, and the transformation of labor in a historical 
perspective. The sociologist Nicole Mayer-Ahuja examined the in-
fl uence of digitization on the world of work in the light of confl icts 
between capital, labor and the state. According to Mayer-Ahuja, the 
widespread view that new technologies have led to the disappearance 
of entire professions is too one-sided. Current trends in digitization 
are always an opportunity and produce diff erent results depending 
on the respective balance of power. One problem, however, is the 
lack of regulation of technological development, which reinforces 
processes of precarization and competence polarization as well as 
fl exibilization. 

Frank Bösch analysed how German civil servants, scientists and com-
panies gained and constructed knowledge through visits to China in 
the course of the fundamental economic reforms under Deng Xiaoping, 
which was only accessible through personal observations. Bösch 
described how Western observers and companies tried to obtain 
detailed information about the Chinese market. This knowledge led 
to a special perception of China, which was highly dependent on the 
specifi c impressions of the visitors. 

Finally, Jeanette Hofmann, Paweł Machcewicz, Ernst Dieter Rossmann 
and Amr Hamzawy discussed the results of the conference at a 
roundtable titled “Science and Society at the Borders of Europe.” 
The ambivalent role of science in times of political upheaval became 
clear. On the one hand, according to Rossman, it functions as an 
explanatory and mediating medium and thus plays a key role in shap-
ing the public debate, for instance, by pointing out future scenarios. 
On the other hand, as Hamzawy noted, in countries like Egypt, where 
scientifi c discourses and categories are deformed in the context 
of undemocratic public structures, science itself is also aff ected. 
Machcewicz added that the stability of the political and social order 
was not a matter of course even in the older EU member states. In 
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Poland he currently sees a process of rejection of rationality, which 
leads to science being questioned as a legitimate basis for political 
decisions. In this context, Rossmann stressed the urgency of fi nding 
ways to promote the freedom and exchange of science in borderline 
situations. Borders would not necessarily have to be of a geographical 
nature, but could also be ideally understood, for example in relation 
to European ideals of education and freedom. Finally, Hofmann 
pleaded for a more diff erentiated view of new technologies in times 
of political upheaval and argued that social responsibility must not be 
outsourced to them. Digital technologies should not be understood 
as an extra-societal phenomenon that only obeyed effi  ciency require-
ments and either emancipated or directed societies in authoritarian 
ways.

Jule Könneke (University of Potsdam) 
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OBITUARY: MARION DESHMUKH (1945-2019)

The German Historical Institute mourns the death of Marion Deshmukh, 
who passed away on April 13, 2019. Marion Deshmukh, who taught in the 
Department of History and Art History at George Mason University for 
forty-fi ve years, was a great friend of the GHI, serving as vice president of 
the Friends of the GHI since the mid-1990s. In this capacity, she lent invalu-
able support to the many GHI activities funded by the Friends, including 
the annual award of the Fritz Stern Dissertation Prize, at which she oft en 
presented the award. Beyond this, Deshmukh was a valued friend, col-
league, and advisor with whom the Institute oft en cooperated. Among her 
most notable cooperations with the GHI was an international conference 
on the impressionist painter Max Liebermann, which resulted in the edited 
volume Max Liebermann and International Modernism: An Artist’s Career 
from Empire to Third Reich, co-edited by Deshmukh and published in the 
GHI’s series with Berghahn Books in 2011. Most recently she had capped 
her scholarly work on Liebermann by publishing the highly acclaimed 
biography Max Liebermann: Modern Art and Modern Germany (Routledge, 
2015). A warm and generous person, who was always ready to lend sup-
port, Marion Deshmukh will be deeply missed. 

2018 FRITZ STERN DISSERTATION PRIZE

The 2018 Fritz Stern Dissertation Prize, which is awarded annually by 
the Friends of the German Historical Institute for the best dissertation in 
German history completed at a North American university, was awarded 
to Adam Bisno (Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University). The award ceremony 
took place at the 27th Annual Symposium of the Friends of the German 
Historical Institute on November 9, 2018. The selection committee was 
composed of: Annemarie Sammartino (Chair, Oberlin College), Brendan 
Karch (Louisiana State University), and Beth Plummer (University of 
Arizona). The prize winner has contributed an article presenting his 
dissertation research to this issue of the Bulletin (see “Features”).

The committee’s prize citation for Adam Bisno’s dissertation, “Hotel Berlin: 
The Politics of Commercial Hospitality in the German Metropolis, 1875-1945” 
(Ph.D. dissertation, John Hopkins University, 2018) read:

Adam Bisno’s dissertation “Hotel Berlin: The Politics of Com-
mercial Hospitality in the German Metropolis, 1875–1945” is 
a deeply researched and elegantly written exploration of the 
institution of the grand hotel in Berlin during seventy tumultuous 
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years of German history. This is a compelling study, noteworthy 
both for its broad temporal scope and its tight focus on a largely 
forgotten story. Bisno examines all aspects of the grand hotels, 
from their architecture to their army of employees. In writing this 
dissertation, Bisno crosses the lines between urban history, social 
history, and political history in a unique and exemplary way. In 
particular, studying the grand hotel provides Bisno insight into 
the political evolution of the German elite, who made up both 
the group of hoteliers that he profi les and the majority of their 
clientele. He argues convincingly for the grand hotels as a main 
site where the aspirations, tensions, and failures of classical 
liberalism crystallized.

At once national and cosmopolitan institutions, grand hotels off er 
Bisno a unique perspective on the story of German nationalism. 
Bisno compellingly demonstrates how both cosmopolitan and 
national attitudes interacted in the advertisements and architec-
ture of the hotels. This dissertation also off ers a masterful explo-
ration of how German class relations played out in a site where 
employees, managers, and guests lived side-by-side. Finally, 
Bisno charts how the liberalism of a group of self-made men in 
the Imperial period gave way to a more aggressive nationalism 
in the Weimar era. Bisno integrates all of these diverse themes 
to off er fresh perspectives to reinvigorate several longstanding 
debates in German history. Finally, beyond his historiographical 
contributions, the selection committee was impressed with Bisno’s 
creative and careful use of a wide body of sources, which he 
uses to masterful eff ect, drawing the reader into his rich tale. The 
committee looks forward to reading the excellent book that this 
dissertation will no doubt become. It is with great pleasure that 
we award “Hotel Berlin,” the 2018 Fritz Stern Dissertation Prize.
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NEW STAFF PUBLICATIONS

Monographs

Lemmen, Sarah. Tschechen auf Reisen. Repräsentationen der außereu-
ropäischen Welt und nationale Identität in Ostmitteleuropa 1890-1938. 
Köln-Wien: Böhlau, 2018.

Edited Volumes and Special Issues

Engel, Elisabeth, James Kennedy and Justin Reynolds, eds. “The Theory 
and Practice of Ecumenism: Christian Global Governance and the Search 
for World Order, 1900–80.” Journal of Global History 13.2 (2018).

Engel, Elisabeth and Nicholas Grant, eds. “Going South: Tracing Race 
and Region in the Post-emancipation Black Atlantic.” Special Issue, 
Journal of American Studies 52.2 (2018).

Hansen, Jan, Jochen Hung, Andrew Tompkins, and Phillip Wagner, eds. 
“The Material Culture of Modern Politics in Cold War Europe.” Special 
Issue, International Journal for History, Culture and Modernity 6.1 (2018). 

Hansen, Jan, Frank Reichherzer, and Emmanuel Droit eds. Den Kalten 
Krieg vermessen: Über Reichweite und Alternativen einer binären 
Ordnungsvorstellung. Berlin: de Gruyter, 2018.

Jansen, Axel and Manfred Berg, eds. “Americans and WWI: 100 Years 
Later.” Special Issue, The Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 
(JGAPE) 17.4 (Oct. 2018).

Lässig, Simone, Stephanie Zloch, Lars Mü ller, eds. Wissen in Bewegung: 
Migration und globale Verfl echtungen in der Zeitgeschichte seit 1945. 
Berlin/Boston: De Gryuter 2018. 

Lässig, Simone and Karen Hagemann, eds. “The Vanishing Nineteenth 
Century in European History? A Comparative Exploration.” Discussion 
Forum, Central European History 51.4 (2018).

Manke, Albert and Julia Roth, eds. “América Latina: respuestas populares 
a la crisis.” Special Issue, Nueva Sociedad 273 (Jan-Feb 2018). 

Schulze, Frederik, ed. “América Latina y la Primera Guerra Mundial/
Lateinamerika und der Erste Weltkrieg.” Special Issue, Jahrbuch für 
Geschichte Lateinamerikas 55 (2018): 280–372.

Simon, Bryant and James Giesen, eds. Food and Eating in America: A 
Documentary Reader. New York: Wiley, 2018.
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Urbansky, Sören and Franck Billé, eds. Yellow Perils: China Narratives in 
the Contemporary World. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2018.

Urbansky, Sören, Péter Vámos and Jan Zofk a, eds. “Beyond the Kremlin’s 
Reach: Eastern Europe and China in the Cold War Era.” Special issue, 
Cold War History 18.3 (2018). 

Articles and Chapters

Braun, Juliane. “‘Strange Beasts of the Sea:’ Captain Cook, the Sea Otter, 
and the Creation of a Transoceanic American Empire.” Atlantic Studies: 
Global Currents 15.2 (2018): 238-55.

Engel, Elisabeth, James Kennedy, and Justin Reynolds. “The Theory and 
Practice of Ecumenism: Christian Global Governance and the Search for 
World Order, 1900-80.” Journal of Global History 13.2 (2018): 157-164. 

Engel, Elisabeth. “The Ecumenical Origins of Pan-Africanism: Africa and 
the ‘Southern Negro’ in the International Missionary Council’s Global 
Vision of Christian Indigenization in the 1920s.” Journal of Global History 
13.2 (2018): 209–229. 

Engel, Elisabeth and Nicholas Grant. “Going South: Tracing Race and 
Region in the Post-Emancipation Black Atlantic.” In “Going South: Trac-
ing Race and Region in the Post-Emancipation Black Atlantic,” edited by 
Elisabeth Engel and Nicholas Grant. Special Issue, Journal of American 
Studies 52.2 (2018): 269-73.

Engel, Elisabeth. “Southern Looks? A History of African American 
Missionary Photography of Africa, 1890s-1930s.” In “Going South: 
Tracing Race and Region in the Post-Emancipation Black Atlantic,” 
edited by Elisabeth Engel and Nicholas Grant. Special Issue, Journal of 
American Studies 52.2 (2018): 390-417.

Fagan, Benjamin. “The Fragments of Black Reconstruction.” American 
Literary History 30.3 (September 2018): 450-465.

Gibbs, Jenna. “Micro, Meso, and Macro Missions and the Global 
Question of Slavery: The Case of Christian Latrobe in Saxony, Great 
Britain, and South Africa.” In Verfl ochtene Mission: Perspektiven auf eine 
neue Missionsgeschichte, edited by Linda Ratschiller and Karolin Wetjen, 
27-44. Cologne: Böhlau Press 2018. 

Hansen, Jan. “Shaping the Modern Body: Water Infrastructure in Los 
Angeles (1870–1920).” Body Politics 6.9 (2018): 47-70.

Hansen, Jan, Jochen Hung, Andrew Tompkins, and Phillip Wagner. 
“Introduction: The Material Culture of Politics.” In “The Material Culture 
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of Modern Politics in Cold War Europe,” edited by, Jan Hansen, Jochen 
Hung, Andrew Tompkins, and Phillip Wagner. Special Issue, International 
Journal for History, Culture and Modernity 6.1 (2018): 1-12.

Hansen, Jan. “The End of the SPD as We Knew it: Euromissiles, Peace 
Activism, and the Transformation of the Political.” Österreichische 
Zeitschrift  für Geschichtswissenschaft en 29.1 (2018): 61-84.

Hansen, Jan. “The Turbulent Years: Willy Brandt’s Transatlantic Networks 
during the Euromissile Crisis.” In Willy Brandt and International Relations: 
Europe, the USA, and Latin America, 1974–1992, edited by Bernd Rother 
and Klaus Larres, 127-142. London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2018.

Hansen, Jan. “Ideologien, Ende der.” In Den Kalten Krieg vermessen: Über 
Reichweite und Alternativen einer binären Ordnungsvorstellung, edited by 
Frank Reichherzer, Emmanuel Droit, and Jan Hansen, 165-181. Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 2018.

Jansen, Axel and Manfred Berg. “Americans in World War I – World War 
I in America: Introduction.” In “Americans and WWI: 100 Years Later,” 
edited by Axel Jansen and Manfred Berg. Special Issue, The Journal of the 
Gilded Age and Progressive Era 17.4 (Oct. 2018): 599-607.

Jansen, Axel. “Cultural Elite or Political Vanguard? American Volunteers 
Join the European War, 1914-1917.” In “Americans and WWI: 100 Years 
Later,” edited by Axel Jansen and Manfred Berg. Special Issue, The Journal 
of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 17.4 (Oct. 2018): 636-49.

Jansen, Jan C. “Flucht und Exil im Zeitalter der Revolutionen (1770er – 
1820er Jahre): Perspektiven einer atlantischen Flüchtlingsgeschichte.” 
Geschichte und Gesellschaft  44.4 (2018): 495-525.

Jansen, Jan C. “L’espace urbain, le symbolique et l’avenir de la colonie: 
L’histoire de la statue du duc d’Orléans à Alger (1845).” In Une histoire 
sociale et culturelle du politique en Algérie et au Maghreb: Études off erte 
à Omar Carlier, edited by Morgan Corriou and M’hamed Oualdi, 57-72. 
Paris: Éditions de la Sorbonne, 2018.

Jansen, Jan C. “Becoming Imperial Citizens: Jews and Freemasonry in the 
British Caribbean (early 19th Century).” In The Sephardic Atlantic, edited 
by Sina Rauschenbach and Jonathan Schorsch. Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2018.

Jüterczenka, Sünne. “Sich einrichten in der ‘hölzernen Welt’: Zum Wohnen 
auf Schiff en im Europa des 18. Jahrhunderts.” Historische Anthropologie 26.3 
(2018): 308-328.
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Jüterczenka, Sünne. “Göttinger Lehnstuhlreisen: Lichtenberg, Georg 
Forster und die Berichterstattung über James Cooks Pazifi kexpeditionen.” In 
Lichtenbergs Menschenbilder: Charaktere und Stereotypen in der Göttinger 
Aufk lärung, edited by Demetrius Eudell and Dominik Hünniger, 27-39. 
Göttingen: Göttinger Verlag der Kunst, 2018.

Lässig, Simone. “Strategies and Mechanisms of Scholar Rescue: The 
Intellectual Migration of the 1930s Reconsidered.” Social Research 84.4 
(2017/18): 769-808.

Lässig, Simone and Karen Hagemann. “The Shift ing Space of the Nineteenth 
Century in European History.” Central European History 51.4 (2018): 611-695.

Lässig, Simone, Stefanie Zloch and Lars Müller. “Wissen in Bewegung: 
Einleitung.” In Migration und globale Verfl echtungen in der Zeitgeschichte 
seit 1945, edited by Simone Lässig, Stefanie Zloch and Lars Müller, 1-35. 
Berlin/Boston: De Gryuter 2018.

Lemmen, Sarah. “The Formation of Global Tourism from an East Central 
European perspective.” In “Modern Europe in Global Perspective,” edited 
Bálint Varga. Special Issue, Hungarian Historical Review 7.2 (2018): 
191-217.

Manke, Albert. “The impact of the 1949 Chinese Revolution on a Latin 
American Chinese community: shift ing power relations in Havana’s 
Chinatown.” Revista Brasileira de Política Internacional 61.2 (2018): 2007. 
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4703-7631 

Manke, Albert. “Historias entrelazadas de la Guerra Fría global: El 
impacto de la revolución china en América Latina.” In Historia global 
y circulación de saberes en Iberoamérica, siglos XVI-XXI, edited by David 
G.Díaz Arias Ronny J. Viales Hurtado, 111-130. San José: Universidad de 
Costa Rica, Vicerrectoría de Investigación, Centro de Investigaciones 
Históricas de América Central, 2018.

Manke, Albert and Julia Roth. “¿Qué crisis y qué respuestas? Pensar las 
crisis en su contexto sociohistórico.” In “América Latina: respuestas 
populares a la crisis,” edited by Albert Manke and Julia Roth. Special 
Issue, Nueva Sociedad 273 (Jan-Feb 2018): 34-43.

Pertilla, Atiba. “Mapping Mobility: Class and Spatial Mobility in the Wall 
Street Workforce, 1890–1914.” Current Research in Digital History 1 (2018). 
https://doi.org/10.31835/crdh.2018.06 

Pohlmann, Jens and Branislav Jakovljevic, et. al. “The Voice from the 
10th Row: Carl Weber and the Berliner Ensemble.” TDR/The Drama 
Review 62.3 (2018): 55-108.
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Roesch, Claudia. “’You have to remember to do something to make 
the pill work.’ Hormonelle Verhütung als Körpertechnik zwischen 
Disziplinierung und Selbstermächtigung.” Body Politics. Zeitschrift  für 
Körpergeschichte 6.9 (2018): 71-94.

Roesch, Claudia. “Experten in der Moderne am Beispiel des reproduktiven 
Entscheidens in den 1960er bis 1980er Jahren.” Ressourcen des Entscheidens, 
edited by Ulrich Pfi ster, 314-319. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
2018.

Roesch, Claudia. “Children by Choice. Family Decisions and Value Change 
in the Campaigns of the American Planned Parenthood Federation (1942-
1973).” In Children by Choice? Changing Values, Reproduction, and Family 
Planning in the 20th Century, edited by Ann-Kathrin Gembries, Isabel 
Heinemann and Theresia Theuke, 58-76. Berlin/Boston: De Gruyter, 2018.

Roesch, Claudia. “‘Some kind of home.’ Mexikanische Einwandererfamilien, 
soziale Beratung und der Wandel von Familienwerten im Kalifornien der 
1920er Jahre.” In Migration und Familie. Historische und aktuelle Analysen, 
edited by Meike Sophia Baader, Wolfgang Gippert, and Petra Götte, 
225-240. Wiesbaden: Springer VS, 2018.

Schulze, Frederik. “Einleitung: Lateinamerika und der Erste Weltkrieg – 
eine Forschungsbilanz.” In “América Latina y la Primera Guerra Mundial/
Lateinamerika und der Erste Weltkrieg,” edited by Frederik Schulze. 
Special Issue, Jahrbuch für Geschichte Lateinamerikas 55 (2018): 280–284.

Schulze, Frederik and Georg Fischer. “Brazilian History as Global History.” 
Bulletin of Latin American Research (2018). https://doi.org/10.1111/blar.12781 

Schulze, Frederik. “German Settler Colonialism in Southern Brazil in 
German Documentary Films of the 1930s.” In Archiving Settler Colonialism: 
Culture, Space and Race, edited by Yu-ting Huang and Rebecca Weaver-
Hightower, 84-99. London and New York: Routledge, 2019.

Schulze, Frederik. “Regimes de migração no Brasil e na Alemanha: uma 
comparação sincrônica.” Revista Licencia&acturas 5.2 (2018): 7–19.

Simon, Bryant. “Chickenization and the Crisis of Public Health.” Southern 
Studies 25.2 (2018).

Siu, Lok. “Diasporic Aff ect: Circulating Art, Producing Relationality.” In 
Circles and Circuits: Chinese Caribbean Art, edited by Alexandra Chang, 
214-221. Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2018.

Underwood, Nick. “La France et l’Exposition internationale de 1937 au 
prisme de la presse yiddish.” Archives Juives 51.1 (2018): 75–92.
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Urbansky, Sören and Max Trecker. “Kremlinology Revisited: The Nuances 
of Reporting on China in Eastern Block Press.” Cold War History 18.3 
(2018): 307-324.

Urbansky, Sören, Péter Vámos, and Jan Zofk a. “Beyond the Kremlin’s 
Reach? Eastern Europe and China in the Cold War Era.” In “Beyond the 
Kremlin’s Reach: Eastern Europe and China in the Cold War Era,” edited 
by Sören Urbansky, Péter Vámos and Jan Zofk a. Special issue, Cold War 
History 18.3 (2018): 251-256. 

Urbansky, Sören. “Challenges of Subalternity on the Northeast Asian 
Frontier.” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 19.4 (2018): 
867-876.

Urbansky, Sören. “Fears Abroad, Propaganda at Home: Refl ections on 
the ‘Yellow Peril’ Discourse in China.” In Yellow Perils: China Narratives in 
the Contemporary World, edited by Franck Billé and Sören Urbansky, 
246-266. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2018.

Urbansky, Sören, Péter Vámos and Jan Zofk a, eds. “Beyond the Kremlin’s 
Reach: Eastern Europe and China in the Cold War Era.” Special issue, 
Cold War History 18.3 (2018). 

Wagner, Florian. “Der Westen avant la lettre: Alternativkonzepte zur 
westlichen Solidarität in deutschen Kolonialdiskursen.” In Zivilisatorische 
Verortungen - Der “Westen” an der Jahrhundertwende (1880-1930), edited 
by Martina Steber und Riccardo Bavaj, 69-85. Berlin/Boston: De Gruyter, 
2018.

Wagner, Florian. “Un impero anticoloniale? Prospettive non europee 
sulla Repubblica di Weimar e il “sogno imperiale” tedesco (1919-1939).” 
In Sudditi o cittadini? L’evoluzione delle appartenenze imperiali nella Prima 
guerra mondiale, edited by Sara Lorenzini und Simone A. Bellezza, 
129-152. Rome: Viella, 2018.

Wetzell, Richard F. “New Directions in the History of Criminology.” Crime, 
History & Societies / Crime, histoire et societés 21.2 (2017): 361-377. 
[published spring 2018]

Wetzell, Richard F. “‘Die wilden Instinkte der niederen Tiere.’ Gibt es 
geborene Verbrecher? Die großen Frage der Kriminologie,” ZEIT Geschichte 
1/2018, Themenheft  Mörder und Gendarm: Die Geschichte der Kriminalität 
von 1500 bis heute, 60-64.

Wiegeshoff , Andrea. “The ‘New Look’ of German Diplomacy: The West 
German Foreign Service aft er the Second World War.” Diplomacy & 
Statecraft  29.2 (2018): 187-207.
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Wiegeshoff , Andrea and Benedikt Stuchtey. “(In-)Securities across European 
Empires and beyond. Mapping a New Research Field.” Journal of Modern 
European History 16.3 (2018): 321-334.

Wiegeshoff , Andrea and Malte Thießen. “Sicherheit vor Seuchen. Zum 
Spannungsverhältnis von Zukunft sentwürfen, Sicherheit und Staatlich-
keit im Deutschen Kaiserreich.” In ‘Security turns its eye exclusively to the 
future’. Zum Verhältnis von Sicherheit und Zukunft  in der Geschichte, edited 
by C. Kampmann, A. Marciniak, W. Meteling, 259-283. Baden-Baden: 
Nomos Verlag, 2018.

STAFF CHANGES

Anna-Carolin Augustin joined the GHI as a Research Fellow in April 
2019. Her main fi elds of interest are modern German-Jewish History 
and Culture with emphasis on Women’s and Gender History as well as 
Jewish Material Culture. From 2011-2014 she was a fellow at the Wal-
ther Rathenau Graduiertenkolleg at the Moses Mendelssohn Center for 
European Jewish Studies (MMZ). She received her Ph.D. in modern history 
from the Universität Potsdam in 2016. At the same time, she completed 
a two-year academic trainee (“Wissenschaft liches Volontariat”) at the 
Jewish Museum Berlin and worked on several exhibitions. Since 2017 she 
has devoted herself to provenance research in the fi eld of Judaica. Her 
fi rst monograph, Berliner Kunstmatronage: Sammlerinnen und Förderinnen 
bildender Kunst um 1900 was published in 2018 (Göttingen: Wallstein Ver-
lag). In her current research project, she examines the entangled object 
biographies and migration paths of Jewish ceremonial objects (Judaica) as 
well as their changing attributions of meaning and functions aft er 1945 in 
a transnational, cultural-historical study.

Matthew Hiebert, GHI Research Fellow since 2015, left  the GHI at the 
end of March 2019, returning to Canada.

Anne Schenderlein, GHI Research Fellow since 2015, left  the GHI at the 
end of January 2019, returning to Berlin, Germany, where she is now 
the Managing Director of the Dahlem Humanities Center at the Free 
University.
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GHI FELLOWSHIPS AND INTERNSHIPS

Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships

The GHI awards short-term fellowships to European and North American 
doctoral students as well as postdoctoral scholars to pursue research proj-
ects that draw upon primary sources located in the United States. We are 
particularly interested in research projects that fi t into the following fi elds: 
German and European history, the history of German-American relations, 
the role of Germany and the USA in international relations, and American 
history (European doctoral and postdoctoral scholars only).

The proposed research projects should make use of historical methods and 
engage with the relevant historiography. We especially invite applications 
from doctoral students and postdoctoral scholars who currently have no 
funding from their home institutions. The fellowships are usually granted 
for periods of one to fi ve months.

The GHI also off ers a number of other long-term doctoral and postdoctoral 
fellowships with more specifi c profi les to strengthen key research interests 
at institute, including: the history of knowledge, the history of race and 
ethnicity, the history of religion and religiosity, the history of family and 
kinship, the history of migration, and North American history. In addi-
tion to these opportunities, several new fellowships programs have been 
introduced: the Binational Tandem Research Program for “The History of 
Knowledge” and “Global and Trans-regional History,” and the Gerda Henkel 
Postdoctoral Fellowship for Digital History.

For further information about these programs and current application 
deadlines, please check our website at www.ghi-dc.org/fellowships.

GHI Internships

The GHI Internship Program gives German and American students of his-
tory, political science, and library studies an opportunity to gain experience 
at a scholarly research institute. Interns assist individual research projects, 
work for the library, take part in the preparation and hosting of confer-
ences, and help with our publications. They receive a small stipend. The 
program is very fl exible in the sense that the GHI tries to accommodate 
the interns’ interests, abilities, and goals. A two-month minimum stay 
is required; a three-month stay is preferred. There is a rolling review of 
applications. For further information, please check our website at www.
ghi-dc.org/internships. 
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GHI FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS FOR 2018/19

Long-term Visiting Fellows

Ian Beacock, University of British Columbia
 Searching for Queer Ancestors: Historical Knowledge and Gay Activism in 
Europe and the United States, 1860–1940

Levke Harders, Universität Bielefeld
Narratives of Foreignness and Belonging: Migration as a Discursive Process 
in Western European Border Regions (1815-1871)

Chelsea Schields, University of California, Irvine
Atlantic Passages: Social Science, Decolonization and the Routes of Racial 
Knowledge

Amir Theilhaber, Technische Universität Berlin
Oriental Studies Integrated and Fragmented. German-American Intellectual 
Cross-fertilizations, 1875-1933

Gerda Henkel Fellow in Digital History

Julius Wilm, University of Copenhagen
Measuring the Homestead Act: Settlement Expansion and Private Land 
Acquisition in the American West, 1863-1934

Short-term Doctoral Fellowships

Luise Fast, Universität Bielefeld
Decentering Cultural Encounter. Indigenous Intermediaries as Transcultural 
Brokers in the 19th Century

Esther Heyer, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
Franziskus Graf Wolff  Metternich (1893-1978): Projektionsfl äche für 
Fremd- und Selbstinszenierung zwischen Kunst-Geschichte, Denkmal-Pfl ege 
und Kultur-Politik

Julie Keresztes, Boston University
Cameras for the Volk: Photography, Community and Society in Nazi 
Germany, 1933-1945

Maximilian Klose, Freie Universität Berlin
Why They Gave: CARE, the American Public, and U.S.-German Relations in 
the Postwar Era

Johannes Nagel, Universität Bielefeld
The U.S. Military Transformation and the Observation of World Politics, 
1865-1910
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Franziska Walter, Institut für Zeitgeschichte München-Berlin/ 
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
Staatliche Sicherheitskulturen in Bayern 1945-1970. Personal, Praktiken 
und Prägungen im Bayerischen Innenministerium, Landeskriminalamt und 
Landesamt für Verfassungsschutz

Short-term Postdoctoral Fellowships

Kerstin Bischl, Universität Göttingen
Letztes Jahr in Birobidžan? Sowjetisch-jü dische Entfremdungen 1953-1991

Mariusz Kalczewiak, Universität Potsdam
Peretz Hirschbein, Global Yiddish Culture and Extending the Borders of 
Eastern Europe

Sielke Beata Kelner, Graduate Institute of International and Develop-
ment Studies
Bringing the Gospel to the East: U.S. Evangelical Missionary Activism in 
Communist and post-Communist Romania

Oliver Krause, Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde
Die Verwandlung der Raumsemantik: Das Heartland-Konzept von Halford J. 
Mackinder und seine internationale und interdisziplinäre Rezeption, 
1900-1950

Katalin Teller, Eötvös-Loránd-Universität Budapest
Geschichtsschreibung im Zirkus

Timothy Wright, Max Planck Institute for Human Development
Rituals of the Reborn: Ascetic Protestantism and Alternative Christianities in 
the Atlantic World, 1680-1780 
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GHI RESEARCH SEMINAR AND COLLOQUIUM, FALL 2018

September 26  Prakash Kumar (Penn State University/
GHI Washington)
The Contested Legacy of Modernity and Modernization 
in Developing India

October 4 Adam Knowles (Drexel University)
Categories of Complicity: Philosophy under National 
Socialism

 Georg Wolff  (Heidelberg Universität)
American Conservatism and the Struggle against Federal 
Authority: Grassroots Organizing, Activism, Discourse

 Razak Khan (Universität Göttingen)
Entangled Translation: Psychology, Pedagogy, and 
Youth Reform in Germany and India

October 18 Yves Schmitz (Universität Marburg)
Arms Smuggling and State-Building in Imperial 
Borderlands: Southern Africa and Northern America in 
the Second Half of the 19th Century

 Kerstin Schulte (Universität Bielefeld)
“Volksgemeinschaft ” behind Barbed Wire: The 
Internment Camps of the British and American 
Occupation Zone and their Signifi cance for German 
Postwar Society, 1945-1950

 Daniel Eggstein (Universität Konstanz)
“Eine soziale Bewegung in der Wissenschaft ”: 
Ökologisch orientierte Forschung in Deutschland und 
den USA in den 1970er und 1980er Jahren

October 24  Jenna Gibbs (Florida International University/GHI 
Washington)
The Global Latrobe Family: Evangelicalism, Slavery, and 
Empire

November 14  Sü nne Juterczenka (Universität Göttingen /GHI 
Washington)
Encounters in Eden? Missions, Philanthropy, and 
Protestant Dissent in Eighteenth Century 
North America

November 15 Kristoff  Kerl (Universität zu Köln)
Politiken des Rausches. Eine transnationale Körperge-
schichte westlicher Gegenkulturen von den 1960er bis 
in die 1980er Jahre
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  Emanuel Steinbacher (Ludwig-Maximilians-
Universität Mü nchen)
The “Crime of the Century”: High Society, Medien 
und Familie in den USA in der ersten Hälft e des 20. 
Jahrhunderts

December 6 Stephan Schmitt (Universität Erfurt)
Reporting Home: Repercussions of Colonial Rule upon 
American Race Relations

 Ryan Heyden (McMaster University)
The German Red Cross and Humanitarianism in 
Divided Germany, 1945-1989

November 28 Stefan Tetzlaff  (GHI Washington)
Selling Industry: Indian Public Opinion and German 
Industrial Public Relations Overseas, c. 1960-1972

December 12  Andrea Wiegeshoff  (Universität Marburg/GHI 
Washington)
Of Pathogens and Humans. A Cultural History of the 
Policies for Epidemics in the Nineteenth Century
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SPRING 2019 LECTURE SERIES

The Weimar Republic Reconsidered

Organized by David Lazar and Richard F. Wetzell

German voters went to the polls in January 1919 to elect a National As-
sembly to draft  a new constitution to replace the imperial order that had 
collapsed two months earlier. The National Assembly’s meeting place 
soon became synonymous with the new constitution and a new era in 
German history: Weimar. The hundredth anniversary of the founding of 
the Weimar Republic aff ords an opportunity to take stock of new directions 
in research on this pivotal period of German history and to refl ect on its 
bearing on the present. 

February 21  Remembering and Forgetting Germany’s First 
Democracy: Refl ections on Weimar Germany 
Kathleen Canning (Rice University)

March 21  Founding Weimar: Violence and the Revolution 
of 1918/1919
Mark Jones (University College Dublin/FU Berlin)

March 28 Did Sex Bring Down the Weimar Republic?
Laurie Marhoefer (University of Washington)

April 11  City Streets and Civil Unrest: The Costs of Public 
Violence in the Weimar and Nazi Eras
Molly Loberg (Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo)

April 25  The Chances and Challenges of Democracy: 
Weimar and Beyond
Tim B. Müller (German Sinti and Roma Union)
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GHI CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2019

January 22 Of Pathogens and Humans. A Cultural History 
of the Policies on Epidemics in the Nineteenth 
Century
Lecture at GHI West
Speaker: Andrea Wiegeshoff  (GHI Washington / 
Marburg University)

February 21 The Longue Durée of 1989: Regime Change and 
Everyday Life in East Germany
Lecture at GHI West
Speaker: Kerstin Brückweh (Centre for Contemporary 
History, Potsdam)

February 21 Remembering and Forgetting Germany’s First 
Democracy: Refl ections on Weimar Germany
Lecture at the GHI
Speaker: Kathleen Canning (Rice University)

February 25 Project Europe: A New History of the European 
Union
Gerda Henkel Lecture at the University of Colorado, 
Boulder
Speaker: Kiran Klaus Patel (Maastricht University)

February 27 The New Deal: A Global History
Gerda Henkel Lecture at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara
Speaker: Kiran Klaus Patel, Maastricht University

February 28 Project Europe: A New History of the European 
Union
Gerda Henkel Lecture at the University of California, 
Berkeley
Speaker: Kiran Klaus Patel (Maastricht University)

March 04 The Securitization of Migration and Racial 
Sorting in Fortress Europe
Lecture at GHI West
Speaker: Maartje van der Woude, Leiden Law School 
(Netherlands)

March 08-09 The Transmission of Financial Knowledge in 
Historical Perspective, 1840–1940
Conference at GHI Washington
Conveners: Nicholas Osborne (New-York Historical 
Society) and Atiba Pertilla (GHI Washington)
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March 21 Founding Weimar: Violence and the Revolution 
of 1918/1919
Lecture at GHI Washington
Speaker: Mark Jones (University College Dublin/FU 
Berlin)

March 22 Lies about Migrants: Comparing U.S. and German 
Migration Politics in a Post-Truth Environment
Lecture at GHI West
Speaker: Beverly Crawford Ames (Center for German 
and European Studies, UC Berkeley)

March 22-23 The Politics of Sovereignty and Globalism in 
Modern Germany
Conference at GHI Washington
Conveners: Rüdiger Graf, Quinn Slobodian, Heidi 
Tworek, Anne Schenderlein (GHI Washington)

March 25-27 Entangling Pacifi c and Atlantic Worlds: Past and 
Present
Symposium at GHI West
Conveners: Sarah Beringer (GHI Washington), Wencke 
Meteling (Marburg University), Sören Urbansky (GHI 
Washington). Co-organized with the ZEIT-Stift ung 
Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius

March 28 Did Sex Bring Down the Weimar Republic?
Lecture at GHI Washington
Speaker: Laurie Marhoefer (University of Washington)

April 02 Indian Economic Policy 1945: The Bombay Plan, 
Multinationals and Indian Big Business
Seminar at GHI Washington
Speakers: Gurcharan Das (public intellectual), Medha 
Kudaisya (National University of Singapore), Promodh 
Malhotra (former Citibank and IFC offi  cial), Mircea 
Raianu (University of Maryland), Stefan Tetzlaff  (GHI 
Washington)

April 02 Fascism’s Global Moments: New Perspectives 
on Entanglements and Tensions between Fascist 
Regimes in the 1930s and 1940s
Lecture at GHI West
Speaker: Sven Reichardt (Universität Konstanz)

April 05 Angst essen Seele auf (Fear Eats the Soul)
Film Screening at Goethe-Institut San Francisco
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April 06-07 German History in a Fractious World
Second Annual West Coast Germanists’ Workshop at 
University of Southern California
Organizing Committee: Elizabeth Drummond (LMU), 
Stefan-Ludwig Hoff mann (UC Berkeley), Paul Lerner 
(USC), Andrea Westermann (GHI West), 
Heike Friedman (GHI West)

April 11 Over Sixty in the Sixties: The Older Generation 
and Youth Protest in West Germany
Lecture at GHI West
Speaker: Christina von Hodenberg (German Historical 
Institute, London)

April 11 City Streets and Civil Unrest: The Costs of Public 
Violence in the Weimar and Nazi Eras
Lecture at the GHI Washington
Speaker: Molly Loberg (Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo)

April 12 Hippie Masala (Forever in India)
Film Screening at Goethe-Institut San Francisco

April 17 Competing Narratives of Failed Regimes: An 
International Comparison of National Memory 
Cultures
Panel Discussion at GHI Washington
Speakers: Soeren Brinkmann (Universidad del Norte, 
Barranquilla), Karen Cox (University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte), Donna Harsch (Carnegie Mellon University), 
Xolela Mangcu (George Washington University)

April 25 The Chances and Challenges of Democracy: 
Weimar and Beyond
Lecture at GHI Washington
Speaker: Tim B. Müller (German Sinti and Roma 
Union)

May 07 Bébé Tigre [Young Tiger]
Film Screening at Alliance Française, San Francisco

May 09 Getting the American Model Right: State 
Constitutional Revision and the Achievement 
of General Laws in the Mid-Nineteenth Century 
U.S.
10th Gerald Feldman Memorial Lecture, at GHI 
Washington
Speaker: Naomi R. Lamoreaux (Yale University and 
National Bureau of Economic Research)
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May 17 Raving Iran
Film Screening at the Goethe-Institut San Francisco

May 19-22 In Global Transit: Forced Migration of Jews and 
other Refugees (1940s-1960s)
Conference at GHI West and The MAGNES Collection 
of Jewish Art and Life at the University of California, 
Berkeley
Conveners: Wolf Gruner (USC Shoah Foundation Center 
for Advanced Genocide Research, Los Angeles), Simone 
Lässig (German Historical Institute Washington/GHI 
West, UC Berkeley), Francesco Spagnolo (The Magnes, 
UC Berkeley), Swen Steinberg (University of Dresden)

May 24-25 Maritime Missions: Religion, Ethnography and 
Empires in the Long Eighteenth Century
Workshop at GHI Washington
Conveners: Jenna M. Gibbs (GHI Washington/Florida 
International University) and Sünne Juterczenka (GHI 
Washington/Göttingen University)

May 28 - June 04 Histories of Migrant Knowledges in and across 
the Transpacifi c: Agencies, Scales, Translations
Conference at GHI West
Organized by The Forum Transregionale Studien, 
the Max Weber Stift ung, GHI West, The Maria Sibylla 
Merian Center for Advanced Latin American Studies in 
the Humanities and Social Sciences (CALAS), and the 
Institute of European Studies, UC Berkeley

May 29 - June 01 25th Transatlantic Doctoral Seminar: German 
History in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
Seminar at GHI Washington
Conveners: Anna von der Goltz (Georgetown University) 
and Richard F. Wetzell (GHI Washington)

May 31 Bezness as Usual
Film Screening at Goethe-Institut San Francisco

June 06-08 Political Culture and the History of Knowledge: 
Actors, Institutions, Practices
Conference at GHI Washington
Conveners: Shadi Bartsch-Zimmer (Institute of the 
Formation of Knowledge at the University of Chicago), 
Kijan Espahangizi (Center “History of Knowledge” at 
the University Zurich and the ETH Zurich), Nils Güttler 
(Center “History of Knowledge” at the University 
Zurich and the ETH Zurich), Kerstin von der Krone 
(GHI Washington), Simone Lässig (GHI Washington), 
Monika Wulz (Center “History of Knowledge” at the 
University Zurich and the ETH Zurich)
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June 06 Knowledge / Power / Political Culture - A 
Transatlantic Conversation
Panel Discussion at GHI Washington
Speakers: Suzanne Marchand (Louisiana State Univer-
sity), Jakob Tanner (Zurich University), and moderated 
by Anna von der Golz (Georgetown University)

September 06-07 Global Knowledge, Global Legitimacy? 
Transatlantic Biomedicine since 1970
Conference at GHI Washington
Conveners: Axel Jansen (GHI Washington) and Claudia 
Roesch (GHI Washington)

September 24-25 Sixth Junior Scholars Conference in Jewish 
History: Radicalism and Resistance in Modern 
Jewish History
Conference in Hamburg
Conveners: Miriam Rürup (Institute for the History of 
the German Jews, Hamburg), Anne Schenderlein 
(German Historical Institute Washington DC), and 
Mirjam Zadoff  (NS-Dokumentationszentrum 
München), with additional support from the Wis-
senschaft liche Arbeitsgemeinschaft  des Leo Baeck 
Instituts

October 03-06 Work, Migration, Environment: The German and 
Central European Experience
Panel at the 43rd Annual Conference of the German 
Studies Association, Portland, Oregon
Conveners: Andrea Westermann (GHI West, Berkeley) 
and Eagle Glassheim (University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver)

October 03-06 GSA Seminar: Beyond the Racial State: New 
Perspectives on Race in Nazi Germany
Seminar at 43rd Annual Conference of the German 
Studies Association, Portland, Oregon
Conveners: Mark Roseman (Indiana University) and 
Richard F. Wetzell (GHI Washington)

October 10-12 Medieval History Seminar
Seminar at GHI London
Organized by the German Historical Institute London 
in co-operation with the German Historical Institute 
Washington and the German History Society
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October 10-12 Digital Hermeneutics: From Research to 
Dissemination
Conference and Workshop at GHI Washington
Conveners: Andreas Fickers (C²DH), Gerben Zaagsma 
(C²DH), Sean Takats (RRCHNM), Simone Lässig (GHI), 
Jens Pohlmann (GHI), Daniel Burckhardt (GHI)

October 21-23 Histories of Migration: Transatlantic and Global 
Perspectives
Bucerius Young Scholars Forum at GHI West
Convener: Andrea Westermann (GHI West)
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GHI Library 

The GHI library concentrates on German history 
and transatlantic relations, with emphasis on the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In addition to 
providing essential literature for scholarly research, 
the library fulfi lls an important cultural mission: no 
other library in the United States off ers a similarly 
condensed inventory of modern German history. 
The library off ers access to about 50,000 books, DVDs, CD-ROMs, micro-
fi ches, and 220 print journals. In addition, we off er access to about 500 
e-books and 100 online journals. 

The collection includes books on American history written by German 
authors as well as historical literature of the institute’s past research foci: 
global history, religious studies, exile and migration studies, environmental 
history, and economic history. The collection includes only print materials, 
mostly secondary literature; there are no archival holdings.

The GHI library off ers free access to scholars as well as the general public; 
appointments or reader cards are not necessary. The library does not lend 
materials but visitors may consult material from the entire collection in 
our beautiful reading room, which also off ers access to a variety of data-
bases for journal articles, historical newspapers, genealogical research, 
and bibliographical research.

For the library catalog or a list of our databases, please visit www.ghi-dc.org/
library. Or send an email to library@ghi-dc.org for any further questions.

The library hours are Monday to Thursday from 9 am to 5 pm, Fridays 
from 9 am to 4 pm, and by appointment.
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Enjoy a 20% discount 
on the recent 
Publications of the 
German Historical 
Institute          

To enjoy a 20% discount on these titles and more, please visit www.cambridge.org/PGHI2019

Transnational Nazism
Ideology and Culture in German-
Japanese Relations, 1919–1936

978-1-108-47463-4

$120.00 $96.00

£90.00 £72.00 

War and Childhood in 
the Era of the Two 

World Wars
978-1-108-47853-3

$99.99 $79.99

£75.00 £60.00 

Reading and Rebellion in 
Catholic Germany, 

1770–1914
978-1-108-47290-6

$105.00 $84.00

£75.00 £60.00 

Turkish Germans in the 
Federal Republic of 

Germany
978-1-108-42730-2

$105.00 $84.00

£75.00 £60.00 

Nation and Loyalty in a 
German-Polish 

Borderland
978-1-108-48710-8

$105.00 $84.00

£75.00 £60.00 

Beyond the 
Racial State

978-1-316-61699-4

$34.99 $27.99

£26.99 £21.59 



Volume 23  
GUSTAV STRESEMANN
The Crossover Artist
Karl Heinrich Pohl  
Translated from the German by Christine Brocks,  
with the assistance of Patricia C. Sutcliffe

Praise for the German edition:

“[A] substantial contribution … Pohl succeeds admirably 
in locating the statesman Stresemann within his 
personal experiences and his reactions to a tumultuous, 

German History

Volume 22  
EXPLORATIONS AND ENTANGLEMENTS
Germans in Pacific Worlds from the Early 
Modern Period to World War I
Hartmut Berghoff, Frank Biess, and 
Ulrike Strasser [Eds.]

The studies gathered here offer fascinating research 
into German missionary, commercial, scientific, and 
imperial activity against the backdrop of the Pacific’s 
overlapping cultural circuits and complex oceanic 
transits.

Volume 21  
THE ETHICS OF SEEING
Photography and Twentieth-Century 
German History
Jennifer Evans, Paul Betts, and  
Stefan-Ludwig Hoffmann [Eds.]

The Ethics of Seeing brings together an international 
group of scholars to explore the complex relation-
ship between the visual and the historic in German 
history.

Studies in German History Series

Volume 20 - New in Paperback

THE SECOND GENERATION
Émigrés from Nazi Germany as Historians
With a Biobibliographic Guide
Andreas W. Daum, Hartmut Lehmann,  
and James J. Sheehan [Eds.]

“The contributions to this volume manage impressively 
to show the interconnections between life and work, 
describing the professional developments against the 
background of emigration as well as demonstrating the 
influence of the refugee experience on their historical 
works.” 

Volume 19 

FELLOW TRIBESMEN
The Image of Native Americans, National 
Identity, and Nazi Ideology in Germany
Frank Usbeck

“Usbeck’s study is very impressive. He has collected a 
great number of facts…[and] presents a most interesting 
book…An extensive bibliography concludes an 
important work that is also attractively illustrated.”  
· AmerIndian Research 

Volume 18
THE RESPECTABLE CAREER OF FRITZ K.
The Making and Remaking of a  
Provincial Nazi Leader
Hartmut Berghoff and Cornelia Rauh

“By outlining Fritz Kiehn’s career both in a  
rational-academic but also lively manner, the authors 
have succeeded in creating an unusually insightful and 
astute book on what was ‘normal’ in Germany in the 
twentieth century.” · Die Zeit

www.berghahnbooks.com

 
For online orders use code SGH19 and receive a 25% discount!

Follow us on Twitter: @BerghahnBooks

GENERAL EDITORS 
Simone Lässig, Director of the German Historical Institute, Washington D.C., 
with the assistance of Patricia C. Sutcliffe, Editor, German Historical Institute.

Published in Association with the German Historical Institute, Washington D.C.



Volume 17  
ENCOUNTERS WITH MODERNITY
The Catholic Church in West Germany, 
1945-1975
Benjamin Ziemann  
Translated from the German by Andrew Evans

“Without a doubt, this work will remain (…) one of the 
pillars of the field.” · Central European History

Volume 16         Available Open Access

CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN 
MODERN GERMANY
Richard F. Wetzell [Ed.]

Volume 15 - Available in Paperback  

GERMANY AND THE BLACK DIASPORA
Points of Contact, 1250–1914
Mischa Honeck, Martin Klimke,  
and Anne Kuhlmann [Eds.]

“In detailing a phenomenon long ignored within 
mainstream German culture and history, this collection 
will be of use to a variety of readers, including those 
working in African and African American studies, 
art history, German studies, and history. . . . Highly 
recommended.” · Choice  

Volume 14
MAX LIEBERMANN AND 
INTERNATIONAL MODERNISM
An Artist's Career from  
Empire to Third Reich
Marion Deshmukh, Françoise Forster-Hahn 
and Barbara Gaehtgens [Eds.]

Volume 13 - Available in Paperback 

THE PLANS THAT FAILED
An Economic History of the GDR
André Steiner 

Volume 12- Available in Paperback 

RAISING CITIZENS IN THE 'CENTURY 
OF THE CHILD'
The United States and German Central 
Europe in Comparative Perspective
Dirk Schumann [Ed.]

Volume 11 

THE EAST GERMAN STATE AND THE 
CATHOLIC CHURCH, 1945-1989
Bernd Schaefer 

Volume 10 - Available in Paperback 

POLITICAL VIOLENCE IN THE WEIMAR 
REPUBLIC, 1918-1933
Fight for the Streets and Fear of Civil War
Dirk Schumann

Volume 9 

BIOGRAPHY BETWEEN STRUCTURE 
AND AGENCY
Central European Lives in International 
Historiography
Volker R. Berghahn and Simone Lässig [Eds.]

Volume 8 - Available in Paperback 

NATURE OF THE MIRACLE YEARS
Conservation in West Germany, 1945-1975
Sandra Chaney

Volume 7 - Available in Paperback 

BETWEEN MASS DEATH AND 
INDIVIDUAL LOSS
The Place of the Dead in 
Twentieth-Century Germany
Alon Confino, Paul Betts and Dirk Schumann [Eds.] 

www.berghahnbooks.com

 
For online orders use code SGH19 and receive a 25% discount!

Follow us on Twitter: @BerghahnBooks

For a complete list of volumes please visit berghahnbooks.com/series/studies-in-german-history 



Katharina Scheffler

Operation Crossroads Africa, 
1958–1972
Kulturdiplomatie zwischen Nord-
amerika und Afrika

transatlantische historische  
studien – vol. 57

419 pages
€ 64,– / $ 85,–
978-3-515-11285-7 hardcover 
978-3-515-11286-4 e-book

Operation Crossroads Africa (OCA) war in den 
sechziger Jahren die größte in Afrika tätige private 
Freiwilligenorganisation. 1957 gegründet initiierte 
OCA zahlreiche Hilfsprojekte in verschiedenen  
Regionen Afrikas.
Auf der Grundlage umfangreicher Archivstudien 
und Zeitzeugeninterviews untersucht Katharina 
Scheffler die Anfangsjahre der Organisation. Sie 
beleuchtet ihre Gründung sowie die institutionellen 
und gesellschaftlichen Hürden, die es anfänglich zu 
überwinden galt. Ein besonderes Augenmerk gilt 
den Erlebnissen der Freiwilligen selbst und deren 
Rolle als inoffizielle Botschafter Amerikas auf der 
einen und als Vorreiter für interkulturelle Verstän-
digung auf der anderen Seite.

GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE WASHINGTON
Transatlantische Historische Studien

Elisabeth Engel

Encountering Empire
African American Missionaries in 
Colonial Africa, 1900–1939

transatlantische historische  
studien – vol. 56

303 pages
€ 52,– / $ 69,–
978-3-515-11117-1 hardcover 
978-3-515-11119-5 e-book

In Encountering Empire, Elisabeth Engel traces how 
black American missionaries – men and women 
grappling with their African heritage – established 
connections in Africa during the heyday of Europe-
an colonialism. Reconstructing the black American 
‘colonial encounter’, Engel analyzes the images, 
transatlantic relationships, and possibilities of repre-
sentation African American missionaries developed 
for themselves while negotiating colonial regimes. 
Illuminating a neglected chapter of Atlantic history, 
Engel demonstrates that African Americans used 
imperial structures for their own self-determination. 
Encountering Empire thus challenges the notion that 
pan-Africanism was the only viable strategy for black 
emancipation. 

Please order here: For US orders, please contact: 
www.steiner-verlag.de  orders@isdistribution.com

Franz Steiner
Verlag

Julius Wilm

Settlers as Conquerors
Free Land Policy in Antebellum 
America

transatlantische historische  
studien – vol. 58

284 pages
€ 52,– / $ 69,–
978-3-515-12131-6 hardcover 
978-3-515-12132-3 e-book

In early America, the notion that settlers ought to 
receive undeveloped land for free was enormously 
popular among the rural poor and social reformers. 
Well into the Jacksonian era, however, Congress 
considered the demand fiscally and economically 
irresponsible. Increasingly, this led proponents to 
cast the idea as a military matter: land grantees 
would supplant troops in the efforts to take over 
the continent from Indian nations and rival colonial 
powers. Julius Wilm’s book examines the free land 
debates from the 1790s to the 1850s and reconstructs 
the settlement experiences under the donation laws 
for Florida (1842) and the Oregon Territory (1850).



Alexander Pyrges

Das Kolonialprojekt  
EbenEzer
Formen und Mechanismen  
protestantischer Expansion  
in der atlantischen Welt des  
18. Jahrhunderts
transatlantische historische  
studien – vol. 53

507 pages
€ 72,– / $ 96,–
978-3-515-10879-9 hardcover 
978-3-515-11013-6 e-book

Ab der Wende zum 18. Jahrhundert engagierten  
sich protestantische Landeskirchen vermehrt im  
atlantischen Raum und veränderten so die nord-
atlantische Welt des Protestantismus grundlegend. 
Abseits der Pfade nationalhistorischer Interpreta-
tionen behandelt Alexander Pyrges diesen über  
kirchliche und herrschaftliche Grenzen hinweg  
wirkmächtigen Prozess.  
Im Zentrum steht das Kolonial projekt Ebenezer: Im 
Jahr 1734 gegründet wurde die Gemeinde Ebenezer 
in der britischen Kolonie Georgia jahrzehntelang 
durch anglikanische und lutherisch-pietistische  
Kirchenreformer in England und im Alten Reich 
 gefördert. Die Studie gibt Aufschluss über die  
religiöse Verdichtung der nordatlantischen Welt  
im 18. Jahrhundert.

GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE WASHINGTON
Transatlantische Historische Studien

Melanie Henne

Training Citizenship
Ethnizität und Breitensport  
in Chicago, 1920–1950
transatlantische historische  
studien – vol. 54

378 pages
€ 62,– / $ 82,–
978-3-515-10955-0 hardcover 
978-3-515-11012-9 e-book

Vorstellungen von „guter Staatsbürgerschaft“ domi-
nierten in den USA der Zwischenkriegszeit, die von 
einer restriktiven Migrationsgesetzgebung geprägt 
war. Die Einwanderungdebatten waren mit strikten 
Amerikanisierungsforderungen verknüpft. Am Bei-
spiel von Mitgliedern der Gymnastikorganisation So-
kol sowie Sportler/innen des Jewish People’s Institute 
(JPI) in Chicago wird gezeigt, wie tschechische und 
jüdische Migrant/innen und ihre Nachkommen Sport 
als Strategie der Legitimierung und im Kampf um An-
erkennung nutzen. Ihre Handlungsoptionen standen 
dabei im Spannungsfeld von Adaption, Ablehnung 
und Umdeutung dominanter US-Staatsbürgerschafts-
konzepte und beinhalteten die Integration kultureller 
Selbstbilder.

Nach einer erfolgreichen Karriere im Kulturbetrieb der 
Weimarer Republik akzeptierte der deutsche Regisseur 
William Dieterle im Jahre 1930 ein Vertrags angebot der 
US-Filmgesellschaft Warner Bros. Pictures. Dort gelang 
ihm der Aufbau eines Netzwerkes deutschsprachiger 
Künstler, dem Persönlichkeiten wie Max Reinhardt und 
Fritz Kortner angehörten. Es entstanden Filme, die 
zum Kampf gegen den Nationalsozialismus und zur 
Repräsentation eines „anderen Deutschland“ in der 
Emigration beitrugen. Larissa Schütze beschreibt auf 
Basis der Firmenunterlagen Dieterles Integration in die 
institutionellen Strukturen der Warner Bros. Studios 
und rekonstruiert die Produktionsgeschichte seiner 
dort entstandenen Filme unter Berücksichtigung der 
politischen, gesellschaftlichen und wirtschaftlichen 
Rahmenbedingungen im Amerika der dreißiger Jahre.
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Prof. Dr. Simone Lässig, Director
  History of knowledge; German social and cultural history; Jewish history; history of 
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PD Dr. Axel Jansen, Deputy Director
 History of the United States; history of science
Anne Kadolph, Administrative Director
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postcolonial studies; history of capitalism
Dr. Jan C. Jansen, Research Fellow
  Modern European, North African, and Atlantic history; colonialism and decolonization; 

memory studies; migration studies; global history of freemasonry
Dr. Kerstin von der Krone, Research Fellow
  Jewish history and culture; modern European history; history of media and communication; 

intellectual history; history of knowledge
Dr. Atiba Pertilla, Research Fellow and Digital Editor
  Digital history, fi nancial history, U.S. history, 1865–1945, history of migration, 

history of masculinity and gender, urban history
Dr. Claudia Roesch, Research Fellow
  History of the family; history of migration; gender and sexuality; transatlantic exchanges; 

history of knowledge
Dr. Sören Urbansky, Research Fellow
  Global and transnational history; microhistory; Russia, the Soviet Union and China 

(18th to 20th centuries); Chinese diaspora in the Pacifi c; borders and infrastructures
Dr. Andrea Westermann, Research Fellow and Head of GHI West – Pacifi c Regional Offi ce
  History of the earth sciences, environmental history, history of technology, 

material culture studies, history of knowledge
Dr. Richard F. Wetzell, Research Fellow and Editor of the GHI Bulletin
  Modern European history; modern German history; intellectual and cultural history; 

legal history; history of science and medicine; history of sexuality

Dr. Thomas L. Hughes, Senior Visiting Research Fellow
Dr. Robert Gerald Livingston, Senior Visiting Research Fellow

Jana Adkins, Assistant to the Director
Dr. Sarah Beringer, Head of Section, Research Strategy & Communications
Anna Maria Boß, Head Librarian
Anita Brown, Library Associate
Daniel Burckhardt, Technical Developer
Sally Dill, Administrative and Research Assistant
Susanne Fabricius, Foreign Language Assistant
Heike Friedman, Program Coordinator, GHI West
Daniel Graham, Receptionist
Bryan Hart, Program Offi cer (Fellowships) and Webmaster
Dr. Katharina Hering, Digital Project Librarian/Metadata editor
Insa Kummer, Project Editor
Alexa Lässig, Social Media Coordinator
David B. Lazar, Senior Editor
Elisabeth Mait, German Language Research Associate
Dr. Kelly McCullough, Project Manager
Marlene Menghini, Events and Administrative Assistant
Stephanie Oehrlein, Administrative Associate
Stefan Sachser, Administrative Associate
Melanie Smaney, Administrative Associate
Dr. Mark Stoneman, Editor
Dr. Patricia Casey Sutcliffe, Editor
Atanas Vasilev, IT/Systems Manager
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